Dear Mr. Greenewald:

The enclosed documents were reviewed under the Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA), Title 5, United States Code, Section 552/552a. Below you will find check boxes under the appropriate statute headings which indicate the types of exemptions asserted to protect information which is exempt from disclosure. The appropriate exemptions are noted on the enclosed pages next to redacted information. In addition, a deleted page information sheet was inserted to indicate where pages were withheld entirely and identify which exemptions were applied. The checked exemption boxes used to withhold information are further explained in the enclosed Explanation of Exemptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section 552</th>
<th>Section 552a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ (b)(1)</td>
<td>☐ (b)(7)(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ (b)(2)</td>
<td>☐ (b)(7)(B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ (b)(3)</td>
<td>☑ (b)(7)(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐ (b)(7)(D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☑ (b)(7)(E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐ (b)(7)(F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ (b)(4)</td>
<td>☐ (b)(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ (b)(5)</td>
<td>☐ (b)(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑ (b)(6)</td>
<td>☐ (k)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐ (k)(7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

351 pages were reviewed and 351 pages are being released.

Please see the paragraphs below for relevant information specific to your request as well as the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for standard responses applicable to all requests.

- Document(s) were located which originated with, or contained information concerning, other Government Agency (ies) [OGA].
- This information has been referred to the OGA(s) for review and direct response to you.
- We are consulting with another agency. The FBI will correspond with you regarding this information when the consultation is completed.

Please refer to the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for additional standard responses applicable to your request. “Part 1” of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests. “Part 2” includes additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records on individuals. “Part 3” includes general information about FBI records that you may find useful. Also enclosed is our Explanation of Exemptions.
For questions regarding our determinations, visit the www.fbi.gov/foia website under “Contact Us.” The FOIPA Request Number listed above has been assigned to your request. Please use this number in all correspondence concerning your request.

You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United States Department of Justice, Sixth Floor, 441 G Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP’s FOIA online portal by creating an account on the following website: https://www.foiaonline.gov/foiaonline/action/public/home. Your appeal must be postmarked or electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely. If you submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked “Freedom of Information Act Appeal.” Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified.

You may seek dispute resolution services by contacting the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS). The contact information for OGIS is as follows: Office of Government Information Services, National Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001, e-mail at ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile at 202-741-5769. Alternatively, you may contact the FBI’s FOIA Public Liaison by emailing foipaquestions@fbi.gov. If you submit your dispute resolution correspondence by email, the subject heading should clearly state “Dispute Resolution Services.” Please also cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified.

✓ See additional information which follows.

The enclosed documents represent the first interim release of information responsive to your negotiated Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request.

The enclosed documents are from a multiple subject investigation which listed the subject of your request as one of the subjects. The only portions processed for your request were those documents which contained information concerning your subject. Documents were not considered for processing if no information about your subject was in the body of the document itself.

Sincerely,

David M. Hardy
Section Chief
Record/Information
Dissemination Section
Information Management Division

Enclosure(s)
FBI FOIPA Addendum

As referenced in our letter responding to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request, the FBI FOIPA Addendum includes information applicable to your request. Part 1 of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests. Part 2 includes additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records on individuals. Part 3 includes general information about FBI records. For questions regarding Parts 1, 2, or 3, visit the www.fbi.gov/foia website under “Contact Us.” Previously mentioned appeal and dispute resolution services are also available at the web address.

Part 1: The standard responses below apply to all requests:

(i) 5 U.S.C. § 552(c). Congress excluded three categories of law enforcement and national security records from the requirements of the FOIA [5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV (2010)]. FBI responses are limited to those records subject to the requirements of the FOIA. Additional information about the FBI and the FOIPA can be found on the www.fbi.gov/foia website.

(ii) National Security/Intelligence Records. The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of national security and foreign intelligence records pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(1), (b)(3), and PA exemption (j)(2) as applicable to requests for records about individuals [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(1), (b)(3), and (j)(2); 50 U.S.C § 3024(i)(1)]. The mere acknowledgment of the existence or nonexistence of such records is itself a classified fact protected by FOIA exemption (b)(1) and/or would reveal intelligence sources, methods, or activities protected by exemption (b)(3) [50 USC § 3024(i)(1)]. This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that national security or foreign intelligence records do or do not exist.

Part 2: The standard responses below apply to all requests for records on individuals:

(i) Requests for Records about any Individual—Watch Lists. The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of any individual’s name on a watch list pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(7)(E), (j)(2)]. This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that watch list records do or do not exist.

(ii) Requests for Records for Incarcerated Individuals. The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of records which could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any incarcerated individual pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and (j)(2)]. This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that such records do or do not exist.

Part 3: General Information:

(i) Record Searches. The Record/Information Dissemination Section (RIDS) searches for reasonably described records by searching those systems or locations where responsive records would reasonably be found. A reasonable search normally consists of a search for main files in the Central Records System (CRS), an extensive system of records consisting of applicant, investigative, intelligence, personnel, administrative, and general files compiled and maintained by the FBI in the course of fulfilling law enforcement, intelligence, and administrative functions. The CRS spans the entire FBI organization and encompasses the records of FBI Headquarters (FBIHQ), FBI Field Offices, and FBI Legal Attaché Offices (Legats) worldwide and includes Electronic Surveillance (ELSUR) records. For additional information about our record searches visit www.fbi.gov/services/information-management/foipa/requesting-fbi-records.

(ii) FBI Records. Founded in 1908, the FBI carries out a dual law enforcement and national security mission. As part of this dual mission, the FBI creates and maintains records on various subjects; however, the FBI does not maintain records on every person, subject, or entity.

(iii) Requests for Criminal History Records or Rap Sheets. The Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division provides Identity History Summary Checks — often referred to as a criminal history record or rap sheets. These criminal history records are not the same as material in an investigative “FBI file.” An Identity History Summary Check is a listing of information taken from fingerprint cards and documents submitted to the FBI in connection with arrests, federal employment, naturalization, or military service. For a fee, individuals can request a copy of their Identity History Summary Check. Forms and directions can be accessed at www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks. Additionally, requests can be submitted electronically at www.edo.cjis.gov. For additional information, please contact CJIS directly at (304) 625-5590.

(iv) The National Name Check Program (NNCP). The mission of NNCP is to analyze and report information in response to name check requests received from federal agencies, for the purpose of protecting the United States from foreign and domestic threats to national security. Please be advised that this is a service provided to other federal agencies. Private citizens cannot request a name check.
EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552

(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order;

(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency;

(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld;

(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential;

(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency;

(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;

(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or information (A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, (B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication, (C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, (D) could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, (E) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any individual;

(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or

(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells.

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a

(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding;

(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime or apprehend criminals;

(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy, for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods;

(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence;

(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual pursuant to the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056;

(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records;

(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence;

(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service the release of which would compromise the testing or examination process;

(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/4/2002

To: All Field Offices  Attn: Media Reps
VCMO Supervisors
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}
Contact:

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED:
AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
{WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES};
"FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM,
{WWW.FBI.GOV}; "FBI FILES", "PROSECUTORS", "NEW
DETECTIVES", DISCOVERY CHANNEL {WWW.DISCOVERY.COM}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, January 5, 2002, at 9 p.m. Eastern Time, "America's Most
Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the
following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Regina DeFrancisco, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP - First Degree Murder; OO:
Chicago, 88A-CG-113593.

Margaret DeFrancisco - Fugitive (A); UFAP - First Degree Murder; OO:
Chicago, 88A-CG-113594.
On June 6, 2000, victim Oscar Velasquez went to the residence of Regina DeFrancisco to pick her up for a date. When he arrived, Regina told him that she was not ready to go and asked him to come into the residence to wait. He waited in the living room along with Regina's minor sister, Margaret, and a friend while DeFrancisco went down into the basement. A short time later, she called upstairs for him to join her in the basement. As he went down into the basement, he was followed by Margaret. Once downstairs, he was shot in the back of the head.

After attempting to clean up the blood, the sisters allegedly wrapped the body in plastic and loaded it in the trunk of the victim's car. Regina, accompanied by her sister and the friend, then allegedly drove the car to a vacant lot, where they removed the body from the trunk and set it on fire. After attempting to sell the victim's car without success, the car was abandoned and also set on fire.

On June 29, 2000, state warrants were issued by the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois, charging the DeFrancisco sisters with first degree murder. On August 10, 2000, federal warrants were issued by the United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois, charging the sisters with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Regina DeFrancisco is a White female, DOB: ______ , 5'5", 120 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She has a tattoo of a rose on her chest and the letter "R" on her left leg.

Margaret DeFrancisco is a White female, DOB: ______, 5'8", 130 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She has a heart tattoo on her stomach near her belly button.

Contact: DUSM FBI Task Force, Chicago, Illinois, at

On the morning of June 6, 2001, a woman was shot to death in the parking lot of a fast food restaurant in Wheaton, Illinois, where she worked. Following an investigation by the Wheaton Police Department, Michael Alfonso, the victim's former boyfriend, was named a suspect in the murder.

Michael Alfonso is a Black male, DOB: ______, 5'5", 150 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a scar on his chest.

Contact: SA FBI, Chicago, Illinois, Lisle Resident Agency, at

3) Hopeton Eric Brown, aka - Ten Most Wanted Fugitive: OO: Minneapolis, ______
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/4/2002

Hopeton Eric Brown is wanted for his alleged involvement in the murder of a Minnesota man and the attempted murder of the man's female friend. In March of 1997, Brown and his associates went to the male victim's apartment in St. Paul. The victim was beaten severely and shot to death, allegedly following a drug dispute with Brown and his associates. The victim's female friend was also shot several times, twice in the head. However, she survived the shooting. Brown is believed to have fled from Minnesota and traveled to Florida a few days after the crimes occurred.

In 1999, Brown and some of his associates were indicted by a federal grand jury in the District of Minnesota at Minneapolis for the murder and attempted murder which occurred in 1997. Of those indicted, Brown is the only one who is at large. Brown is also being sought by Jamaican authorities for a double murder which occurred on January 14, 2001.

Hopeton Eric Brown is a Black male, DOB 5'8", 175 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. He has a mole below his left eye and possibly a large scar on his chest. He wears heavy gold jewelry.


The FBI is offering a reward of up to $50,000 for information leading to the arrest of Hopeton Eric Brown.

Contact: SA FBI, Minneapolis, Minnesota, at

4) Larry Eugene Yarbrough - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder in the First Degree; OO: Oklahoma City, 88A-OC-58926.

Larry Eugene Yarbrough is wanted for the murder of a bingo hall security guard in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. On October 8, 1997, Yarbrough, along with two accomplices, allegedly conspired to commit a robbery at the Dob Win Bingo Hall. As the security guard left the hall to deposit money at a nearby bank night deposit slot, he was allegedly accosted by Yarbrough who was armed. An exchange of gunfire ensued and the security guard was shot and killed. Yarbrough was also shot, but managed to escape with the help of his accomplices who have since been arrested. Yarbrough remains at large.

Larry Yarbrough is a Black male, DOB 6'1", 228 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. He has a scar on his stomach.

Contact: SA FBI, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, at

5) James W. Detmer - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder in the Second Degree; OO: Kansas City, 88A-KC-83614.

On the evening of January 10, 2001, the body of James W. Detmer's father was found inside the garage of the victim's residence in
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/4/2002

Parkville, Missouri. The victim died as a result of numerous blows to the head with the claw side of a hammer. His Chevrolet pick-up truck and wallet were missing from the scene. Detmer was seen arguing with the victim earlier in the day and was later observed using the victim's credit card and vehicle after the homicide. Three days prior to this incident, Detmer was released on bond in Missouri where he was being held on assault charges after he attempted to set a female victim on fire with gasoline.

On January 13, 2001, the Platte County Circuit Court, Platte County, Missouri, issued a felony arrest warrant charging Detmer with murder. Then, on January 30, 2001, the U.S. District Court, Western District of Missouri, issued a federal arrest warrant charging Detmer with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

James W. Detmer is a White male, DOB: 5'11", 240 pounds, with brown hair and green eyes. He has hair which is thinning on top and may have a mustache or full beard.

Contact: FBI, Kansas City, Missouri, at

6) Brian Jones - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Sexual Assault (7 counts); 1st Degree Kidnap; Battery With Intent to Commit Crime; OO: Las Vegas, 88A-LV-34394.

Brian Jones is wanted in Las Vegas, Nevada, for the kidnapping and rape of a woman on August 28, 1999.

Brian Jones is a White male, DOB: 5'11", 180 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes.

Contact: FBI, Las Vegas, Nevada, at


Contact: FBI, New York, New York, at

8) TRADEBOM; Abdul Rahman Yasin - Fugitive; Major Case #82; AOT-IT; OO: New York, 265A-NY-235983.

Abdul Yasin is wanted by the FBI for his alleged involvement in the 1993 bombing of the World Trade Center in New York City.

Abdul Yasin is an Arabic male, DOB: 5'10", 180 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.
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Contact: SA_______ FBI, New York, New York, at_______

9) MANILA AIR; Khalid Shaikh Mohammed - Fugitive; AOT-IT; OO: New York, 265A-NY-252802.

Khalid Shaikh Mohammed is wanted by the FBI for his alleged involvement in a conspiracy to bomb United States civilian airlines in 1995.

Khalid Mohammed is an Arabic male, DOB: _______5'4", 132 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA_______ FBI, New York, New York, at_______

10) Bombing of Al-Kobar Towers, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia; 6/25/96; OO: Washington Field Office_____

Ahmed Al-Mughassil, Ali Al-Houri, Ibrahim Al-Yacoub, and Abdel Karim Al-Nasser are all wanted for their alleged involvement in the June 25, 1996, bombing of the Khobar Towers military housing complex in Dhahran, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Contact: SA_______ FBI, Washington Field Office, Washington, D.C., at_______


Imad Mugniyah, Hassan Izz-Al-Din, and Ali Atwa are wanted for their alleged involvement in the June 14, 1985, hijacking of TWA Flight 847 which was en route from Athens, Greece, to Rome, Italy. One American citizen was killed during the hijacking of the plane.

Contact: SA_______ FBI, Washington Field Office, Washington, D.C., at_______

"Unsolved Mysteries", airing on the Lifetime Cable Network, has not announced the show line-up for the week of January 7, 2002.

During the month of January, the Discovery Channel programs "Prosecutors", "New Detectives", and "FBI Files", will not broadcast FBI fugitives.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert". Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network opens the book on the Crime
Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/4/2002

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Index statistics for the first six-months of 2001. The guest is Maryvictoria Pyne, Chief of the Uniform Crime Reporting Program, Criminal Justice Information Services Division. This is Part One of a three-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet home page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
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LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact the FBI Washington Field Office at ______ and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" nightly broadcast on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the weekly cases previously profiled on the Discovery Channel programs, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at ______

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, in particular, the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [_______] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [_______] Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number [_______]

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

CC:
1 - ______
1 - ISD/IRB
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 1/11/2002

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps
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From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}
Contact: ___

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: ___

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, {WWW.FBI.GOV}; "FBI FILES", "PROSECUTORS", "NEW DETECTIVES", DISCOVERY CHANNEL {WWW.DISCOVERY.COM}.

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, January 12, 2002, at 9 p.m. Eastern Time, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Jesse James Hollywood - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder;
   00: Los Angeles, 86A-LA-224227.

Jesse James Hollywood and four accomplices are wanted for allegedly conspiring to kidnap and murder 15-year-old Nicholas Samuel Markowitz between August 6 and August 8, 2000 in California. The
crimes allegedly occurred in retaliation for an alleged drug debt owed by the victim's stepbrother.

It is alleged that on August 6, 2000, following orders from Jesse Hollywood, two accomplices set out to kidnap the victim's brother, but failed to locate him. Instead, the victim was located, forced into a van and transported to the residence of a third accomplice. The victim remained there for two days until he was transferred to a motel in Santa Barbara. Then, on August 8, 2000, the victim was transported to a rural area north of Goleta, California allegedly by the three accomplices and with the assistance of a fourth accomplice. The victim was placed in a recently dug grave, gagged with duct tape and shot. The victim's body was discovered in the shallow grave by hikers.

Hollywood's accomplices have been arrested, however, Hollywood remains at large. Since August 14, Hollywood is believed to have traveled to the Las Vegas, Nevada and Colorado Springs, Colorado areas. He is believed to have returned to Los Angeles on August 23, 2000. Hollywood may have now assumed another identity and made arrangements to leave the country.

Hollywood is a White male, DOB: 5'5'', 140 pounds, with blue eyes and brown hair. He may have a shaved head and face.

Contact: SA [Redacted] FBI, Los Angeles, California, at [Redacted] or the Ventura Resident Agency, at 805/642-3995.

2) UNSUB(S); William H. Hill - Deceased; Alliance Services, Inc. - Victim; Hobbs Act - Armored Carrier; 00: Atlanta, 192C-AT-86051.

On May 6, 1998, at approximately 1:45 p.m., William Hill was preparing to make a delivery to an ATM machine in the Buckhead area of Atlanta, Georgia. After exiting his truck, Hill was shot in the head and died instantly. The cassettes of money which Hill was carrying were taken by the suspect, who then jumped into an awaiting pickup truck and left the scene.

The suspect in this crime is a White male, probably in his late 40's or early 50's, with brown hair and a mustache. The suspect driving the pickup truck was not seen. The Ford pickup truck had the inside of its camper shell lined with pine straw, creating a tunnel. It was identified as having been stolen in January of 1998 and was found engulfed in flames just moments after the crime occurred.

Contact: SA [Redacted] or SA [Redacted] FBI, Atlanta, Georgia, at 404/679-9000.
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3) Fethi Jelassi - Fugitive; UFAP - Aggravated Murder;
 OO: Cleveland, 88A-CV-63067.

Fethi Jelassi is wanted for the shooting deaths of a man and
his mother in Cleveland, Ohio. On June 22, 2000, Jelassi allegedly
shot the man more than ten times over a disputed relationship. The
man's mother was shot numerous times in the head.

Fethi Jelassi is a White male, DOB: ___________________________
5'7", 185 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA _______________ FBI, Cleveland, Ohio,
at ______________________

4) CHANGED: Christian Michael Longo, aka Chris Longo,
Christopher Longo - Ten Most Wanted Fugitive (A); Mary Jane Longo -
Victim (Deceased); Zachary Michael Longo - Victim (Deceased);
Sadie Ann Longo - Victim (Deceased); Madison Jeanne Longo - Victim
(Deceased); UFAP - Aggravated Murder; OO: Portland, 88A-PD-46728.

Christian Michael Longo is wanted for the murder of his wife
and their three young children in Oregon in December of 2001. On
December 19, 2001, the body of a four-year-old boy was found floating
several feet from shore in the Lint Slough, a waterway off the
Pacific Ocean, in Waldport, Oregon. On December 22, divers searching
the same area found the body of his three-year-old sister. Then, on
December 27, divers found the bodies of the children's mother and
two-year-old sister.

On December 28, 2001, law enforcement authorities in
Lincoln County, Oregon, charged Christian Michael Longo with several
counts of aggravated murder in the deaths of his wife and their three
children. That same day, a federal arrest warrant was issued in
Eugene, Oregon, charging Longo with unlawful flight to avoid
prosecution.

Longo was placed on the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives"
list on January 11, 2002.

Christian Michael Longo is a White male, DOB: ___________________________
6'0" to 6'1", 150 to 195 pounds, with reddish blond hair and
blue eyes. He has surgical scars on his back.

Longo is a diabetic and is dependent on insulin. In the
past, he has suffered from a form of skin cancer and had skin
surgically removed from his back. Longo has ties to the Detroit,
Michigan and Indianapolis, Indiana areas. He has traveled
extensively throughout the United States and Mexico. Longo enjoys
living in or near large coastal cities. He has been known to
frequent coffee houses.

Contact: SA _______________ FBI, Portland, Oregon,
Salem Resident Agency, at ______________________
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
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5) Tirso Roque, aka et al; Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder;
OO: Kansas City, 88A-KC-81383.

Tirso Roque is wanted for the shooting death of a man which took place on September 28, 1999, in Kansas City, Missouri. On May 28, 1999, a state arrest warrant was issued in Jackson County, Missouri, charging Roque with murder. On August 19, 1999, a federal warrant was issued in the Western District of Missouri, charging Roque with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Tirso Roque is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'10", 160 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Kansas City, Missouri,

6) UNSUB; Victim: Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: Tampa,

On December 31, 2001, a five-year-old boy was abducted by an unknown male suspect from outside the apartment where he lived in Clearwater, Florida. The unknown suspect disguised his truck as an ice cream truck by placing ice cream cone stickers on his vehicle. The child approached the truck and the suspect allegedly grabbed the child and sexually assaulted him. The child was left in a dumpster, but managed to crawl out and stop a passing motorist.

The unknown suspect is described as a White male, 5'7" to 5'11", thin build, with black hair (possibly shoulder length) and clean shaven. He wore a black and white jacket, dark blue jeans, and brown dress shoes. The suspect's vehicle is described as a pick-up truck with tinted windows, an extended cab, and gray interior.

Contact: SA FBI, Tampa, Florida,
Pinellas Resident Agency, at

During the month of January, "Unsolved Mysteries" will continue to air periodically on the Lifetime Cable Network, however a concrete schedule of air times and dates has not been announced.

During the month of January, the Discovery Channel programs "Prosecutors", "New Detectives", and "FBI Files", will not broadcast FBI fugitives.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/11/2002

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network opens the book on the Crime Index statistics for the first six-months of 2001. The guest is Maryvictoria Pyne, Chief of the Uniform Crime Reporting Program, Criminal Justice Information Services Division. This is part two of a three-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI’s Internet home page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:

TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/11/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact [Name] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the weekly cases previously profiled on the Discovery Channel programs, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [Name]

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, in particular, the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [Name] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [Name]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [Name] FPSSU, pager number [Name].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/11/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. Gallagher
1 - Mr. Caruso
1 - Ms. Horan
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Stephens
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIQC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)

1 - ISD/IRB
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To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: BO-HQ-1077659, 1/25/2002

Precedence: PRIORITY
Date: 1/25/2002

To: All Field Offices
Attn: Media Reps

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}

Contact:  

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:  

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, {WWW.FBI.GOV}; "FBI FILES", "PROSECUTORS", "NEW DETECTIVES", DISCOVERY CHANNEL {WWW.DISCOVERY.COM}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, January 26, 2002, at 9 p.m. Eastern Time, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Christina Yvette Robinson - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: Cleveland, 88A-CV-65001.

Christina Yvette Robinson, along with an accomplice, are alleged to have killed a man over a drug deal on April 13, 2001 in Toledo, Ohio. Robinson and her accomplice owed a man money for drugs and an argument ensued over the unpaid
(01/26/1998)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/25/2002

debt. Robinson allegedly fired a shotgun at the man, hitting him in the back and stomach. Her accomplice then allegedly took the gun and fired it into the man's face.

Christina Yvette Robinson is a Black female,
DOB: 5'4" to 5'5", 125 to 150 pounds, with brown hair and brown/hazel eyes.

Contact: SA_______FBI, Cleveland, Ohio, Toledo Resident Agency, at_________

2) John Patrick Addis - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder, First Degree Kidnapping; OO: Las Vegas, 88A-LV-31211.

John Patrick Addis, an ex-Alaska state police homicide investigator, is wanted for the 1995 kidnapping and murder of his girlfriend in Las Vegas, Nevada.

John Addis is a White male, DOB: 6'0" to 6'1", 200 pounds, with light brown hair and blue/green eyes. He is an avid body-builder and pilot.

Contact: SA_______FBI, Las Vegas, Nevada, at_________

3) James William Kilgore, aka - Fugitive (A):

OO: San Francisco, 1.O.# 4803

James Kilgore is wanted for his participation in extremist activities in the 1970's. As a member of the Symbionese Liberation Army, he was involved in the possible bombings of police facilities and vehicles in San Francisco and Los Angeles, California.

In April of 2001, an age-enhanced bust was unveiled depicting what Kilgore may look like today. There is currently a $20,000 reward being offered for information leading directly to the arrest of James Kilgore.

James Kilgore is a White male, DOB: 5'10", 175 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes.

Contact: SA_______FBI, San Francisco, California, Oakland Resident Agency, at_________

4) Michael Blane Brasher, - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Capital Murder; OO: Houston, 88A-HO-58196.

Michael Blane Brasher is wanted for the rape and murder of a 14-year-old girl in 1982 in Harris County, Texas.

Michael Blane Brasher is a White male, DOB: 5'9", 150 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes.

Contact: SA_______FBI, Houston, Texas,
(01/26/1998)
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To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/25/2002

Jamal D. Starks,
aka Jamal Drayton; Patriot Armored Carrier, Andre Herring - Victim (Deceased),
Victim; Hobbs Act (Armored Carrier); September 26, 1997; O0: New York,
192C-NY-263715.

On September 26, 1997, an unmarked armored car belonging to the Patriot
Armored Car Company arrived at a bank in Riverhead, New York, to deposit money in
the night deposit box. After the two guards had exited the car, shots were fired at them
from nearby shrubbery. Both guards returned fire and were shot during the gun fight.
One of the guards was killed and the other was severely wounded.

The suspects then stole the money from the car and left the scene. Two of
the suspects in this crime were later arrested. Jamal Starks remains at large.

Jamal Starks is a Black male, DOB 5'8", 180 pounds, with
black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, New York, New York, Long Island
Resident Agency, at

During the month of January, "Unsolved Mysteries" will continue to air
periodically on the Lifetime Cable Network, however a concrete schedule of air times
and dates has not been announced.

During the month of January, the Discovery Channel programs
"Prosecutors", "New Detectives", and "FBI Files", will not broadcast FBI fugitives.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of
America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the
twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network puts the spotlight on the FBI's
newest "most wanted" list. The FBI hopes to hire more than 800 new Special Agents
this year. Chicago Division Applicant Coordinator SA is the guest. You can
hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the
FBI's Internet home page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special
Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as
follows:
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/25/2002

TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State {USDS}, in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
Field Offices

From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/25/2002

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the weekly cases previously profiled on the Discovery Channel programs, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, in particular, the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
Precedence: PRIORITY              Date: 2/1/2002

To: All Field Offices          Attn: Media Reps
    All Legats
    EPIC

From: Director's Office
      Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
      Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
      {FPSSU}
      Contact:

Approved By: Collingwood John E
              Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
        WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
        {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
        CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL
        CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL
        BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES};
        "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM,
        {WWW.FBI.GOV}; "FBI FILES", "PROSECUTORS", "NEW
        DETECTIVES", DISCOVERY CHANNEL {WWW.DISCOVERY.COM}.

        ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, February 2, 2002, at 9 p.m. Eastern Time,
"America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX,
{www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of
investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Michael Scott Bliss - Top Ten Fugitive;
   Oo: Albany,

Michael Scott Bliss, a convicted felon, is wanted for the
alleged molestation of a young girl on numerous occasions
beginning in September of 2000. Many of these molestations,
which occurred in Vermont, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts, were
videotaped. Portions of these tapes were later converted to computer files for possible placement on the Internet.

Michael Bliss was added to the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list on January 31, 2002.

Michael Bliss is a White male, DOB: 5'11", 195 to 210 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. In the past, he has worked as a laborer and a delivery truck driver. Bliss may limp slightly due to an old injury to his right leg. He is balding, left-handed, and, at times, may wear glasses. Bliss is known to smoke and rolls his own cigarettes. He is known to travel throughout northern New England, the West Coast of the United States, and the San Diego, California, area.

Contact: SA FBI, Albany, New York, Burlington, Vermont Resident Agency, at

2) Jamal D. Starks, aka Jamal Drayton; Patriot Armored Carrier, Andre Herring - Victim (Deceased), - Victim; Hobbs Act (Armed Carrier); September 26, 1997; OO: New York, 192C-NY-263715.

On September 26, 1997, an unmarked armored car belonging to the Patriot Armored Car Company arrived at a bank in Riverhead, New York, to deposit money in the night deposit box. After the two guards had exited the car, shots were fired at them from nearby shrubbery. Both guards returned fire and were shot during the gun fight. One of the guards was killed and the other was severely wounded.

The suspects then stole the money from the car and left the scene. Two of the suspects in this crime were later arrested. Jamal Starks remains at large.

Jamal Starks is a Black male, DOB: 5'8", 180 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, New York, New York, Long Island Resident Agency, at

3) James Richard Johnson - Fugitive (D); and - Victims; UFAP - Robbery, Assault, False Imprisonment; OO: San Francisco, 88A-SF-120175.

On April 11, 1997, a jewelry store in Alameda, California, were robbed and assaulted in their place of business. They were handcuffed behind the back, bound with duct tape around the ankles, and beaten. After robbing the store, the three assailants fled the
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/1/2002

business and were picked up in a vehicle driven by James Richard
Johnson. Johnson acted as both the look-out and the getaway
vehicle driver, and was later identified as the ringleader for
the robbery. The other suspects have been arrested, however
Johnson remains at large.

James Richard Johnson is a White male, DOB: 6'2", 170 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. He has a
tattoo of a tiger on his left shoulder. In the past, Johnson
has worked as a high-rise window washer.

Contact: SA FBI, San Francisco, California, Oakland Resident Agency, at


Alcee Brown is wanted for raping a woman in a church in
New Orleans, Louisiana. On January 2, 2002, the victim
approached Brown inside the church's main chapel and asked for
directions to
a smaller chapel. Brown lead the victim to an area behind the
altar, allegedly grabbed her around the neck and pushed her to
the floor.
A struggle ensued, but Brown managed to drag the victim into
a bathroom where he allegedly raped her. Brown then allegedly
robbed the victim and fled the scene.

Alcee Brown is a Black male, DOB: 5'7", 160 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. He has scars on his
left wrist, his face, and near his right eye. Brown has ties to the
Los Angeles, California area.

Contact: SA FBI, New Orleans, Louisiana, Lafayette Resident Agency, at

5) Michael Blane Brasher, - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Capital Murder; OO: Houston, 88A-HO-58196.

Michael Blane Brasher is wanted for the rape and murder
of a 14-year-old girl in 1982 in Harris County, Texas.

Michael Blane Brasher is a White male, DOB: 5'9", 150 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Houston, Texas, at


On December 13, 2001, Cassandra Denise Washington
organized and participated in a scheme where two males were lured
to Washington's house in San Angelo, Texas. The men were then assaulted and transported to another location where they were shot multiple times. One male died as a result of his wounds.

Cassandra Denise Washington is a Black female, DOB: 6'1'', 250 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Dallas, Texas, San Angelo Resident Agency, at

7) Curtis Gambill - Fugitive; UFAC - Capital Murder; Escape; OO: Dallas, 88A-DL-92829.


Charles William Jordan - Fugitive; UFAC - Capital Murder; Escape; OO: Dallas, 88A-DL-92830.

Chrystal Gale Soto - Fugitive; UFAC - Capital Murder; Escape; OO: Dallas, 88A-DL-92831.

On January 29, 2002, prisoners Curtis Gambill, Joshua Luke Bagwell, Charles William Jordan, and Chrystal Gale Soto escaped from the Montague County Jail, Montague, Texas, after overpowering a female guard and fleeing in her sport utility vehicle. The vehicle is described as a 2001 silver Chevrolet Geo Tracker with a black top and Texas license plates reading

Before their escape, Curtis Gambill and Joshua Luke Bagwell were serving life sentences for the 1996 murder of a 16-year-old Oklahoma cheerleader. Chrystal Gale Soto and Charles William Jordan had been charged with two counts of capital murder in the deaths of an elderly couple on whose land they had been living.

Curtis Gambill is described as a White male, DOB: 5'8'', 160 pounds, with blond hair and green eyes. Gambill is almost fully tattooed with tattoos on his arm, chest, and leg. He smokes and camps.

Joshua Luke Bagwell is described as a White male, DOB: 5'8'', 145 pounds, with blond hair and hazel eyes. Bagwell has multiple tattoos. He smokes, has asthma, and camps.

Charles William Jordan is described as a White male, DOB: 6'0'', 165 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. Jordan smokes and has multiple tattoos.

Chrystal Gale Soto is described as a White female,
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
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DOB: 5'4", 155 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. Soto smokes and has high blood pressure.

Contact: SA FBI, Dallas, Texas, Wichita Falls Resident Agency, at

During the month of February, "Unsolved Mysteries" will continue to air periodically on the Lifetime Cable Network, however a concrete schedule of air times and dates has not been announced. New episodes are scheduled to begin airing in early summer.

During the month of February, the Discovery Channel programs "Prosecutors", "New Detectives", and "FBI Files", will not broadcast FBI fugitives.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at security for the 2002 Winter Olympics. Salt Lake City SAC Don Johnson, the On-Scene Field Commander at the Olympics, is the guest. This is Part One of a three-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet home page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows: TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/1/2002

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/1/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the weekly cases previously profiled on the Discovery Channel programs, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, in particular, the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/1/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. Gallagher
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Ms. Knowlton
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Stephens
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)
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Precedence: PRIORITY
Date: 2/15/2002

To: All Field Offices
All Legats
EPIC

Attn: Media Reps
VCMO Supervisors

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}

Contact: _____________________________

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: ________________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
{WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES};
"FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM,
{WWW.FBI.GOV}; "FBI FILES", "PROSECUTORS", "NEW
DETECTIVES", DISCOVERY CHANNEL {WWW.DISCOVERY.COM}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, February 16, 2002, at 9 p.m. Eastern Time,
"America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX,
{www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of
investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Saul Enrique Zelaya, aka Santos - Fugitive (A); UFAP -

Saul Enrique Zelaya is wanted on two counts of child
molestation in Edinburgh, Indiana. He failed to appear in court
for a pre-trial conference on April 26, 1999, and may have
returned to his native country of Honduras.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
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Saul Zelaya is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: _______ 5'8", 160 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA [ ] FBI, Indianapolis, Indiana, Bloomington Resident Agency, at [ ].

2) UNSUB; Danielle Van Dam - Victim; February 2, 2002; Kidnapping; OO: San Diego, 7C-SD-64329.

Danielle Van Dam was last seen at her home in San Diego, California, on the evening of February 1, 2002. She was discovered missing the next morning by her parents.

Danielle Van Dam is a White female, DOB: September 22, 1994, 4'0", 58 pounds, with dirty blonde hair and blue eyes. She was last seen wearing blue pajamas.

Contact: SA [ ] FBI, San Diego, California, at [ ].


Michel Barrera is wanted for his alleged involvement in the February of 1998 armed robbery of a Miami, Florida bank. He is also wanted for the May of 1998 armed robbery of another Miami bank, the carjacking of a man in Miami, and the attempted murder of a Metro-Dade, Florida police officer during his getaway. Barrera's alleged accomplice has since been arrested. Barrera remains at large.

Michel Barrera is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: _______ 5'8", 145 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. Barrera has a tattoo of the word "Maria" on his back and a burn scar on his left shoulder.

Contact: SA [ ] FBI, Miami, Florida, Homestead Resident Agency, at [ ].

4) Angel Manuel Rivera - Fugitive (A); aka Miguel Angel Rivera, Miguel Rivera, Jose Robles; Juan Jose Rodriguez - Victim; Sandra Reyes Ortiz - Victim; Modesto Geronimo Aragon - Victim; UFAP - Murder; OO: San Francisco, 88A-SF-99463.

Angel Manuel Rivera is wanted in connection with the murder of three people in Santa Cruz, California. On June 26, 1991, Rivera allegedly got into a verbal dispute with tenants of
his rental property over the cleanliness of the house. When the argument continued to escalate, a challenge was made to settle the disagreement outside. There, Rivera became enraged and allegedly shot and killed two men and one woman while two young children remained inside the house. As Rivera left the scene of the crime in his pickup truck, he proceeded to drive over the body of one of the victims. The abandoned truck was recovered several days later.

Angel Manuel Rivera is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'9", 160 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. Rivera has surgical scars on his left shin and knee. He also has a lump on his left shoulder.

Contact: SA FBI, San Francisco.
California, Monterey Bay Resident Agency, at

5) Oscar Villa Sevilla - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: San Antonio, 88A-SA-52960.

Lorenzo Salinas - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: San Antonio, 88A-SA-52961.

Oscar Villa Sevilla, Lorenzo Salinas, and an accomplice are alleged to have carjacked a vehicle in Mission, Texas. After allegedly shooting the driver and leaving him behind, the men decided to throw the man's 21-month-old daughter, who was strapped in her car seat, out of the car. The child was found dead the next day by agents of the Border Patrol. The accomplice has since turned himself in, but Sevilla and Salinas remain at large.

Oscar Villa Sevilla is a White male, DOB: 5'7", 170 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Lorenzo Salinas is a White male, DOB: 5'4", 120 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, San Antonio, Texas, McAllen Resident Agency, at


Richard Steve Goldberg is wanted for sex related acts with children and possession of child pornography in California. In 2001, Goldberg allegedly lured young children to his Long Beach, California home to entertain them. Goldberg had pets for the children to play with, and also allowed them to watch television and use his computer to play games. Goldberg also allegedly engaged in obscene activities with the children. When these activities were reported to authorities, Goldberg fled the area.
Richard Steve Goldberg is a White male, DOB: 6'0'', 160 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair with a receding hairline. Goldberg worked for Boeing in Long Beach, California, but was laid off in 2001. He enjoys outdoor activities and was the president of a gun and revolver club in Long Beach. He may have traveled to or has ties to New Jersey, Nevada, Colorado, Arizona, and Georgia.

Contact: SA FBI, Los Angeles, California, Long Beach Resident Agency, at

7) UNSUB(S); Ashley Marie Pond - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 1/9/2002; OO: Portland, 7C-PD-46812.

Ashley Marie Pond was last seen leaving her apartment in Oregon City, Oregon, at approximately 8 a.m. on January 9, 2002.

Ashley Marie Pond (victim) is a White female, DOB: March 1, 1989, 5'3'', 110 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She has a birthmark on her right hip.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

8) UNSUB; - Victim; Kidnapping; OO: New Haven, was last seen on the morning of November 7, 2001, in Bridgeport, Connecticut. She was standing with friends outside of her school when a brown and tan van approached the group of children. Allegedly told two of her friends that she was going to the mall with her "uncle" before getting into the van. has not been seen nor heard from since that morning.

is a White (Hispanic) female, DOB: 4'11'', 110 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes. Her hair may have highlights in it. She has a birthmark in the middle of her head.

Contact: SA FBI, New Haven, Connecticut, Bridgeport Resident Agency, at

During the month of February, "Unsolved Mysteries" will continue to air periodically on the Lifetime Cable Network, however a concrete schedule of air times and dates has not been announced. New episodes are scheduled to begin airing in early summer.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/15/2002

During the month of February, the Discovery Channel programs "Prosecutors", "New Detectives", and "FBI Files", will not broadcast FBI fugitives.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at security for the 2002 Winter Olympics. Salt Lake City SAC Don Johnson, the On-Scene Field Commander at the Olympics, is the guest. This is Part Three of a three-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet home page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To:  All Field Offices  From:  Director's Office
Re:  80-HQ-1077659, 2/15/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA I at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the weekly cases previously profiled on the Discovery Channel programs, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, in particular, the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/15/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. Gallagher
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Ms. Knowlton
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Stephens
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)


FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 2/22/2002

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps
All Legats
EPIC

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
(FPSSU)
Contact: ______________________

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: ______________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: CHANGED; FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
(WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES);
"FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM,
(WWW.FBI.GOV).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: The change in the title reflects the fact that the three
Discovery Channel programs will no longer air FBI fugitives during
the closing credits of their shows.

On Saturday, February 23, 2002, at 9 p.m. Eastern Time,
"America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX,
(WWW.AMW.COM), will not be broadcast due to a FOX Television
pre-emption.

80-LA-[7370]
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/22/2002

During the month of February, "Unsolved Mysteries" will continue to air periodically on the Lifetime Cable Network, however a concrete schedule of air times and dates has not been announced. New episodes are scheduled to begin airing in early summer.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.iba.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network covers the recruiting initiative to hire more than 900 new Special Agents. SSA Chicago Division Applicant Coordinator, is the guest. This is Part One of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports on the FBI's Internet home page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/22/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the weekly cases previously profiled on the Discovery Channel programs, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [Redacted].

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, in particular, the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [Redacted] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [Redacted]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number [Redacted].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

CC:
1 - Mr. Ashley  1 - ISD/IRB  
1 - Mr. D'Amuro  1 -  
1 - Mr. Szady  1 -  
1 - Mr. Collingwood  1 -  
1 - CIRG  1 -  
1 - Mr. Stephens  1 -  
1 - Mr. Kortan  1 -  
1 -  1 -  
1 - Unit Chief (SIIOC)  1 -  
1 - Switchboard  1 -  
1 - CJIS (SPC)  1 -  

**
Precedence: PRIORITY

To: All Field Offices

All Legats

EPIC

Attn: Media Reps

VCMO Supervisors

Date: 3/1/2002

From: Director's Office

Office of Public and Congressional Affairs

Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit

{FPSSU}

Contact: 

Approved By: Collingwood John E

Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659 (02)

Title: CHANGED; FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, {WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: The change in the title reflects the fact that the three Discovery Channel programs will no longer air FBI fugitives during the closing credits of their shows.

On Saturday, March 2, 2002, at 9 p.m. Eastern Time, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB; Danielle Van Dam - Victim; February 2, 2002; Kidnapping; OO: San Diego, 7C-SD-64329.
To: All Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/1/2002

Danielle Van Dam was last seen at her home in San Diego, California, on the evening of February 1, 2002. She was discovered missing the next morning by her parents.

Danielle Van Dam is a White female, DOB: September 22, 1994, 4'0", 58 pounds, with dirty blonde hair and blue eyes. She was last seen wearing blue pajamas.

Contact: SA FBI, San Diego, California, at

2) Jose Juan Salaz - Fugitive (A); UFAC - Escape; OO: Houston, 88A-HO-47464.

Jose Salaz escaped from the Garza East Unit, Texas Department of Criminal Justice, Beeville, Texas, on March 22, 1997. At the time, he was serving a 35-year-sentence for aggravated kidnapping with a deadly weapon.

Jose Salaz is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'7", 155 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has gunshot scars on both legs and a tattoo on his left hand.

Contact: SA FBI, Houston, Texas, at

3) [ ] Fugitive; [ ] Victim; UFAP - Parental Kidnapping; OO: New York, [ ]

were involved in a bitter custody dispute during separation proceedings in 1999. [ ] was awarded visitation rights of their daughter, [ ] on alternate weekends. On January 28, 2000, [ ] dropped his daughter off with [ ] for a scheduled weekend visit. She was to be returned to [ ] on February 4, 2000, however [ ] never returned [ ] as scheduled. The two have not been seen since that time.

[ ] (fugitive) is a White female, DOB: 5'0", 120 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. She may use eyeglasses while driving.

[ ] (victim) is a White female, DOB: 2'9", 22 pounds, with light brown hair and brown eyes. [ ] may be traveling with a 12-pound red mini Spaniel dog.

Contact: SA FBI, New York, New York, Hudson Valley Resident Agency, at [ ]
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/1/2002

During the month of February, "Unsolved Mysteries" will continue to air periodically on the Lifetime Cable Network, however a concrete schedule of air times and dates has not been announced. New episodes are scheduled to begin airing in early summer.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network covers the recruiting initiative to hire more than 900 new Special Agents. SSA Chicago Division Applicant Coordinator, is the guest. This is Part Two of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet home page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/1/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA [redacted] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the weekly cases previously profiled on the Discovery Channel programs, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [redacted].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, in particular, the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [redacted] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [redacted]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [redacted] FPSSU, pager number [redacted].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/1/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Ms. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Stephens
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)

1 - ISD/IRB

**
Precedence: PRIORITY  Date: 3/8/2002

To: All Field Offices  Attn: Media Reps
All Legats
EPIC

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}

Contact: __________________________

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: __________________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
{WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES};
"FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM,
{WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, March 9, 2002, at 9 p.m. Eastern Time,
"America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX,
{www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of
investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Ramon Eduardo Arellano-Felix - Ten Most Wanted
Fugitive (A); I.O. #5276; UPAP -
OO: San Diego,

Benjamin Arellano-Felix - Fugitive;
OO: San Diego,
Ramon Eduardo Arellano-Felix and his brother, Benjamin Arellano-Felix, two of the leaders of the Arellano-Felix Organization, also known as the Tijuana cartel, are being sought in connection with the importation of controlled substances. The Cartel is known to import large quantities of controlled substances and for its propensity for violence.

Ramon Eduardo Arellano-Felix is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 6'2", 220 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Benjamin Arellano-Felix is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'10", 170 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, San Diego, California, at

2) Ruben Ramirez Lopez - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Conspiracy to Commit Murder; OO: San Francisco, 88A-SF-121056.

David Ramirez Lopez - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Conspiracy to Commit Murder; OO: San Francisco, 88A-SF-121055.

Ruben Ramirez Lopez and David Ramirez Lopez are wanted in San Jose, California, for the 1997 murder of Leonard Miller. Both the Lopez brothers and Miller's son ran hydraulics businesses in the same California neighborhood. After the two parties eventually got into a business dispute, the Lopez brothers hired three men to kill Miller's son. On March 3, 1997, the three men entered Miller's store and gunned down Leonard Miller without realizing that his son was not at work that day. The three contract killers were arrested and implicated the Lopez brothers in the crime. Before they could be arrested, the Lopez brothers packed up their families and disappeared.

Ruben Ramirez Lopez is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'11", 180 pounds, with long, flowing, jet-black hair and brown eyes. He wears a goatee. He is a native of Tijuana, Mexico, and loves to work on cars.

David Ramirez Lopez is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'4", 175 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a mole on his left cheek. He is a native of Tijuana, Mexico, and loves to work on cars.

Contact: SA FBI, San Francisco, California, San Jose Resident Agency, at
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  

3) Unsub(s); Alyssa Owen - Victim (Deceased); Janice M. Owen - Victim (Missing); 2/12/2002; Abduction; OO: Kansas City, 7A-KC-84777.

On February 12, 2002, the body of eight-year-old Alyssa Owen was discovered along a road in rural Howard County, Missouri. Alyssa's mother, Janice M. Owen, is missing and considered endangered.

Janice M. Owen is a White female, DOB: June 20, 1958, 5'2", 107 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She was last seen wearing solid purple nursing scrubs, white tennis shoes and possibly her glasses.

Contact: SA____________________ FBI, Kansas City, Missouri, Jefferson City Resident Agency, at____________________

4) Christopher Allan Fiegehen - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder, Attempted; OO: Las Vegas, 88A-LV-36102.

Christopher Allan Fiegehen is wanted for the murder of a Nevada man and the attempted murder of the man's wife in the Lake Tahoe area. On February 10, 2002, Fiegehen allegedly shot his ex-girlfriend's mother and stabbed her step-father to death at their residence in Minden, Nevada. His ex-girlfriend was not at home when the crimes occurred. Fiegehen is believed to have since fled from Nevada and may be headed towards the Sacramento or San Francisco Bay area of California.

Christopher Fiegehen is a White male, DOB:____________________ 5'10", 180 pounds, with blue eyes and brown hair. He has been known to dye his hair blond in the past and has scars on both of his arms. Fiegehen has worked as a snowboarding instructor and a bartender.

Contact: SA____________________ FBI, Las Vegas, Nevada, Carson City Resident Agency, at____________________

During the month of March, "Unsolved Mysteries" will continue to air periodically on the Lifetime Cable Network, however a concrete schedule of air times and dates has not been announced. New episodes are scheduled to begin airing in early summer.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".
"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at people who rob banks. (retired SA, Knoxville Division), is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet home page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows: TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the weekly cases previously profiled on the Discovery Channel programs, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, in particular, the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at

Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office

CC:
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Ms. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Stephens
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)

◆◆
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY

Date: 3/15/2002

To: All Field Offices
All Legats
EPIC

Attn: Media Reps
VCMO Supervisors

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}

Contact:

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, {WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARME D AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, March 16, 2002, at 9 p.m. Eastern Time, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB(S); Christine Mayer; Frank Oehring; Kimyala Henson - Victim; Shaina Kirkpatrick - Victim; Shausha Henson - Victim; Kidnapping; OO: Portland, 7C-PD-46226.

On April 4, 2001, Kimyala Henson and her two children, Shaina and Shausha, left from Portland, Oregon, with two acquaintances for a supposed vacation to Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. However, after tracing credit card receipts,
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/15/2002

it appears as though the three went through Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Florida. Henson's two acquaintances were found shot to death on April 20, 2001, in Florida. Kinyala Henson's body was found in a rural area outside of Fernley, Nevada, on April 29, 2001. She had also been shot to death. The two children have not been located.

Shaina Kirkpatrick (victim) is a White female, DOB: 3'0", 24 pounds, with blonde hair and blue eyes. She has a triangle-shaped birthmark on the back of her head.

Shausha Henson (victim) is a White female, DOB: 2'0", 16 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She has a red mark on the top of her head.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

2) Craig Michael Pritchert, aka Josh Riggs, Wil Hicks, Garrett W. Guthrite, Brent Wilson Hicks, Matthew Ryan Pritchart, Michael Craig Pritchart, Craig Pritchart - Fugitive; Nova Esther Guthrie, aka Nova Hicks, Nova Thomas, Alex Santini - Fugitive; Bank of Southwest, 848 East 2nd Avenue, Durango, Colorado; 10/31/97; Bank Robbery (A); OO: Denver, 91A-DN-55038.

Pritchert and Guthrie are also the subjects of the following cases: 91A-PX-59763; 91A-AQ-50986; 91A-HO-52182; 91A-SU-48301; 91A-SU-52449; 91A-PD-44045; 91A-SE-83042.

Craig Michael Pritchert and Nova Esther Guthrie are wanted for allegedly robbing numerous banks throughout the Pacific Northwest, Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, and Colorado, dating back to 1997. In advance of the robberies, Pritchert and Guthrie spend considerable time in the area in order to study and surveil the targeted bank. Each of the robberies is an armed take-over of the bank, and often occurs around the time the bank opens or closes. Pritchert or Guthrie, sometimes accompanied by another male, generally are able to access money from the bank's vault, and often tie up their victims prior to leaving the bank. They wear disguises during the robberies and maintain radio contact with their co-conspirator(s) on the outside via two-way radios. They usually abandon their getaway vehicle not far from the bank.

Craig Pritchert is a White male, Date of Birth: and other Dates of Birth Used: Pritchert is 6'0", 185 pounds, with blue eyes and light brown hair. He has a scar on his abdomen.
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To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/15/2002

Pritchert is a day trader on the Internet. He is an avid snowboarder and likes to frequent ski resorts and health clubs.

Guthrie is a White female, DOB: 5'4", 130 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair. Guthrie has tattoos on her back and her left hip. She also has a pierced abdomen.

Guthrie has worked as a waitress. She is an avid snowboarder and likes to frequent ski resorts.

Contact: SA or SA FBI, Phoenix, Arizona, at

3) UNSUB(S); Ashley Marie Pond - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 1/9/2002; OO: Portland, 7C-PD-46812.

Ashley Marie Pond was last seen leaving her apartment in Oregon City, Oregon, at approximately 8 a.m. on January 9, 2002.

Ashley Marie Pond (victim) is a White female, DOB: March 1, 1989, 5'3", 110 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She has a birthmark on her right hip.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

4) UNSUB(S); Miranda Diane Gaddis - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 3/8/2002; OO: Portland, 7C-PD-46938.

Miranda Diane Gaddis was last seen at about 7:30 a.m. on March 8, 2002, in Oregon City, Oregon. She was last believed to be wearing a dark blue sweatshirt with the word "Henley" written on it, blue jeans, and tennis shoes. She was thought to be carrying a dark blue backpack with black netting on the back.

Miranda Gaddis (victim) is a White female, DOB: November 18, 1988, 5'4", 110 pounds, with dyed blonde hair and brown eyes. She is known to have a pierced tongue and bellybutton.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

5) Ruben Hernandez Martinez; UFAP - Aggravated Rape; OO: Memphis, 88A-ME-52596.

Ruben Martinez is wanted for his participation in a series of brutal sexual assaults which occurred in the Nashville, Tennessee, area between November of 1997 and May of 1998. Several women reported having their homes burglarized and then being raped by two Hispanic males. During the rapes, the suspects displayed either firearms or knives. Martinez's accomplice has since been arrested.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/15/2002

Ruben Martinez is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'7", 130 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SFO FBI, Memphis, Tennessee, Nashville Resident Agency, at

6) Mark Chiell Pinnace - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder;
OO: Detroit, 88A-DE-91574.

It is alleged that on the evening of June 16, 2001, Mark Chiell Pinnace stabbed an individual to death during an altercation in a hotel bar in Ypsilanti, Michigan.

Mark Chiell Pinnace is a Black male, DOB: 5'9", 160 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He was born in Honduras.

Contact: SA FBI, Detroit, Michigan, Ann Arbor Resident Agency, at

7) UNSUB(S); - Victim; Child Abduction;
OO: Houston, 

Contact: SA FBI, Houston, Texas, at

During the month of March, "Unsolved Mysteries" will continue to air periodically on the Lifetime Cable Network, however a concrete schedule of air times and dates has not been announced. New episodes are scheduled to begin airing in early summer.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network offers tips to bank employees and customers should someone come in and attempt a hold-up. (retired SA, Knoxville Division), is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI’s Internet home page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/15/2002

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State {USDS}, in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/15/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the weekly cases previously profiled on the Discovery Channel programs, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at ________

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, in particular, the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at ________ and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at ________ Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief ________ FPSSU, pager number ________

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/15/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Ms. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Stephens
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOD)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)

1 - ISD/IRB
Precedence: PRIORITY

Date: 3/22/2002

To: All Field Offices

Attn: Media Reps

All Legats

EPIC

From: Director's Office

Office of Public and Congressional Affairs

Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit

{FPSSU}

Contact: ________________

Approved By: Collingwood John E

Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: ________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, {WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, March 23, 2002, at 9 p.m. Eastern Time, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB(S); Ashley Marie Pond - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 1/9/2002; OO: Portland, 7C-PD-46812.

Ashley Marie Pond was last seen leaving her apartment in Oregon City, Oregon, at approximately 8 a.m. on January 9, 2002.

80-LA-172701
1061
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/22/2002

Ashley Marie Pond (victim) is a White female, DOB: March 1, 1989, 5'3", 110 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She has a birthmark on her right hip.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

2) UNSUB(S); Miranda Diane Gaddis - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 3/8/2002; OO: Portland, 7C-PD-46938.

Miranda Diane Gaddis was last seen at about 7:30 a.m. on March 8, 2002, in Oregon City, Oregon. She was last believed to be wearing a dark blue sweatshirt with the word "Henley" written on it, blue jeans, and tennis shoes. She was thought to be carrying a dark blue backpack with black netting on the back.

Miranda Gaddis (victim) is a White female, DOB: November 18, 1988, 5'4", 110 pounds, with dyed blonde hair and brown eyes. She is known to have a pierced tongue and bellybutton.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

3) Christopher Allan Fiegehen - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder, Attempted Murder; OO: Las Vegas, 88A-LV-36102.

Christopher Allan Fiegehen is wanted for the murder of a Nevada man and the attempted murder of the man's wife in the Lake Tahoe area. On February 10, 2002, Fiegehen allegedly shot his ex-girlfriend's mother and stabbed her step-father to death at their residence in Minden, Nevada. His ex-girlfriend was not at home when the crimes occurred. Fiegehen is believed to have since fled from Nevada and may be headed towards the Sacramento or San Francisco Bay area of California.

Christopher Fiegehen is a White male, DOB: 5'10", 180 pounds, with blue eyes and brown hair. He has been known to dye his hair blond in the past and has scars on both of his arms. Fiegehen has worked as a snowboarding instructor and a bartender.

Contact: SA FBI, Las Vegas, Nevada, Carson City Resident Agency, at

4) UNSUB(S); Sidelines - Victim; 5525 Interstaten Parkway, Atlanta, Georgia; Barbara Kriewald - Victim (Deceased); - Victim; Homicide; Police Cooperation; OO: Atlanta, 62D-AT-93639.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/22/2002

On March 7, 2002, at approximately 3:55 a.m., a local sports bar in Atlanta, Georgia was robbed by unknown assailants. During the robbery, Barbara Kriewald was shot and killed. At the time, she was seven months pregnant. The owner of the bar was also seriously injured during the robbery.

Contact: SA ___________________ FBI, Atlanta, Georgia, at ____________________

5) Katherine A. Harless - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder;  
OO: Louisville, 88A-LS-69708.

Katherine Harless is wanted for the murder of her newborn boy in Kentucky. In June of 2001, the body of the victim was discovered in the septic tank of an outhouse near a Leitchfield, Kentucky flea market. Investigation, including DNA testing, determined that Harless is the mother of the full-term newborn. The actual cause of death has not been determined.

Katherine Harless is a White female, DOB: ____________ 5'1", 138 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. She has scars on her face and wrists. Harless may be traveling in a trailer with ___________________ who is not a fugitive from the law. They may follow the NASCAR circuit, selling memorabilia. Harless also sells merchandise at flea markets. She has ties to Kentucky, Florida, Texas, and Pennsylvania.

Contact: SA ___________________ FBI, Louisville, Kentucky, Elizabethtown Resident Agency, at ____________________

6) Peter Hommerson - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder;  
OO: Chicago, 88A-CG-101015.

On January 23, 1996, a couple was shot and killed in their Barrington, Illinois home. Their residence was then destroyed by fire. It is alleged that Peter Hommerson was at the victims' residence around the time of the crime and may have been responsible for the murders.

Peter Hommerson is a White male, DOB: ____________ 6'0", 220 pounds, with brown hair and green eyes. He speaks Hungarian, English, German, Italian, and Russian. Hommerson has a tattoo of a ghost on his left wrist.

Contact: SA ___________________ FBI, Chicago, Illinois, North Resident Agency, at ____________________

7) Hector M. Ezeta - Fugitive;  
OO: Houston; ____________

Hector M. Ezeta is being sought in connection with a year-long investigation known as "Operation Candyman", a
nationwide crackdown on the proliferation of child pornography via the Internet.

Hector M. Ezeta is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: __________ 5'10", 172 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA __________ FBI, Houston, Texas, at __________

During the month of March, "Unsolved Mysteries" will continue to air periodically on the Lifetime Cable Network, however a concrete schedule of air times and dates has not been announced. New episodes are scheduled to begin airing in early summer.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at the FBI's role with the Office of Homeland Security at the White House. __________ Counterterrorism Division, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet home page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State {USDS}, in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/22/2002

the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/22/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA[________] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at[__________]

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, in particular, the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at[__________] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at[__________] Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief[__________] FPSSU, pager number[__________]

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/22/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Stephens
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)

1 - ISD/IRB
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY
Date: 4/5/2002

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps
All Legats VCMO Supervisors
EPIC

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}

Contact: __________________________

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: _________________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, {WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, April 6, 2002, at 9 p.m. Eastern Time, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB(S); Ashley Marie Pond - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 1/9/2002; OO: Portland, 7C-PD-46812.

Ashley Marie Pond was last seen leaving her apartment in Oregon City, Oregon, at approximately 8 a.m. on January 9, 2002.
Ashley Marie Pond (victim) is a White female, DOB: March 1, 1989, 5'3", 110 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She has a birthmark on her right hip.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

2) UNSUB(S); Miranda Diane Gaddis - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 3/8/2002; OO: Portland, 7C-PD-46938.

Miranda Diane Gaddis was last seen at about 7:30 a.m. on March 8, 2002, in Oregon City, Oregon. She was last believed to be wearing a dark blue sweatshirt with the word "Henley" written on it, blue jeans, and tennis shoes. She was thought to be carrying a dark blue backpack with black netting on the back.

Miranda Gaddis (victim) is a White female, DOB: November 18, 1988, 5'4", 110 pounds, with dyed blonde hair and brown eyes. She is known to have a pierced tongue and bellybutton.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

3) Tari Ramirez, aka Tari Beltran - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: San Francisco, 88A-SF-128682.

Tari Ramirez is wanted for allegedly stabbing to death his girlfriend at her home in San Francisco, California, on October 22, 2000. He is thought to have fled from the United States to Mexico on the night of the murder. After a local arrest warrant was issued, a federal warrant was issued for Ramirez's arrest on November 1, 2000, in the Northern District of California, San Francisco, California.

Tari Ramirez is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'6", 160 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a scar on his forehead at the hairline.

Contact: SA or SA FBI, San Francisco, California, at 415/553-7400.

4) Crystal Dawn Vigil - Fugitive; UFAP - Attempted Murder, Carjacking, Assault With a Deadly Weapon; OO: Los Angeles, 88A-LA-219281.

Crystal Dawn Vigil and accomplices were allegedly involved in a carjacking and attempted murder of the carjacking victim in June of 1999 near Los Angeles, California. Vigil's accomplices have been arrested, however Vigil remains at large.
Crystal Dawn Vigil is a White female, DOB: ________ 5'7", 170 pounds, with hazel eyes and brown hair. She uses the aliases Crystal Perez, Crystal Martin, Crystal Dawn Visil, "Goofy", and "Lil Goofy". Vigil has tattoos on her shoulder, back, and right calf. She has a scar on her right hand.

Contact: SA____________ FBI, Los Angeles, California, at__________.


Hazel Leota Head is wanted for the murder of Charles Barker in Benton, Louisiana, in September of 1998. Bossier Parish Sheriff's Deputies say that Barker was shot in the back of the head while he sat in his trailer.

Head is also wanted by authorities in Nebraska. She is accused there of burning down a boyfriend's trailer.

Head has a history of moving and living throughout the United States and may have ties to Wheat Ridge, Colorado. She has been married several times, possibly to as many as ten men.

She often works as a waitress, hangs out at truck stops, and likes to travel with truck drivers. Head is a smoker, likes to drink vodka, and frequents casinos. She is known to place personal ads seeking men.

Hazel Leota Head is a White female, DOB: ________ 5'2", 120 pounds, with reddish/blonde hair and green/hazel eyes. She may have gained weight and has a gap between her front teeth.

Contact: SA____________ FBI, New Orleans, Louisiana, Shreveport Resident Agency, at____________.

6) Vickie Nash - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder; OO: Houston; 88A-HO-11341.

Vickie Nash is wanted for a double murder which occurred in October of 1979. Nash allegedly caught her live-in boyfriend in bed with another woman in their home in Houston, Texas, and fired multiple gunshots at the couple, resulting in their deaths.

Vickie Nash is a White female, DOB: ________ 5'3", 125 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Contact: Task Force Officer____________ FBI, Houston, Texas, at________________.
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 4/5/2002

During the week of April 8, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will not be profiling any FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network talks recruiting of New Special Agents. Retired SA is the guest. This is Part One of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet home page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 4/5/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, in particular, the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 4/5/2002

CC:  
1 - Mr. Ashley  1 - ISD/IRB  
1 - Mr. D'Amuro  1 -  
1 - Mr. Szady  1 -  
1 - Mr. Collingwood  1 -  
1 - CIRG  1 -  
1 - Mr. Stephens  1 -  
1 - Mr. Kortan  1 -  
1 -  1 -  
1 -  1 -  
1 -  1 -  
1 -  1 -  
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)  1 -  
1 - Switchboard  1 -  
1 - CJIS (SPC)  1 -  

**
ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, April 20, 2002, at 9 p.m. Eastern Time, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Timmy John Weber, aka T.J. Weber - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder with a Deadly Weapon; Kidnap - 1st Degree; Sexual Assault - Victim under 16; Burglary with Intent to Commit a Felony;

Timmy John Weber is wanted for the murder of his girlfriend and her youngest son, and the sexual assault of her
daughter at their home in Las Vegas, Nevada on April 4, 2002. Weber is also a suspect in the attempted murder of his deceased girlfriend's older son on April 14, 2002.

Timmy John Weber is a White male, DOB: 6'3", 250 pounds, with hazel eyes and brown hair. He has a scar near his left eye. He may be traveling in a 1991 Cadillac with license plates which read He has ties to or may have traveled to California, Washington, and Illinois.

Timmy John Weber is a White male, DOB: 6'3", 250 pounds, with hazel eyes and brown hair. He has a scar near his left eye. He may be traveling in a 1991 Cadillac with license plates which read

Contact: SA FBI, Las Vegas, Nevada, at

2) UNSUB: - Victim; Kidnapping; OO: Atlanta, was last seen at the Softball Country Club in Atlanta, Georgia, on March 26, 1994.

is a White female, DOB: 5'6", 130 to 140 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Atlanta, Georgia, at

3) UNSUB; Thomas C. Wales - Victim (Deceased); SEPROM - Major Case 186; Killing of a Federal Officer; OO: Seattle, 89B-SE-86493.

Assistant United States Attorney Thomas C. Wales was shot to death at his residence on October 11, 2001. Numerous rounds were fired into the house through a window from the backyard. AUSA Wales was an 18-year-veteran of the United States Attorney's Office in Seattle, Washington. He prosecuted mostly white collar crime cases and was an active leader in the local gun control community.

Contact: SA FBI, Seattle, Washington, at

During the week of April 22, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI case on the Lifetime Cable Network:

Friday, April 19, 2002, 12:00 noon episode:

Kelly S. Woodruff, Jr. - Fugitive; Mail Fraud; OO: Chicago; 196C-CG-2659.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 4/19/2002

Contact: SA FBI, Chicago, Illinois, North Resident Agency, at

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network reviews the Internet Fraud Complaint Center's 2001 Internet Fraud Report. The Center's Chief, SSA Criminal Investigative
Division, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State {USDS}, in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 4/19/2002  

LEAD(s):  
Set Lead 1: (Adm)  
ALL RECEIVING OFFICES  

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA [ ] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)  
ALL RECEIVING OFFICES  

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [ ]

Set Lead 3: (Adm)  
ALL RECEIVING OFFICES  

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [ ] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [ ] Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [ ] FPSSU, pager number [ ]

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 4/19/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Stephens
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)

1 - ISD/IRB
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 4/27/2002

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps

All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit {FPSSU}
Contact:

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, {WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, April 27, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will not be broadcast due to a FOX Television pre-emption.

During the week of April 29, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI case on the Lifetime Cable Network:

Tuesday, April 30, 2002 Noon:
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 4/27/2002

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network puts the spotlight on the manhunt for the newest, and 471st individual, to be placed on the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list. SA Atlanta Division, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows: TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State {USDS}, in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 4/27/2002  

LEAD(s):  
Set Lead 1: (Adm)  

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES  
Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA [REDACTED] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.  

Set Lead 2: (Adm)  

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES  
With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [REDACTED].  

Set Lead 3: (Adm)  

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES  
All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [REDACTED] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [REDACTED]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [REDACTED] FPSSU, pager number [REDACTED].  

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 4/27/2002

CC: 1 - Mr. Ashley  1 - ISD/IRB
    1 - Mr. D'Amuro  1 -
    1 - Mr. Szady
    1 - Mr. Collingwood
    1 - CIRG
    1 - Mr. Stephens
    1 - Mr. Kortan
    1 -
    1 -
    1 -
    1 -
    1 -

  1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
  1 - Switchboard
  1 - CJIS (SPC)

++
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY

To: All Field Offices

Attn: Media Reps

All Legats

From: Director's Office

Office of Public and Congressional Affairs

Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)

Contact:

Approved By: Collingwood John E

Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, (WWW.FBI.GOV).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, May 4, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) James Vincent Sullivan, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; 00: Atlanta, 88A-AT-85973.

James Vincent Sullivan is wanted for the murder of his wife on January 16, 1987. Sullivan allegedly hired a hitman to pose as a flower delivery man and shoot his wife when she opened the front door to her condominium. The Sullivans were involved in a difficult divorce at the time. The man contracted to kill Mrs. Sullivan has
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office

been arrested. He allegedly informed police that Mr. Sullivan had hired him to commit the crime.

James Vincent Sullivan is a White male, DOB: 5'10", 165 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes. He may be living in Costa Rica where he is known to own a home.

Contact: SA FBI, Atlanta, Georgia, at

2) UNSUB; Victim: Possible Kidnapping; 4/29/2002; CO: San Diego, was last seen around 2:30 p.m. on April 25, 2002, at a playground near 28th and Cedar Streets at the edge of Balboa Park in San Diego, California.

is a Black male, DOB: 30 inches tall, 30 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He was last seen wearing gray athletic shoes, blue nylon cargo-type pants with an orange drawstring, and a blue long-sleeved shirt with the characters Winnie the Pooh and Tigger on it.

Contact: SA FBI, San Diego, California, at

Between May 1, 2002 and May 10, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI case on the Lifetime Cable Network:

Wednesday, May 1, 2002, 11:00 a.m. episode:

UNSUBs: Oneal Moore (Deceased) - Victim; David Creed Rogers, aka Creed Rogers - Victim; Deputies; Washington Parish Sheriff's Office, Varnado, Louisiana, June 2, 1965; Hate Crimes; CO: New Orleans, 44A-NO-49207.

Contact: SSA FBI, New Orleans, Louisiana, at

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network focuses on the capture of the newest addition to the "Top Ten" list, alleged rapist Ruben Hernandez Martinez. SSRA of the Memphis Division, Nashville RA, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA[_________] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at[__________].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at[__________] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at[__________]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief[__________] FPSSU, pager number[__________].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  

CC:  
1 - Mr. Ashley  
1 - Mr. D'Amuro  
1 - Mr. Szady  
1 - Mr. Collingwood  
1 - CIRG  
1 - Mr. Stephens  
1 - Mr. Kortan  
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)  
1 - Switchboard  
1 - CJIS (SPC)  
1 - ISD/IRB
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: BO-HQ-1077659, 5/10/2002

Precedence: PRIORITY  Date: 5/10/2002
To: All Field Offices  Attn: Media Reps

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}

Contact:

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED:
AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
{WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES};
"FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM,
{WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARMS AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, May 11, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights
Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of
investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Regina DeFrancisco, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP - First Degree Murder; OO:
Chicago, 88A-CG-113593.

On June 6, 2000, victim Oscar Velasquez went to the residence of Regina
DeFrancisco to pick her up for a date. When he arrived, Regina told him that she was
not ready to go and asked him to come into the residence to wait. He waited in the
living room while DeFrancisco went down into the basement. A short time later,
she called upstairs for him to join her in the basement. Once downstairs, he was shot in the back of the head.

After attempting to clean up the blood, the body was wrapped in plastic and loaded into the trunk of the victim's car. Regina, accompanied by others, then allegedly drove the car to a vacant lot, where they removed the body from the trunk and set it on fire. After attempting to sell the victim's car without success, the car was abandoned and also set on fire.

On June 29, 2000, a state arrest warrant was issued by the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois, charging DeFrancisco with first degree murder. On August 10, 2000, a federal arrest warrant was issued by the United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois, charging DeFrancisco with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Regina DeFrancisco is a White female, DOB: 5'5', 120 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She has a tattoo of a rose on her chest and the letter "R" on her left leg.

Contact: SSA FBI, Chicago, Illinois, at

2) Frederick David Russell - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Vehicular Homicide, Vehicular Assault; 00: Seattle, 88A-SE-86552.

On June 4, 2001, Frederick David Russell was involved in a car accident near Pullman, Washington, in which his vehicle improperly passed another car. This resulted in his car hitting three approaching vehicles. Three local college students were killed and three others were seriously injured. At the time of the accident, Russell's blood alcohol level was over the legal limit for the State of Washington. Russell was arrested and charged with three counts of vehicular homicide and three counts of vehicular assault in Whitman County, Washington. He was last seen on October 23, 2001.

Russell failed to appear at a pre-trial hearing in Colfax, Washington, on October 26, 2001, and a bench warrant was issued for his arrest. A federal arrest warrant was issued for Russell on November 5, 2001, charging him with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution in the Eastern District of Washington, Spokane, Washington.

Frederick David Russell is a White male, DOB: 6'1", 215 pounds, with red hair and blue eyes. Russell may abuse alcohol.

Contact: SSA FBI, Seattle, Washington, Spokane Resident Agency, at

3) UNSUB(S) - Minor Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; 5/3/2002; 00: Milwaukee

On May 3, 2002, was reported missing by her mother. was last seen in the area of Hi-Mount School, 4921 West Garfield Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, at approximately 8:00 a.m. She was reportedly dropped off by her step-father.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 5/10/2002

___is described as a Black female, DOB:3'8", 42 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She was last seen wearing a red hooded jacket with a gray stripe on the sleeves, a purple shirt, light colored jeans, and white Nike tennis shoes. She wore her hair in two braids pulled back into one ponytail and was carrying a pink Barbie book bag.

Contact: SA____ FBI, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, at____

During the week of May 13, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network:

Tuesday, May 14, 2002 at 2:00 a.m:

1) Pedro Pablo Uribe - Fugitive:

Contact: SA____ FBI, Newark, New Jersey, at____

Tuesday, May 14, 2002 at 8:00 p.m:

2) William Samuel Thrasher - Fugitive:

Contact: SA____ FBI, Richmond, Virginia, at____

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network features remarks by Director Mueller at the Anti-Defamation League's conference in Washington, DC, on May 7, 2002. This is Part One of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

follows:

TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 5/10/2002
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at land the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-3700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
(01/26/1998)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 5/10/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Stephens
1 - Mr. Kornan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)

1 - JSD/IRR
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 5/24/2002

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps VCMO Supervisors
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit {FPSSU}
Contact:

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, {WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, May 25, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Bert Gary Mercer - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder (Second Degree); OO: New Orleans, 88A-NO-67218.

Bert Gary Mercer is wanted for his alleged involvement in the murder of his ex-wife in DeSoto Parish, Louisiana. The victim's body was recovered with several gunshot wounds to the head on May 12, 2002, although she may have been murdered a few days earlier.

80-LA-173701
1067
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 5/24/2002

A state arrest warrant was issued on May 12, 2002, by the
Eleventh Judicial District Court of Louisiana, in DeSoto Parish,
Louisiana, charging Mercer with second degree murder. Mercer was
subsequently charged with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution in
a federal arrest warrant issued in the Western District of
Louisiana.

Mercer is also wanted for questioning in connection with
two additional murders committed in May of 2002, in Caddo Parish
and Bossier Parish, Louisiana.

Bert Mercer is a White male, DOB: 6'2", 210 to 240 pounds, with blue eyes and brown/gray hair (receding
hairline).

Mercer is manic depressive and was taking anti-depressant
drug medication. A few years ago, he was fired from an electric power
company job where he worked for 29 years. Mercer is an avid
gambler and reportedly loans money to strangers while gambling.

Mercer has ties to, or may have traveled to Jefferson,
Dallas, or Elysian Fields, Texas; Las Vegas or Carson City,
Nevada; San Francisco, California; Maine; or Mexico. He may be
traveling in a red, 2001 Ford F-150 standard cab pick-up with the
word "Sport" written on each side of the vehicle. The license
plates read

The FBI is offering a reward of up to $5,000 for
information leading to the arrest of Bert Gary Mercer.

Contact: SA FBI. New Orleans, Louisiana,
Shreveport Resident Agency, at

2) Fugitive; - Victim; UFAP
- Parental Kidnapping; OO: New York,

were involved in a bitter custody
dispute during separation proceedings in 1999. was
awarded visitation rights of their daughter, on
alternate weekends. On January 28, 2001, dropped
his daughter off with for a scheduled weekend visit. She was
to be returned to on February 4, 2001, however
never returned as scheduled. The two have not
been seen since that time.

(fugitive) is a White female, DOB: 5'0", 120 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. She may
use eyeglasses while driving.

(victim) is a White female, DOB:
2'9", 22 pounds, with light brown hair and brown eyes.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 5/24/2002

______ may be traveling with a 12-pound red mini
Spaniel dog.

Contact: SA FBI, New York, New York,
Hudson Valley Resident Agency, at

3) UNSUB(S); Victim; Child Abduction - No
Ransom; OO: Houston,
______ was last seen near her Houston, Texas, home
on March 10, 2002, at approximately 10:30pm. She had walked from
her home to a convenience store to buy a newspaper and, when she
did not return home, her mother went to look for her. sandals and the newspaper she purchased were located in the
street.

(victim) is a White (Hispanic) female, DOB: 4'0", 90 pounds, with brown hair and brown
eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Houston, Texas, at

4) UNSUB(S); Tionda Bradley - Victim; Diamond Bradley -
Victim; Child Abduction; OO: Chicago, 7C-CG-116259.

On July 6, 2001, ten-year-old Tionda Bradley and her
sister, three-year-old Diamond Bradley, were reported missing by
their mother to the Chicago Police Department. According to
their mother, after returning home from work, she found a note
written by Tionda stating that the two girls were going to the
store and to the school playground. An extensive search of the
area and surrounding neighborhood met with negative results.

Tionda Bradley is a Black female, DOB: 4'2", 70 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Diamond Bradley is a Black female, DOB: 3'3", 40 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Chicago, Illinois,
at

5) UNSUB(S); Tristen Alan Myers, aka "Buddy" Myers -
Victim; Kidnapping; OO: Charlotte, 7A-CE-85173.

Tristen Alan Myers has been missing from his home in
Roseboro, North Carolina since October 5, 2000. At the time that
Myers was reported missing, he was in the legal custody of his
great aunt and great uncle. Prior to August of 2000, Myers
resided with his grandparents in Metairie, Louisiana.

Tristen Myers is a White male, DOB: 3'7"
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 5/24/2002 

and 38 pounds (at the time of his abduction), with blue eyes and blond hair. He has a scar on the left side of his neck.

Myers loves candy and enjoys playing with action figures. He is likely to get into a car with a stranger if he is offered candy or toys.

Contact: SA            FBI, Charlotte, North Carolina, Wilmington Resident Agency, at or

6) Loren Preston Key - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Armed Robbery, Kidnapping, Assault With Intent to Murder, Carjacking, Home Invasion, Assault With Intent to Rob While Armed, Felonious Assault, Assault With Intent to do Great Bodily Harm Less Than Murder, Felon in Possession of Firearms/Weapons, Commission of a Felon With a Motor Vehicle; 00: Detroit, 88A-DE-92672.

Loren Preston Key is wanted for his alleged involvement in the non-fatal shooting of two on-duty police officers and one citizen in Detroit, Michigan, on May 18, 2002. He is also wanted on a number of charges related to these crimes, all of which occurred on the same day. After a state arrest warrant was issued for Key, a federal arrest warrant was issued on May 21, 2002, charging him with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Loren Preston Key is a Black male, DOB: 5'11", 230 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He is known to wear his hair short and have sideburns. He may have a goatee. His ears are pierced.

Key was last seen wearing a full-length black leather coat, a gray hooded sweatshirt, jeans, and black boots. He was armed at the time.

Contact: SA            FBI, Detroit, Michigan, at

7) Mark Charles Volpa - Fugitive; Deputy Dennis Earl Phelps - Victim (Deceased), Fresno County Sheriff's Department, 2200 Fresno Street, Fresno, California; Police Killing; 00: Sacramento, 184B-SC-36068.

Mark Charles Volpa is wanted for the shooting death of Sheriff's Deputy Dennis Phelps in Fresno, California, on May 19, 2002. Deputy Phelps was shot and killed after he pulled Volpa over for a routine traffic stop.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 5/24/2002

Mark Charles Volpa is a White male, DOB:  
5'8", 140 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA________________ FBI, Sacramento,  
California, Fresno Resident Agency, at__________

During the week of May 27, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will not be profiling any FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network takes a close look at the history of the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list. SSA________________ Chief of the Violent Crimes/Fugitives Unit, Criminal Investigative Division, is the guest. This is Part One of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows: 
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State {USDS}, in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 5/24/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA [redacted] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [redacted].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [redacted] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [redacted]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [redacted] FPSSU, pager number [redacted].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 5/24/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)

1 - ISD/IRB
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 5/31/2002

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps
   All Legats

From: Director's Office
       Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
       Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
       {FPSSU}
       Contact: ____________________________

Approved By: Collingwood John E
             Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: ____________________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
        WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
        {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
        CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL
        CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL
        BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES};
        "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM,
        {WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARMS AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, June 1, 2002, "America's Most Wanted:
         America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast
         the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

         1) Samuel Jones - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder/Aggravated
            Criminal Sodomy; OO: Kansas City, 88A-KC-84536.

         Samuel Jones is wanted for allegedly killing a prostitute
         in a Kansas City, Kansas motel on November 1, 2001. An arrest
         warrant was issued for Jones in Wyandotte County, Kansas, on
         November 5, 2001. A federal arrest warrant was subsequently
         issued.

     80-LA-173701
     1068
Samuel Jones is a Black male, DOB: __________________ 5'10", 200 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA __________________ FBI, Kansas City, Missouri, at __________________

2) Anthony Mark Carter, aka Joshua D. Johanness  
Fugitive; UFAP - Escape; 00: San Antonio, 88A-SA-53235.

Anthony Mark Carter is wanted for escaping from jail in Austin, Texas, on November 9, 2001. He was awaiting trial for murder at the time.

Anthony Carter is a White male, DOB: __________________ 5'10", 137 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes. He is known to use the alias of Joshua Johanness. He has the following tattoos: a tomahawk with a feather on his upper left forearm, a smiling skull on his lower left forearm, and the words "learning to fly" and theater masks on his chest. He is missing a front tooth.

Contact: TFO __________________ FBI, San Antonio, Texas, Austin Resident Agency, at __________________

3) Timothy Thomas Coombs, aka James Wilson, William Patterson, Cal Liberty, Cai Liberty; DT - AOT (Attempted Murder); 00: Kansas City, 88A-KC-74041.

On September 16, 1994, Timothy Thomas Coombs allegedly shot a Missouri Highway Trooper in the chest while the officer was standing in his rural Missouri home. Although the officer was seriously injured, he survived the attack. It is believed that the shooting was in retaliation for the officer's arrest of a man who was an acquaintance of Coombs.

On September 23, 1994, a state arrest warrant was issued in the Division II Circuit Court in the State of Missouri, County of McDonald, charging Coombs with assault of a law enforcement officer and armed criminal action. On October 19, 1994, a federal arrest warrant was issued in the Western District of Missouri, Springfield, Missouri, charging Coombs with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Timothy Thomas Coombs is a White male, DOB: __________________ 5'7", 140 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. He maintains very radical, extreme, anti-government, white supremacist, and religious beliefs, and is associated with the Christian Identity Movement. He reportedly described himself as a "legal ambassador" who is versed in the areas of constitutional law, taxation, and licensing matters.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 5/31/2002

Contact: SA_________ FBI, Kansas City, Missouri, at_________

During the week of June 3, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will not be profiling any FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network takes a close look at the history of the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list. SSA_________, Chief of the Violent Crimes/Fugitives Unit, Criminal Investigative Division, is the guest. This is Part Two of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows: TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State {USDS}, in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 5/31/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 5/31/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)

1 - ISD/IRB
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 6/7/2002

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps VCHO Supervisors
All Legats

From: Director's Office Office of Public and Congressional Affairs Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)
Contact: 

Approved By: Collingwood John E Noble

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 01-HQ-107769

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, (WWW.FBI.GOV).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, June 7, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (WWW.AMW.COM), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Robert W. Fisher - Fugitive; UFAP - First Degree Murder; CO: Phoenix, 88A-PX-70676.

On the morning of April 10, 2001, a home in Scottsdale, Arizona exploded, engulfing it in flames. After the fire was extinguished, the bodies of a woman and two young children were discovered inside the burned residence. It is alleged that Fisher, the husband and father of the victims, murdered his family and then

60 - LA - 19378
10659
caused the fire to the home. State and federal arrest warrants were subsequently issued for Fisher.

Robert Fisher is a White male, DOB: 6'0", 190 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. He has surgical scars on his lower back. Fisher has a noticeable gold crown on his upper left first bicuspid tooth. He may walk with an exaggerated erect posture with his chest pushed out due to a lower back injury.

Contact: SA__________ FBI, Phoenix, Arizona, at

2) UNSUB; Elizabeth Smart - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: Salt Lake City,

Elizabeth Smart was kidnapped at gunpoint from the bedroom of her house in Salt Lake City, Utah, during the early morning hours of June 5, 2002. An unknown male allegedly entered the residence and, after having Elizabeth put on her shoes, abducted her from the home.

Elizabeth Smart (victim) is a White female, DOB: 5'6", 105 pounds, with blonde hair and blue eyes. She was last seen wearing red pajamas.

The unknown male suspect is described as a White male with dark hair approximately 5'8" tall. He was wearing a white jacket and a white baseball cap.

Contact: SA__________ FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, at

3) Demorris Andy Hunter, aka Michael Berry - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: San Francisco, 88A-SF-132253.

Demorris Hunter is wanted for allegedly shooting a woman to death after an altercation in Oakland, California, on March 29, 2002. He is also wanted for strangling a woman to death in Orlando, Florida, on May 26, 2002.

Demorris Hunter is a Black male, DOB: 5'10", 170 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA__________ FBI, San Francisco, California, Oakland Resident Agency, at

4) Steven Randall Arthur, aka Goober - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Aggravated Sexual Assault; OO: Springfield, 88A-SI-46546.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/7/2002

It is alleged that between 1991 and 1993, Steven Randall Arthur had repeated sexual contact with several young girls while they were being babysat in his residence in Hutsonville, Illinois. After authorities became aware of his alleged activities, Arthur decided to leave Illinois in July of 1993 before he could be arrested.

Steven Randall Arthur is a White male, DOB: 5'11", 220 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. In the past, he has worked as a carnival vendor, a fruit picker, and a car salesman.

Contact: SA________ FBI, Springfield, Illinois, Effingham Resident Agency, at __________

5) Boris George Graham, aka Kato Austin, Jubba Pattis, Boris Alexander Graham, Gary Graham, Gary Alex Graham, Gary Alexander Graham, George Alexander Graham, George Graham, George Grant, "Booney", "Lil Boney", "Boney", "Lil Booney" - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder, Kidnapping to Commit Robbery, Kidnapping in the Commission of Carjacking, Robbery, Burglary, Taking a Motor Vehicle in Possession Other, Evading a Peace Officer Resulting in Death or Injury; 00: Los Angeles, 88A-LA-220713.

On February 8, 1999, Boris George Graham and an accomplice allegedly accosted a wealthy businessman in the garage of his Woodland Hills, California home. It is alleged that the suspects tied up the victim and ransacked his house. The victim's family heard the commotion, fled their home, and called law enforcement authorities. The suspects then allegedly put the victim and some of his personal items in the trunk of the victim's vehicle. They drove off while the police were in pursuit. The car soon collided with another vehicle and then struck a pole. The impact forced the trunk to open and the victim was ejected. He died at the scene. Graham and his accomplice fled the scene after allegedly carjacking a woman at gunpoint and forcing her out of the car. Graham's accomplice was taken into custody a few days later.

Boris George Graham is a Black male, DOB: 5'9", 155 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. Graham reportedly has many tattoos on his arms. The tattoos include: the words "Olive" and "Mom" on his right arm; an unknown tattoo on his right shoulder; and the nickname "Boney" on his upper left arm. He also has his left ear pierced.

Contact: SA________ FBI, Los Angeles, California, at __________

6) CHANGED: Jaime Manuel Felix Borbon, aka Sergio Miguel Rivera - Fugitive (A); Javier Felix Borbon, aka Jose Atonio - Fugitive (A); et al; Jorge Alejandro Ayon - Victim (Deceased); Kidnapping; 00: Los Angeles, 7A-LA-160349.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/7/2002

On June 30, 1993, Jaime Borbon and his brother, Javier Borbon, allegedly abducted Jorge Ayon at gunpoint, in Paramount, California. Ayon was held for ransom and later murdered.

Jaime Borbon is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'7", 190 pounds, with brown eyes and dark brown hair.

Javier Francisco Felix Borbon is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'9", 175 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair.

Contact: SA FBI, Los Angeles, California, Long Beach Resident Agency, at

During the week of June 10, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network at 8 p.m. Eastern Time:

June 10, 2002

1) UNSUB; Chandra Levy - Victim (Deceased); Possible Kidnapping; OO: Washington Field, 7A-WF-221926.


2) UNSUB(S); Mysterious Disappearance of Joyce Chiang - Victim (Deceased); INS - OGC; OO: Washington Field, 89B-WF-214206.


June 11, 2002

UNSUB, aka Larry Breeden; Alicia Showalter Reynolds - Victim (Deceased); Kidnapping; OO: Richmond, 7A-RH-45436.

Contact: SA FBI, Richmond, Virginia, Fredericksburg Resident Agency, at

June 12, 2002

SANDBOM: Major Case #145; Eric Robert Rudolph - Ten Most Wanted Fugitive (A); I.O. #5290; AOT-DT-FACE-ACT-Homicide-Bombing; OO: Birmingham, 266A-BH-46671.

Contact: SA FBI, Atlanta, Georgia, at
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/7/2002

June 13, 2002

UNSUS: Victim; Kidnapping; 00: San Francisco, California, Concord Resident Agency, at

Contact: SA FBI, San Francisco, California, Concord Resident Agency, at

June 14, 2002

1) Wallace Samuel Thrasher, aka - Fugitive (A); 00: Richmond,

Contact: SA FBI, Richmond, Virginia, Roanoke Resident Agency, at

2) Frank Joseph Montenegro, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Sodomy, Oral Copulation, Continual Sexual Abuse; 00: San Francisco, 88A-SF-130589.

Contact: SA FBI, San Francisco, California, Oakland Resident Agency, at

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network highlights the Junior Special Agents graduation at FBIHQ on 6/6/02. Students from elementary schools in Washington, DC, are the guests. This is Part One of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows: TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/7/2002

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/7/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/7/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (STOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)

**
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 6/14/2002

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}
Contact: __________________________

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, {WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARME D AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, June 15, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB; Elizabeth Smart - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; CO: Salt Lake City, [ ]

Elizabeth Smart was kidnapped at gunpoint from the bedroom of her house in Salt Lake City, Utah, during the early morning hours of June 5, 2002. An unknown male allegedly entered the residence and, after having Elizabeth put on her shoes, abducted her from the home.

80-LA-17370
Elizabeth Smart (victim) is a White female, DOB: 5'6", 105 pounds, with blonde hair and blue eyes. She was last seen wearing red pajamas.

The unknown male suspect is described as a White male with dark hair approximately 5'8" tall. He was wearing a white jacket and a white baseball cap.

Contact: SA__________________________, FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, at _______________________.

2) Adolfo S. Sanchez - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder; OO: Chicago, 88A-CG-116346.

On July 20, 2001, Adolfo S. Sanchez is alleged to have murdered his former fiancee because she had recently returned the engagement ring to him. The victim's body was found in the basement of the home where she worked as a nanny.

Adolfo S. Sanchez is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'7", 130 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA__________________________, FBI, Chicago, Illinois, North Resident Agency, at _______________________.

3) Cruz Soria-Gonzalez, aka Cruz Soria Patino, Cruz Gonzalez, Tuto - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Criminal Homicide, Murder; OO: Salt Lake City, 88A-SU- 54620.

Cruz Soria-Gonzalez is wanted for the murder of a man in Salt Lake City, Utah, on March 11, 2001. The victim was shot in the head while standing near the front door of his residence. Immediately following the murder, Soria-Gonzalez is thought to have fled the area, possibly going to Mexico. However, it is now possible that he has returned to the United States.

Cruz Soria-Gonzalez is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'10", 150 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: TFO__________________________, FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, at _______________________.


Richard Steve Goldberg is wanted for sex related acts with children and possession of child pornography in California. Between January and May of 2001, Goldberg allegedly lured young
female children to his Long Beach, California home to entertain them. Goldberg had pets for the children to play with, and also allowed them to watch television and use his computer to play games. Goldberg also allegedly engaged in obscene activities with the children. When these activities were reported to authorities, Goldberg fled the area.

Richard Steve Goldberg was added to the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list on June 14, 2002.

Richard Steve Goldberg is a White male, DOB: 6'0", 160 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair with a receding hairline. Goldberg worked for the Boeing Corporation in Long Beach, California, but was laid off in 2001. He enjoys outdoor activities and was the president of a gun club in Long Beach. He may have traveled to, or has ties to, New Jersey, Nevada, Colorado, Arizona, and Georgia.

Contact: SAl I FBI, Los Angeles, California, Long Beach Resident Agency, at

During the week of June 17, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network at 8 p.m. Eastern Time:

Monday June 17, 2002

None

Tuesday June 18, 2002


Contact: SAI FBI, Phoenix, Arizona, at


Contact: SAI FBI, Buffalo, New York, Rochester Resident Agency, at

Wednesday June 19, 2002

1) Woodruff S. Kelly, Jr. - Fugitive; Securities/Commodities Fraud; OO: Chicago, 196C-CG-2659.

Contact: SAI FBI, Chicago, Illinois,
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/14/2002

North Resident Agency 2, at

2) Stephen H. Anderson; Louisville, __________

OO: Louisville, __________

Contact: SA _______ FBI, Louisville, Kentucky, London Resident Agency, at

Thursday June 20, 2002

UNSUB(S) - Amerithrax - Major Case 18; __________

OO: Washington Field, __________

Contact: SA _______ FBI, Washington, D.C.,
at __________

Friday June 21, 2002

None

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, www.ibb.gov/fugitives, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network highlights the Junior Special Agents graduation at FBIHQ on 6/6/02. Students from elementary schools in Washington, DC, are the guests. This is Part Two of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State {USDS},
in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/14/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA[________] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at[________]

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at[________] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at[________] Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief[________] FPSSU, pager number[________]

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/14/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)

1 - ISD/IRB
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY
To: All Field Offices
Attn: Media Reps
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
(FPSSU)
Contact: 

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, (WWW.FBI.GOV).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, June 22, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB; Elizabeth Smart - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; 00: Salt Lake City, 

Elizabeth Smart was kidnapped at gunpoint from the bedroom of her house in Salt Lake City, Utah, during the early morning hours of June 5, 2002. An unknown male allegedly entered the residence and, after having Elizabeth put on her shoes, abducted her from the home.

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, (WWW.FBI.GOV).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, June 22, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB; Elizabeth Smart - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; 00: Salt Lake City, 

Elizabeth Smart was kidnapped at gunpoint from the bedroom of her house in Salt Lake City, Utah, during the early morning hours of June 5, 2002. An unknown male allegedly entered the residence and, after having Elizabeth put on her shoes, abducted her from the home.
Elizabeth Smart (victim) is a White female, DOB: 5'6", 105 pounds, with blonde hair and blue eyes. She was last seen wearing red pajamas.

The unknown male suspect is described as a White male, 30 to 40 years old, 5'8" to 5'10", with dark hair. He also had dark hair on his arms and the back of his hands. He was wearing a "Polo" brand shirt, tan pants, and a white baseball cap.

Contact: SA____________________, FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, at ____________________

2) __________________ Anibal Mustelier; Bank Larceny (B);

Anibal Mustelier is wanted by several federal agencies for bank larceny in South Florida. Mustelier and accomplices allegedly participated in the November of 1996 theft of five to seven million dollars worth of jewelry belonging to a pawn shop company and stored in safe deposit boxes at a Miami, Florida bank. Mustelier is alleged to have taken possession of the jewelry and disappeared. His accomplices have since been arrested.

Federal authorities in South Florida also want Mustelier for his alleged involvement in crimes which occurred with the use of weapons and explosives in 1989 and 1990.

Anibal Mustelier is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'4", 135 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair. He has a small scar on his neck.

Contact: SA____________________, FBI, Miami, Florida, at ____________________

3) Bert Gary Mercer - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder;

Bert Gary Mercer is wanted for his alleged involvement in three separate murders which occurred in Northwest Louisiana. Mercer allegedly killed one of his former wives, her female cousin, and a female friend of his in their separate homes during the week of May 6, 2002.

State arrest warrants for murder have been issued by District Courts in Caddo, Bossier, and DeSoto Parishes, Louisiana. Mercer was also charged with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution in a federal arrest warrant issued in the Western District of Louisiana.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/21/2002

Bert Mercer is a White male, DOB: __________ 6'2",
210 to 240 pounds, with blue eyes and brown/gray hair (receding
hairline).

Mercer is manic depressive and was taking anti-depressant
medication. A few years ago, he was fired from an electric power
company job where he worked for 29 years. Mercer is an avid gambler
and reportedly loans money to strangers while gambling.

Mercer has ties to, or may have traveled to, Jefferson,
Dallas, or Elysian Fields, Texas; Las Vegas or Carson City, Nevada;
San Francisco, California; Maine; or Mexico. He may be traveling in
a red, 2001 Ford F-150 standard cab pick-up with the word "Sport"
written on each side of the vehicle. The license plates read

The FBI is offering a reward of up to $5,000 for information
leading to the arrest of Bert Gary Mercer.

Contact: SA ______________ FBI, New Orleans, Louisiana,
Shreveport Resident Agency, at __________

4) William Bradford Bishop, Jr. - Fugitive (A); UFAP -
Murder; 00: Baltimore, 88A-BA-13361.

William Bradford Bishop, Jr. is wanted on five counts of
murder in connection with the bludgeoning deaths of five members of
his family at their Bethesda, Maryland, home in 1976.

On March 2, 1976, the bodies of the slain family members
were found in a shallow grave in a forest in Tyrrell County,
North Carolina. A shovel found at the scene was traced to a hardware
store in Potomac, Maryland, and a gas can was traced to a Sears store
in Bethesda. On March 8, 1976, Montgomery County, Maryland police
found the murder scene. Bishop's fingerprints were found on the gas
can. The family's station wagon was found abandoned near
a campground in Tennessee.

William Bradford Bishop is a White male, DOB: __________
6'1", 180 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Bishop likes to work out and reads extensively. He may also
seek psychiatric care for depression or anxiety and may suffer from
insomnia. Bishop is a trained military intelligence officer and is
familiar with economic analysis and self-hypnosis. He speaks fluent
Italian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, and French. He likes to ski, play
tennis, and hike. He is also an amateur pilot and likes to ride
motorcycles.

Contact: SA ______________ FBI, Baltimore, Maryland,
Calverton Resident Agency, at __________


To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/21/2002

5) UNSUB; Attempted Bombing/Attempted Murder, 6/1/02 -
Memphis, Tennessee; Victim - ______________________
Shelby County, Tennessee; 00: Memphis, ______________________

On June 1, 2002, ___________________________________________ was
leaving his office in Memphis, Tennessee, when he was attacked by an
unknown assailant. The assailant threw lye into _______ face which
temporarily blinded him. The assailant then punched _______ in the
stomach, dragged him down some stairs, bound his ankles and wrists
with barbed wire, and used vinyl coated cable and padlocks to secure
________ (crucifix style) to an iron grate. An explosive device was
then attached to _______ before the assailant left. _______ was
found unharmed several hours later by law enforcement officials.

This case is being investigated jointly by local and federal
law enforcement officials, with the ATF and Memphis Police Department
taking the lead.

Contact: SA ______________________ FBI, Memphis, Tennessee, at

6) Edwin Acevedo Rodriguez, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP -
Parole Violation; 00: Chicago, 88A-CG-95215.

Edwin Rodriguez is wanted for the murder of his girlfriend

Edwin Rodriguez is a White (Hispanic) male,
DOB: ______________________ 5'3", 132 pounds, with black hair and brown
eyes. He has various tattoos on his right arm, right leg, shoulder,
left thigh, and right thigh. He is known to change his appearance by
shaving his head or by wearing a long-haired wig.

Contact: SA ______________________ FBI, Chicago, Illinois, West
Resident Agency, at

7) Christopher Benedetto - Victim; Crime on the High Seas -
Violence; 00: Miami, 45A-MM-90509.

On November 19, 1998, family members of Chris Benedetto and
his wife, Janette Piro, reported them missing to local law
enforcement authorities in Riviera Beach, Florida. The victim
couple's family had been contacted by the couple's neighbors after
the couple failed to show up for a dinner date with their neighbors.

On November 23, 1998, the body of Piro was discovered in
a deep freezer located in the garage of the couple's house.
Benedetto is still missing. Some of the couple's belongings are also
missing including expensive jewelry and fishing equipment.
Benedetto's boat was located, but some of its equipment is missing.

Chris Benedetto is a White male, DOB: ______________________
5'11", 210 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair. He has a scar on
his back and walks with a limp.
To: All Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/21/2002

Contact: SA__________ FBI, Miami, Florida, Palm Beach County Resident Agency, at

During the week of June 24, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network at 8 p.m. Eastern Time:

**Monday June 24, 2002**

Fugitive; UFAP - Parental Kidnapping; OO: New York,

Contact: SA__________ FBI, New York, New York, Hudson Valley Resident Agency, at

**Tuesday June 25, 2002**


Contact: SA__________ FBI, Seattle, Washington, Everett Resident Agency, at

**Wednesday June 26, 2002**

None

**Thursday June 27, 2002**

Kevin Dale Woo, aka Paul Peter Katana - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Second Degree Murder, Child Abuse with Substantial Bodily Harm, Possession of Cocaine; OO: Las Vegas, 88A-LV-29281.

Kristine Sue Westin, aka Jaime Hackamack - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Second Degree Murder, Child Abuse with Substantial Bodily Harm, Possession of Cocaine; OO: Las Vegas, 88A-LV-29282.

Contact: SA__________ FBI, Las Vegas, Nevada,

**Friday June 28, 2002**

None
Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network profiles Richard Steve Goldberg, the latest addition to the "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list. SA Los Angeles Division, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attaché, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 6/21/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SS[BLANK] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at[BLANK].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at[BLANK] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at[BLANK]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief[BLANK] FPSSU, pager number[BLANK].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-Hq-1077659, 6/21/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
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1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 -
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY
Date: 7/3/2002

To: All Field Offices
Attn: Media Reps
VCMO Supervisors
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)

Contact:

Approved By: Collingwood John E [C] Kortan Michael P [C]

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, (WWW.FBI.GOV).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, July 6, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (WWW.AMW.COM), will not be broadcast due to a FOX Television pre-emption.

During the week of July 8, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network at 8 p.m. Eastern Time:
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 7/3/2002

Monday July 8, 2002:

Daniel Clement Chafe, aka Gwydyn Stryder Styarfyr - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Failure to Appear (Rape, Sexual Abuse, Sodomy);  

Contact: SA__________FBI, Portland, Oregon, Eugene  
Resident Agency, at__________

Tuesday July 9, 2002:

None

Wednesday July 10, 2002:

1) Hazel Leota Head, aka Hazel Morgan, Willow Shield, Hazel Woodman, Hazel Foley, Kelly Morgan, Hazel Spurbeck, Willow Spurbeck, Hazel Haynes, Hazel Vincent, Deianna Ray, Hazel Fatuch, Treasa "Tess" Jean Coyle, Treasa "Tess" Venable - Fugitive (A); UFAP - First Degree Murder; Arson;  

Contact: SA__________FBI, New Orleans, Louisiana,  
Shreveport Resident Agency, at__________

2) Timothy Thomas Coombs, aka James Wilson, William Patterson, Cal Liberty, Cal Liberty; DT - AOT (Attempted Murder);  
OO: Kansas City, 88A-KC-74041.

Contact: SA__________FBI, Kansas City, Missouri,  
at__________

Thursday June 11, 2002:

None

Friday July 12, 2002:

James William Kilgore, aka - Fugitive (A); I.O.# 4803;  
OO: San Francisco,  

Contact: SA__________FBI, San Francisco,  
California, Oakland Resident Agency, at__________
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 7/3/2002

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network profiles Robert William Fisher, an alleged murderer and the newest addition to the "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list. Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), Office of Public and Congressional Affairs (OPCA), is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows: TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 7/3/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at.

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 7/3/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - CIRG
1 - ISD/IRB
1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CIRG
Precedence: PRIORITY

Date: 7/12/2002

To: All Field Offices
Attn: Media Reps
VCMO Supervisors
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}
Contact: __________________________

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: __________________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, (WWW.FBI.GOV).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, July 13, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Anthony Stephen Kuchta, aka Tony Kuchta, Dave Taylor, Dade Taylor - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Delivery/Manufacture of Cocaine; 00: Detroit, 88A-DE-62579.

Anthony Kuchta is wanted for allegedly conspiring to transport and deliver cocaine throughout the State of Michigan. He was charged in a federal arrest warrant issued on May 24, 1991, in the Eastern District of Michigan, Flint, Michigan.

80-LA-173701
Anthony Kuchta is a White male, DOB: 5'10", 170 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. He has scars on his wrists and may have fled to South America.

Contact: SA FBI, Detroit, Michigan, Ann Arbor Resident Agency, at

2) Carlos Medina, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Aggravated Murder With Mass Murder Specifications, Attempted Murder; OO: Cleveland, 88A-CV-65622.

Carlos Medina is wanted for allegedly stabbing to death his estranged wife outside a bar in Cleveland, Ohio, on February 10, 2002. He also slashed the woman's mother, but she survived the attack.

Carlos Medina is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'6", 140 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He may have a gold-rimmed front tooth.

Contact: SA FBI, Cleveland, Ohio, at

3) UNSUB(S); Sofia Marlene Silva (Deceased) - Victim; Kristin Nicole Lisk (Deceased) - Victim; Kati Michelle Lisk (Deceased) - Victim; Kidnapping; OO: Richmond, 7C-RH-46216.

On September 9, 1996, 16-year-old Sofia Silva disappeared while doing homework on the front porch of her home in Spotsylvania County, Virginia. Her body was found five weeks later in a flooded wooded area approximately 20 miles from her residence. On May 1, 1997, Kristen and Kati Lisk were abducted from their residence in Spotsylvania County, Virginia. Their bodies were found in the South Ana River on May 6, 1997. Law enforcement officials believe that there are possible connections in these cases.

Contact: The Lisk/Silva Task Force at 1-800-729-1411 or the FBI, Richmond, Virginia, Fredericksburg Resident Agency, at 540/373-2862.

4) Angel Manuel Rivera - Fugitive (A); aka Miguel Angel Rivera, Miguel Rivera, Jose Robles; Juan Jose Rodriguez - Victim; Sandra Reyes Ortiz - Victim; Modesto Geronimo Aragon - Victim; UFAP - Murder; OO: San Francisco, 88A-SF-99463.

Angel Manuel Rivera is wanted in connection with the murder of three people in Santa Cruz, California. On June 26, 1991, Rivera allegedly got into a verbal dispute with tenants of his rental property over the cleanliness of the house. When the argument continued to escalate, a challenge was made to settle the
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 7/12/2002

disagreement outside. There, Rivera became enraged and allegedly shot and killed two men and one woman while two young children remained inside the house. As Rivera left the scene of the crime in his pickup truck, he proceeded to drive over the body of one of the victims. The abandoned truck was recovered several days later.

Angel Manuel Rivera is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB:_______ 5'9", 160 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. Rivera has surgical scars on his left shin and knee. He also has a lump on his left shoulder.

Contact: SA __________ FBI, San Francisco, California, Monterey Bay Resident Agency, at_______

During the week of July 15, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network at 8 p.m. Eastern Time:

Monday July 15, 2002:
None

Tuesday July 16, 2002:
None

Wednesday July 17, 2002:
None

Thursday June 18, 2002:
None

Friday July 19, 2002:
None

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, [www.ibb.gov/fugitives], will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network spotlights baseball great Ted Williams and his get-togethers some years ago with FBI personnel who are former United States Marines. Retired Special Agent Scott Nelson, former Section Chief, Office of Public and Congressional Affairs, is the guest. You can hear this program,
To:  All Field Offices
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archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 7/12/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBI HQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 7/12/2002

CC: 1 - Ms. McChesney  
1 - Mr. Quijas  
1 - Mr. Ashley  
1 - Mr. D'Amuro  
1 - Mr. Szady  
1 - Mr. Collingwood  
1 - CIRG  
1 - Mr. Kortan  
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)  
1 - Switchboard

+++
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Precedence: PRIORITY

To: All Field Offices

Attn: Media Reps

All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)

Contact: __________________________

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: __________________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, (WWW.FBI.GOV).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, August 3, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) William C. Severs, aka William Seavers - Fugitive (A);
UFAP - Murder; OO: Newark, 88A-NK-106307.

William Severs allegedly shot and killed a woman in Vineland, New Jersey, on January 10, 2002.

William Severs is a White male, DOB: ___________ 6'0", 150 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes.
To: All Field Offices
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Contact: SA__________ FBI, Newark, New Jersey, Atlantic City Resident Agency, at__________

2) Mark Anthony Wilson - Fugitive; Joni Leeanne Manning - Victim (Deceased); UFAP - Murder; OO: Omaha, 88A-OM-48006.

Mark Anthony Wilson is wanted for allegedly killing the woman with whom he had been living on July 8, 2001, in rural Webster County, Iowa. The victim was found in her residence and had been bound with tape, brutally beaten, and stabbed multiple times. She was last seen alive with Wilson on July 6, 2001. After a local arrest warrant was issued charging Wilson with first degree murder, a federal arrest warrant was issued on August 2, 2001, in the Northern District of Iowa charging him with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Mark Anthony Wilson is a Black male, DOB: ___________ 5'5", 140 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has scars on his forehead above his left eyebrow, on his right arm, and on his right forearm.

Contact: SA__________ FBI, Omaha, Nebraska, Des Moines, Iowa Resident Agency, at__________

3) Adolfo Frias Soto - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: Dallas, 88A-DL-83154.

Adolfo Frias Soto is wanted for allegedly shooting to death a man in Carthage, Panola County, Texas, on November 20, 1993. After shooting the man, Soto allegedly fled to Mexico with his wife and two children.

Adolfo Frias Soto is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: ___________ 5'7", 180 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He may dye his hair red. He has been known to drive a fruit truck across the border between the United States and Mexico.

Contact: SA__________ FBI, Dallas, Texas, Tyler Resident Agency, at__________

During the week of August 5, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network at 8 p.m. Eastern Time:

Monday August 5, 2002:

None
To: All Field Offices

Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/2/2002

Tuesday August 6, 2002:
None

Wednesday August 7, 2002:
None

Thursday August 8, 2002:
Jon Christian Maggio; Whitney National Bank - Victim; Bank Fraud; CO: Mobile, 29B-MO-41683.

Contact: SA __________________________ FBI, Mobile, Alabama, at 202 324 3525

Friday August 9, 2002:
None

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at the national child fingerprint program the FBI is involved in with the IACP and the American Football Coaches Association. The guest is SSA Steve Hooks, Chief, Resources Management Section, Criminal Justice Information Services Division. This is Part One of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/2/2002

developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/2/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at _________________

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at _________________ and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at _________________ Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBI HQ at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief _________________ FPSSU, pager number _________________

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, (WWW.FBI.GOV).

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, August 10, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) David Mark Veal, aka David Neal - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder for Hire; OO: Dallas, 88A-DL-90639.

David Mark Veal escaped from the Hood County Prison in Granbury, Texas, on February 13, 2001. Veal was in jail for murder at the time of his escape.

David Mark Veal is a White male, DOB: 5'10", 135 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. He has the following tattoos: a bird on his upper left shoulder, the words 80-LA-173701 1074
"White to the Heart" on his left bicep, a lion on his right shoulder, a flower and a bird with a lightning bolt on his left arm above the wrist, a ring tattoo on his left ring finger, the state of Texas on his left knee, and a wizard on his right calf going up to his knee. Veal has scars from large skin grafts on both thighs.

Contact: SA_________ FBI, Dallas, Texas, Fort Worth Resident Agency, at ___________ ___________

2) Stanley Obas, aka Wildman - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Criminal Homicide, Kidnapping, Aggravated Assault, Criminal Conspiracy to Commit Homicide; OO: Philadelphia, 88A-PH-80122.

Stanley Obas is wanted for his participation in the torture and murder of a 13-year-old girl in Easton, Pennsylvania, on July 28, 1996.

Stanley Obas is a Black male, DOB: ___________ 5'10", 130 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has scars on his left leg and left arm.

Contact: SA_________ FBI, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Allentown Resident Agency, at ___________ ___________ ___________

3) Clifford C. Graham - Fugitive; Telemarketing Fraud; OO: San Diego, 196A-SD-1153.

Clifford Graham is alleged to have defrauded numerous victims throughout the United States from 1977 to 1984 out of money for research, development, and implementation of a device which was reported to remove gold, silver, and platinum from ordinary sand. Graham led investors to believe that he had invested large amounts of his personal finances to provide legitimacy to his venture. Investors were defrauded out of approximately $13 million dollars.

Clifford Graham is a White male, DOB: ___________ 5'4" to 5'7" (he is known to wear lifts in his shoes), 155 pounds, with sandy blond to red hair, possibly gray, and blue eyes. Graham has been known to carry a small firearm on his person at all times. He may be suicidal.

Contact: SA_________ FBI, San Diego, California, at ___________ ___________

During the week of August 12, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network at 8 p.m. Eastern Time:
To:  All Field Offices  From:  Director's Office  
Re:  80-HQ-1077659, 8/9/2002

Monday, August 12, 2002:

UNSUB; Rachel Cooke - Victim, Williamson County Sheriff's Office, Georgetown, Texas; 1/10/2002; Missing Person; OO: San Antonio, 252B-IR-6452.

Contact: SA __________ FBI, San Antonio, Texas, Austin Resident Agency, at __________.

Tuesday, August 13, 2002:

None

Wednesday, August 14, 2002:

John Patrick Addis - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder, First Degree Kidnapping; OO: Las Vegas, 88A-LV-31211.

Contact: SA __________ FBI, Las Vegas, Nevada, at __________.

Thursday, August 15, 2002:

Jesse James Hollywood - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: Los Angeles, 88A-LA-224227.

Contact: SA __________ FBI, Los Angeles, California, at __________ or the Ventura Resident Agency, at 805/642-3995.

Friday, August 16, 2002:


Contact: SA __________ FBI, New York, New York, Long Island Resident Agency, at __________.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at the national child fingerprint program the FBI is involved in with the IACP and the American Football Coaches Association. The guest is SSA Steve Hooks, Chief, Resources Management Section, Criminal Justice Information Services Division. This is Part Two of a two-
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/9/2002

part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/9/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBI HQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/9/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
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Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 7/26/2002
To: All Field Offices  Attn: Media Reps

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}

Contact:

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659 737

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED:
AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
{WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES};
"FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM,
{WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of
investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB: Elizabeth Smart - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: Salt
Lake City, UT

Elizabeth Smart was kidnapped at gunpoint from the bedroom of her house
in Salt Lake City, Utah, during the early morning hours of June 5, 2002. An unknown
male allegedly entered the residence and, after having Elizabeth put on her shoes,
abducted her from the home.

Fax to RAS
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 7/26/2002

Elizabeth Smart (victim) is a White female, DOB: 5'6", 105 pounds, with blonde hair and blue eyes. She was last seen wearing red pajamas.

The unknown suspect is described as a White male, 30 to 40 years old, 5'8" to 5'10", with dark hair. He also had dark hair on his arms and the back of his hands. He was wearing a "Polo" brand shirt, tan pants, and a white baseball cap.

Contact: SA FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, at

2) UNSUB(S); Ashley Marie Pond - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 1/9/2002; OO: Portland, 7C-PD-46812.

Ashley Marie Pond was last seen leaving her apartment in Oregon City, Oregon, at approximately 8 a.m. on January 9, 2002.

Ashley Marie Pond (victim) is a White female, DOB: March 1, 1989, 5'3", 110 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She has a birthmark on her right hip.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

3) UNSUB(S); Miranda Diane Gaddis - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 3/8/2002; OO: Portland, 7C-PD-46938.

Miranda Diane Gaddis was last seen at about 7:30 a.m. on March 8, 2002, in Oregon City, Oregon. She was last believed to be wearing a dark blue sweatshirt with the word "Henley" written on it, blue jeans, and tennis shoes. She was thought to be carrying a dark blue backpack with black netting on the back.

Miranda Gaddis (victim) is a White female, DOB: November 18, 1988, 5'4", 110 pounds, with dyed blonde hair and brown eyes. She is known to have a pierced tongue and bellybutton.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

4) UNSUB(S); Minor Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; 5/3/2002; OO: Milwaukee

On May 3, 2002, was reported missing by her mother. was last seen in the area of Hi-Mount School, 4921 West Garfield Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, at approximately 8:00 a.m. She was reportedly dropped off by her step-father.

is described as a Black female,

DOB 3'8", 42 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She was last seen wearing a red hooded jacket with a gray stripe on the sleeves, a purple shirt, light colored jeans, and white Nike tennis shoes. She wore her hair in two braids pulled back into one ponytail and was carrying a pink Barbie book bag.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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5) David Gibson Lindsay - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder;

On December 18, 2001, Illinois law enforcement authorities discovered the body of a man in his Decatur, Illinois apartment. They also discovered that his car was missing. During the course of the investigation, the victim's vehicle was located at a resort in Daytona Beach, Florida, after the local police there had received complaints from tenants that a man was living in the vehicle in the resort's parking lot. When police arrived, the man was not in the vehicle. After Florida law enforcement authorities were advised of the murder and returned to the resort's parking lot, the car was gone.

Further investigation led police to believe that the man in the car was David Gibson Lindsay, a homeless man who had been an acquaintance of the victim. On January 7, 2002, a state arrest warrant was issued by the Circuit Court of the Sixth Judicial Circuit, Macon County, Illinois, charging David Gibson Lindsay with first degree murder and theft of a motor vehicle over $300. On January 10, 2002, a federal arrest warrant was issued in the Central District of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, charging Lindsay with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

David Gibson Lindsay is a White male, DOB: 1/5/67, 5'8", 150 pounds, with gray hair and brown eyes. He has a scar on his abdomen. In the past, he has worked as a boat dock worker. He may be homeless.

6) UNSUB(S) - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO:

Houston, was last seen near her Houston, Texas, home on March 10, 2002, at approximately 10:30 p.m. She had walked from her home to a convenience store to buy a newspaper and, when she did not return home, her mother went to look for her. Sandals and the newspaper she purchased were located in the street.

Victim) is a White (Hispanic) female, 4'10", 90 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Houston, Texas, at

7) UNSUB - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 4/29/2002; OO: San Diego, was last seen around 2:30 p.m. on April 25, 2002, at a playground near 28th and Cedar Streets at the edge of Balboa Park in San Diego, California.

is a Black male, DOB 30 inches tall, 30 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He was last seen wearing gray athletic shoes, blue nylon cargo-type pants with an orange drawstring, and a blue
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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long-sleeved shirt with the characters Winnie the Pooh and Tigger on it.

Contact: SA______FBI, San Diego, California, at

8) UNSUB;______Victim; Kidnapping; OO: New Haven,

_________________________was last seen on the morning of November 7, 2001, in Bridgeport, Connecticut. She was standing with friends outside of her school when a brown and tan van approached the group of children. ___________allegedly told two of her friends that she was going to the mall with her "uncle" before getting into the van. ___________has not been seen nor heard from since that morning.

_________________________is a White (Hispanic) female, DOB: ________4'11', 110 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes. Her hair may have highlights in it. She has a birthmark in the middle of her head.

Contact: SA______FBI, New Haven, Connecticut, Bridgeport Resident Agency, at

During the week of July 29, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will not profile any FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network at 8 p.m. Eastern Time.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at how the FBI continues assisting local and state police agencies with bank hold-ups, armored car thefts, kidnappings, carjackings, and more. SSA Ken Neu, Acting Chief, Violent Crimes Major Offenders Section (VCMO), Criminal Investigative Division (CID), is the guest. This is Part Two of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

On July 27, 2002, the "NASCAR Truck Series" racing event will take place at the Michigan International Speedway. During this racing event, a NASCAR Truck Series racing truck will display a photograph of the victim in the following kidnapping case:

UNSUB(S)______Victim; Kidnapping; OO: Detroit,

Contact: SA______FBI, Detroit, Michigan, Grand Rapids/Saint
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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Joseph Resident Agency, a

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re:  80-HQ-1077659, 7/26/2002

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
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Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 7/26/2002

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
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Precedence: PRIORITY

Date: 8/16/2002

To: All Field Offices

Attn: Media Reps

VCMO Supervisors

All Legats

From: Director's Office

Office of Public and Congressional Affairs

Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit

Contact:

Approved By: Collingwood John E

Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, (WWW.FBI.GOV).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, August 17, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) John Patrick Addis - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder, First Degree Kidnapping; 00: Las Vegas, 88A-LV-31211.

John Patrick Addis, a former Alaska State Trooper, is wanted for the kidnapping and murder of his girlfriend, Joann Albanese. On August 19, 1995, Albanese disappeared, along with Addis, from her residence in Las Vegas, Nevada. Approximately three years later, in October of 1998, Albanese's remains were discovered by a hunter in a remote region of Yavapai County, Arizona.
To: All Field Offices

From: Director's Office

Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/16/2002

John Addis is a White male, DOB: 6'0", 180 to 200 pounds, with light brown hair and green eyes. He is an avid body-builder, a marksman, and a licensed pilot. He has used an alias, John Edwards.

Contact: SA FBI, Las Vegas, Nevada, at

2) UNSUB(S); William H. Hill - Deceased; Alliance Services, Inc. - Victim; Hobbs Act - Armored Carrier; 00: Atlanta, 192C-AT-86051.

On May 6, 1998, at approximately 1:45 p.m., William Hill was preparing to make a delivery to an ATM machine in the Buckhead area of Atlanta, Georgia. After exiting his truck, Hill was shot in the head and died instantly. The cassettes of money which Hill was carrying were taken by the suspect, who then jumped into an awaiting pickup truck and left the scene.

The suspect in this crime is a White male, probably in his late 40's or early 50's, with brown hair and a mustache. The suspect driving the pickup truck was not seen. The Ford pickup truck had the inside of its camper shell lined with pine straw, creating a tunnel. It was identified as having been stolen in January of 1998 and was found engulfed in flames just moments after the crime occurred.

Contact: SA FBI, Atlanta, Georgia, at 404/679-9000.

3) Giusseppe Pino LoPorto, aka - Fugitive; UFAP - Sexual Abuse, Sodomy, Rape; 00: Mobile, 88A-MO-40584.

Giusseppe LoPorto was indicted on April 13, 1998 by a Baldwin County, Alabama Grand Jury for sexual abuse, sodomy, and rape, and a warrant was subsequently issued for his arrest. The crimes which occurred from 1985 through 1995 involved a juvenile.

LoPorto is a White male, DOB: 5'7", 155 pounds, with blue eyes and gray (balding) hair. He was born in Libya and has dual citizenship in Italy and the United States. LoPorto is fluent in Spanish, French, Italian, and Arabic.

Contact: SA FBI, Mobile, Alabama, at

During the week of August 19, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network at 8 p.m. Eastern Time:
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/16/2002

Monday, August 19, 2002:
None

Tuesday, August 20, 2002:
None

Wednesday, August 21, 2002:
None

Thursday, August 22, 2002:
1) John Milton Feiga - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Grand Theft Motor Vehicle; 00: Tampa, 88A-TP-46228.
   Contact: SA__ FBI, Tampa, Florida, at

2) Lee Herman Wackerhagen, Jr., aka Dub Wackerhagen - Fugitive; Latricia Gail White - Victim; UFAP - Murder;
   00: San Antonio, 88A-SA-40244.
   Contact: SA__ FBI, San Antonio, Texas, Austin Resident Agency, at

Friday, August 23, 2002:
None

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network checks out the Junior National Academy at Quantico featuring graduates and Washington, D.C. Police Chief Charles Ramsey. This is Part One of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/16/2002  

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.  

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices

From: Director's Office

Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/16/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA[________] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [________].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [________] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [________]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [________] FPSSU, pager number [________].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/16/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SFC)
1 - ISD/IRB
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY

Date: 8/23/2002

To: All Field Offices

Attn: Media Reps

All Legats

From: Director's Office

Office of Public and Congressional Affairs

Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)

Contact:

Approved By: Collingwood John E

Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, (WWW.FBI.GOV).

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, August 24, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) CHANGED; Julian Lockhart - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder, Robbery, Larceny; 00: New Haven, 88A-NH-41816.

Julian J. Lockhart is wanted for allegedly beating a man to death with a tree branch and then stealing his car on May 5, 2002, in Durham, Connecticut. The victim and Lockhart allegedly met after the victim had advertised the sale of his car in a local newspaper. Lockhart responded to the advertisement and made arrangements to meet the victim at his place of employment for a test drive of the vehicle. The victim never returned from the test drive.
On May 12, 2002, the victim's car was found, partially burned, in a commuter parking lot in the nearby town of Cheshire, Connecticut. It is believed that Lockhart took a bus from Hartford, Connecticut to New York City on the evening of May 13, 2002. After a local arrest warrant was filed, a federal arrest warrant was issued on May 20, 2002, in the District of Connecticut, New Haven, Connecticut, charging Lockhart with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Julian Lockhart is a Black male, DOB: 6'1" to 6'2", 210 to 220 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He may wear his hair in dreadlocks.

Contact: SA [Blank] FBI, New Haven, Connecticut, at [Blank]

2) Francisco Martinez, aka Francisco Martinez Seminari - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder, Possession of a Weapon for an Unlawful Purpose, Unlawful Possession of a Weapon; 00: Newark, 88A-NK-107081.

Francisco Martinez is wanted for allegedly shooting to death his employer in Passaic, New Jersey, on September 14, 2001. The victim was shot execution-style in the basement of the building in which they both worked. The two men had allegedly been arguing that day after the victim confronted Martinez about his possible involvement in both a fire which was set at the business in August of 2001, as well as the ongoing theft of textile materials from the business.

Francisco Martinez is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'8", 350 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He was born in Ecuador and maintains ties to that country. He has a discoloration on the portion of his head which is bald and usually wears a baseball cap to cover it.

Contact: SA [Blank] FBI, Newark, New Jersey, Garret Mountain Resident Agency, at [Blank]

3) Brian Michael Jones - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Sexual Assault (7 counts); 1st Degree Kidnapping; Battery With Intent to Commit a Crime; 00: Las Vegas, 88A-LV-34394.

Brian Jones is wanted in Las Vegas, Nevada, for the kidnapping and rape of a woman on August 28, 1999.

Brian Jones is a White male, DOB: 5'11", 180 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes.

Contact: SA [Blank] FBI, Las Vegas, Nevada, at [Blank]
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/23/2002

4) UNSUB(S); Jennifer Renee Short - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: Richmond, 7A-RH-50261.

Jennifer Renee Short was discovered missing from her home in Bassett, Virginia, on the morning of August 15, 2002. The bodies of her parents, who had each been shot once in the head, were found inside the residence. Jennifer has not been seen nor heard from since that morning.

Jennifer Short was last known to have blonde highlights in the front of her long hair. Her front teeth are crooked and she has a dark spot on one of her eye teeth.

Contact: SA FBI, Richmond, Virginia, Lynchburg Resident Agency, at

During the week of August 26, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network at 8 p.m. Eastern Time:

Monday, August 26, 2002:

1) UNSUB(S); Ashley Marie Pond - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 1/9/2002; OO: Portland, 7C-PD-46812.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

2) UNSUB(S); Miranda Diane Gaddis - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 3/8/2002; OO: Portland, 7C-PD-46938.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

Tuesday, August 27, 2002:


Contact: SA FBI, San Francisco, California, at

2) William Bradford Bishop, Jr. - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: Baltimore, 88A-BA-13361.

Contact: SA FBI, Baltimore, Maryland, Calverton Resident Agency, at

Wednesday, August 28, 2002:

None
To: All Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/23/2002

Thursday, August 29, 2002:

None

Friday, August 30, 2002:

Show Pre-Empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, [www.ibb.gov/fugitives], will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network checks out the Junior National Academy at Quantico featuring graduates and Washington, D.C. Police Chief Charles Ramsey. This is Part Two of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
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To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/23/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA[______] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at[______]

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at[______] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at[______]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number[______]

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/23/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
1 - Unit Chief (SIQC)

**
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 8/30/2002

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps VCMO Supervisors
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit {FPSSU}

Contact: 

Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, {WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, August 31, 2002, "America’s Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Jorge Alberto Lopez-Orozco, aka Raul Solario - Fugitive; Rebecca Ramirez - Victim (Deceased); Ricardo Ramirez - Victim (Deceased); Miguel Ramirez - Victim (Deceased); UFAP - Murder; 00: Salt Lake City, 7A-SU-56795.

Jorge Alberto Lopez-Orozco is wanted for allegedly shooting to death three people in Elmore County, Idaho. The charred remains of a woman and her two young sons, aged two and five, were found inside a burned out vehicle on August 11, 2002. Each victim was shot in either the head or the chest.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/30/2002

Jorge Alberto Lopez-Orozco is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: ___________ 5'7", 175 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair.

Contact: SA_____________FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, Boise, Idaho Resident Agency, at___________.

2) UNSUB(S); Jennifer Renee Short - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: Richmond, 7A-RH-50281.

Jennifer Renee Short was discovered missing from her home in Bassett, Virginia, on the morning of August 15, 2002. The bodies of her parents, who had each been shot once in the head, were found inside the residence. Jennifer has not been seen nor heard from since that morning.

Jennifer Short was last known to have blonde highlights in the front of her long hair. Her front teeth are crooked and she has a dark spot on one of her eye teeth.

Contact: SA_____________FBI, Richmond, Virginia, Lynchburg Resident Agency, at___________.

3) UNSUB(S); Jill Kristen Behrman - Victim; Kidnapping; OO: Indianapolis, 7A-IP-88450.

Jill Behrman was reported missing on May 31, 2000, by her parents in Bloomington, Indiana, after she failed to show up for work on that date. It was later determined that she had left for a bicycle ride at around 9 a.m. that day. Her bicycle was recovered after a search of the area, however, Jill has not been heard from since then.

Jill Behrman is a White female, DOB: ___________ 5'7", 120 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes.

Contact: SA_____________FBI, Indianapolis, Indiana, Bloomington Resident Agency, at___________.

4) Rujun Richard Yang, aka - Fugitive; UFAP - Second Degree Murder; OO: St. Louis, 88A-SL-185454.

Rujun Richard Yang was convicted of second degree murder after the 1998 stabbing death of his wife in Sikeston, Missouri. Yang failed to appear for sentencing and a state warrant was issued in February of 2000 for his arrest.

Rujun Richard Yang is an Asian male, DOB: ___________ 5'4", 150 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/30/2002

Contact: SFBI, St. Louis, Missouri, at Cape Girardeau Resident Agency, at

5) Mikhail Drachev, aka - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder;
   00: Phoenix, 88A-PX-71434.

Mikhail Drachev is wanted for his alleged involvement in the December of 2001 murder of an Arizona man. Drachev and accomplices allegedly stabbed the victim, set him on fire, covered him with rocks, and left him for dead in a creek. Drachev's accomplices have since been arrested, but Drachev remains at large.

Mikhail Drachev is a White male, DOB: 5'11", 170 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair.

Contact: TFO FBI Violent Crimes Task Force, Phoenix, Arizona, at

6) Frederick Verian Wells, aka - Fugitive; UFAP - Possession of a Controlled Substance, Manufacturing a Controlled Substance, Conspiracy to Manufacture a Controlled Substance; 00: Salt Lake City, 88A-SU-52844.

Frederick Verian Wells is wanted for his alleged involvement with illegal drugs. Wells, a former professor in the field of chemistry, was terminated from his job at a university in Pocatello, Idaho, in January of 1998. Upon cleaning out his laboratory space, university officials discovered unknown chemicals and contacted local law enforcement authorities. It was then determined that Wells was allegedly ordering chemicals and producing ephedrine, a component used to make methamphetamine, in the university's laboratory facilities.

Frederick Wells is a White male, DOB: 5'11", 195 pounds, with blue eyes and brown hair. Wells is known to have traveled to Guadalajara, Mexico and Los Angeles, California, and may currently be in either location.

Contact: SA FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, Pocatello, Idaho Resident Agency, at

7) UNSUB(S); Pines Bank, Pine, Indiana; 8/27/02; Attempted Bank Robbery; Commission of a Felony while Armed; 00: Indianapolis, 91A-IP-NEW.

Two unknown suspects are wanted in connection with a murder, attempted murders, and an attempted armed bank robbery in Pine, Indiana. On August 27, 2002 at approximately 11 a.m. CT, the suspects drove into a bank parking lot at a high rate of speed. The first suspect exited the vehicle and proceeded to the main entrance of the bank. A security guard inside the bank approached the front door at which time the first suspect entered the bank and shot the guard. The suspect then shot two tellers, killing one.
Next, the second unknown suspect, carrying a large duffel-type bag, entered the bank and approached the vault area. After realizing that the vault was locked, both suspects exited the bank. The two unknown suspects then fled the area in a vehicle described as a four-door Ford Taurus or Chevrolet Malibu.

The first suspect is described as a White male, wearing a light-colored oversized shirt, light pants, and boots.

The second suspect is described as a Black male with a light complexion.

The FBI, the Indiana State Police Department, and the Porter County, Indiana Sheriff's Office are offering a reward of $20,000 for information leading to the arrest and conviction of individuals responsible for these crimes.

Contact: SA or SSRA FBI, Indianapolis, Indiana, Merrillville Resident Agency, at 219/769-3719.

8) UNSUB(S); Victim: Child Abductions - No Ransom; 00: Los Angeles, On August 28, 2002 at around 2 a.m. PT, age 9, was abducted from his home in Palm Desert, California (approximately 120 miles east of Los Angeles). It is alleged that unknown suspects broke into the boy's home, struggled with his father, and kidnapped the boy. The boy's father was treated for injuries at a nearby hospital and released.

is a White male, DOB: 4'5", 55 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair (blond highlights).

The FBI is offering a reward of $20,000 for information leading to the arrest and conviction of individuals responsible for the kidnapping of

Contact: SA FBI, Los Angeles, California, Palm Springs Resident Agency, at

During the week of September 2, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network at 8 p.m. Eastern Time:

Monday, September 2, 2002:
Show Pre-Empted

Tuesday, September 3, 2002:
None
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/30/2002

Wednesday, September 4, 2002:

Randolph Franklin Dial - Fugitive (A); - Victim: Kidnapping; 00: Oklahoma City, 7A-OC-55343.

Contact: SA FBI, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
at

Thursday, September 5, 2002:

1) UNSUB(S); Molly Ann Bish, Warren, MA - Victim: Child Abduction - No Ransom; 00: Boston, 7C-BS-87175.

Contact: SA FBI, Boston, Massachusetts, Hudson Resident Agency, at

2) Arvind Sinha, aka Dr. Arvind Sinha - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Rape by Foreign Object; 00: San Diego, 88A-SD-49415.

Contact: SA FBI, San Diego, California, at

Friday, September 6, 2002:

None

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network covers the recent Junior National Academy graduation at Quantico, Virginia. Two youngsters and Washington, DC, Police Chief Charles Ramsey are the guests. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.
To: All Field Offices

From: Director's Office

Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/30/2002

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/30/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FFSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 8/30/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Collingwood
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SLOC)

1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
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Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}
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Approved By: Collingwood John E
Kortan Michael P
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Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED:
AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
{WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.JBB.GOV/FUGITIVES};
"FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM,
{WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, September 7, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America
Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of
investigative interest to the FBI:

1) James Ross Fischer - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Rape, Sexual Abuse, Sodomy;

James Ross Fischer is wanted for failing to appear for his trial on charges of
rape, sexual abuse, and sodomy in Albany, Oregon, on November 29, 1999. He was
later arrested in Fannin County, Georgia, on April 26, 2000. However, Fischer escaped
from the
Fannin County Jail in Blue Ridge, Georgia, on June 9, 2000, and has not been seen

(01/26/1998)

To: All Field Offices
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Date: 9/6/2002

To: All Field Offices
Attn: Media Reps

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}
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Approved By: Collingwood John E
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Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED:
AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
{WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.JBB.GOV/FUGITIVES};
"FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM,
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ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, September 7, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America
Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of
investigative interest to the FBI:

1) James Ross Fischer - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Rape, Sexual Abuse, Sodomy;

James Ross Fischer is wanted for failing to appear for his trial on charges of
rape, sexual abuse, and sodomy in Albany, Oregon, on November 29, 1999. He was
later arrested in Fannin County, Georgia, on April 26, 2000. However, Fischer escaped
from the
Fannin County Jail in Blue Ridge, Georgia, on June 9, 2000, and has not been seen
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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since that time.

James Ross Fischer is a White male, DOB: 6/0", 200 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. He has a tattoo on his chest.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, Salem Resident Agency, at

2) Yolanda Ricaforte - Fugitive:

Yolanda Tolentino Ricaforte is wanted for her alleged involvement in an illegal gambling operation which began in approximately 1998 in the Republic of the Philippines. Ricaforte and an accomplice were co-conspirators with former Philippine President, Joseph Ejercito Estrada, who collected tens of millions of dollars in illegal gambling payoffs during his 31 months in office. For approximately two years, Ricaforte allegedly audited the collection and disbursement of the illegal payoffs to Estrada, and kept a ledger in which the individuals making payments to Estrada were given aliases. Ricaforte is also accused of opening several bank accounts in her name, which were used to deposit the illegal payoffs. Her accomplice allegedly funneled the payoffs and other unrelated illegal kickbacks to Estrada.

In early 2001, Ricaforte and her accomplice separately fled the Philippines after Estrada was removed from office. In approximately April of 2001, Estrada, Ricaforte, her accomplice, and others were charged in the Philippines with the crime of "Plunder", which is defined under Philippine law as the accumulation of "... ill-gotten wealth through a combination or series of overt criminal acts..." Estrada is currently on trial in the Philippines. The Government of the Philippines requested the assistance of the United States Government with the arrest and extradition of Ricaforte and her accomplice.

On November 25, 2001, Ricaforte's accomplice was arrested in Las Vegas, Nevada, and is in custody awaiting an extradition hearing, which is currently scheduled for November 4, 2002. A warrant was issued for Ricaforte's arrest on December 6, 2001, pursuant to Title 18 of the United States Code, Section 3184, "Fugitives from Foreign Country to United States". However, Ricaforte's whereabouts remain unknown.

Yolanda Ricaforte is an Asian female, DOB: 5'1", 130 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. She is known to wear eyeglasses and is a diabetic who may be in need of medical attention.

Contact: SA FBI, Los Angeles, California, at pager number or SSA FBI - Legal Attaché Office, Manila, Philippines, at

3) This episode of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" will also include update segments on the terrorism and anthrax investigations. FBI officials
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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participated in on-camera interviews for these segments.

During the week of September 9, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will be pre-empted during its 8 p.m. Eastern Time Zone slot.

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at investigating computer crimes. SSA of the new Cyber Division is the guest. This is Part One of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attaché, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 9/6/2002

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at... Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at... Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number...

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
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To: All Field Offices
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Attn: Media Reps
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Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}
Contact: L.I. __________
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Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK" ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM, {WWW.FBI.GOV}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, September 14, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Loren Preston Key - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Armed Robbery, Kidnapping, Assault With Intent to Murder, Carjacking, Home Invasion, Assault With Intent to Rob While Armed, Felonious Assault, Assault With Intent to do Great Bodily Harm Less Than Murder, Felon in Possession of Firearms/Weapons, Commission of a Felon With a Motor Vehicle; OO: Detroit, 88A-DE-92672.

Loren Preston Key is wanted for his alleged involvement in the non-fatal shooting of two on-duty police officers and one citizen in Detroit, Michigan, on May 18,
(01/26/1998)
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2002. He is also wanted on a number of charges related to these crimes, all of which occurred on the same day. After a state arrest warrant was issued for Key, a federal arrest warrant was issued on May 21, 2002, charging him with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Loren Preston Key is a Black male, DOB: 5'11", 230 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He is known to wear his hair short and have sideburns. He may have a goatee. His ears are pierced.

Key was last seen wearing a full-length black leather coat, a gray hooded sweatshirt, jeans, and black boots. He was armed at the time.

Contact: SA FBI, Detroit, Michigan, at

2) Sarkis Vartran Peltekian, aka Sarkis Cartan Peltekian - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Gross Vehicular Manslaughter (Seven Counts); OO: Los Angeles, 88A-LA-162562.

On July 2, 1993, Sarkis Peltekian lost control of his vehicle and hit a car carrying seven teenagers, all of whom were killed. Peltekian was arrested by the California Highway Patrol for suspicion of DWI and was released on $45,000 bail. Three weeks later, he quit his job and fled the area.

Sarkis Peltekian is a White male, DOB: 5'8", 200 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Los Angeles, California, at

3) Michele Denise Comstock - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Manslaughter, Aggravated Assault, Driving Under the Influence of Intoxicating Liquor; OO: Phoenix, 88A-PX-49805.

On December 1, 1990, at approximately 1:15 a.m., Michele Comstock was allegedly driving while intoxicated in Tucson, Arizona when she crashed into a private residence, fatally injuring a five year-old boy, who was asleep on the couch. Comstock then fled the scene of the accident on foot. Later that same day, Comstock was arrested, and subsequently released on bond.

On December 7, 1990, she was indicted and charged with aggravated driving under the influence of alcohol and drugs, aggravated driving with an alcohol concentration in excess of 0.10 while license suspended, manslaughter, aggravated assault, assault and leaving the scene involving death or personal injury. After she failed to appear for trial, a warrant was issued for her arrest. Comstock was tried in absentia, and on November 20, 1992, she was found guilty on all counts except aggravated assault. A bench warrant was subsequently issued for her arrest.

Michele Comstock is a White female, DOB: 5'9", 150 pounds, with green eyes and blonde hair. Comstock is believed to be residing in Mexico.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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Contact: SA______ FBI, Phoenix, Arizona, Tucson Resident
Agency, at

4) Joseph Anthony Safrany, Jr., aka - Fugitive; UFAP - Vehicular Homicide, Driving Under the Influence (DUI) - Manslaughter, Driving Under the Influence with Property Damage or Personal Injury, Driving Under the Influence with Serious Bodily Injury; 00: Phoenix, 88A-TP-54092.

Joseph Anthony Safrany, Jr. is wanted in connection with the deaths of three members of the United States Military. On April 7, 2000, at approximately 3:15 a.m., Safrany was driving his vehicle in Hillsborough County near Tampa, Florida when he reportedly struck another vehicle. The collision resulted in the death of the driver and two of the passengers in that vehicle, while another passenger was severely injured. Following the accident, Safrany was administered a blood alcohol test which reportedly showed his blood alcohol level to be in excess of the allowable limit under Florida state law to operate a vehicle.

Safrany was arrested and charged in Hillsborough County with vehicular homicide, driving under the influence (DUI) - manslaughter, DUI with property damage or personal injury, and DUI with serious bodily injury. Following his release on bond, Safrany failed to appear before a Hillsborough County State Magistrate for a court hearing scheduled on June 14, 2001. A federal arrest warrant was subsequently issued on July 27, 2001, by the Middle District of Florida charging Safrany with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Safrany is a White male, DOB:______, 5'8", 220 pounds, with blue eyes and brown hair. Safrany has a scar on his left knee, a tattoo on his upper arm, and a tattoo on his right arm of the Grim Reaper with "Joe" above it.

Safrany has been known to sell old high-end lighting equipment. He has been described as someone who likes to party, and he enjoys working out and playing golf.

Contact: SA______ FBI, Tampa, Florida, at

During the week of September 16, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" will profile the following FBI cases on the Lifetime Cable Network at 8 p.m. Eastern Time:

Monday, September 16, 2002:
Pre-Empted

Tuesday, September 17, 2002:
None
Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 9/13/2002
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Wednesday, September 18, 2002:

UNSUB(S); Hyunjung Song, aka Cindy Song; Possible Kidnapping Victim;

Contact: SAMA[ ]FBI, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, State
College Resident Agency, at[ ]

Thursday, September 19, 2002:

None

Friday, September 20, 2002:

Pre-Empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at investigating computer crimes. SSA of the new Cyber Division is the guest. This is Part Two of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attaché, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State {USDS}, in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 9/13/2002

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
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LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA [REMOVED] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [REMOVED].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [REMOVED] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [REMOVED]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [REMOVED] FPSSU, pager number [REMOVED].

ARMS AND DANGEROUS

CC: 1 - Ms. McChesney 1 - CJIS (SPC)
Precedence: PRIORITY  Date: 9/20/2002
To: All Field Offices  Attn: Media Reps
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
(FPSSU)

Contact:

Approved By: Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: CHANGED; FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
(www.amw.com); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK (www.unsolved.com); "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU (www.ibb.gov/fugitives);
"FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (www.fbi.gov);

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, September 21, 2002, "America’s Most Wanted:
America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the
following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Jason Davis, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder;
OO: Chicago, 88A-CG-117293.

Jason Davis is wanted for allegedly shooting to death a man
in Chicago, Illinois, on November 14, 2001. After allegedly getting
into an altercation with the man, Davis and an accomplice who has
since been arrested were charged with first degree murder.

Jason Davis is a White Male, DOB: 5'9", 140 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.
2) Claude Gayron Hayes, aka Gary Hayes, Claude C. Hayes, Gary C. Hayes, Gayron C. Hayes - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Child Molestation; 00: Atlanta, 88A-AT-92150.

Claude Gayron Hayes is wanted for allegedly molesting a young girl for approximately two years in the Sharpsburg, Georgia, area. The molestation took place from October 1, 1999, through February 16, 2001. An arrest warrant was issued for Hayes for molesting a child under the age of sixteen on March 14, 2001, by the Coweta County Magistrate Court, Newnan, Georgia. A federal arrest warrant was subsequently issued for Hayes in the Northern District of Georgia charging him with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Claude Hayes is a White male, DOB: 5'9", 156 pounds, with gray hair and blue eyes.

As of September 26, 2002, "Without a Trace" will begin airing on the CBS Television Network on Thursday evenings at 10 p.m. At the end of each episode of this weekly, hour-long, fictional drama about missing persons, one current FBI case will be profiled. On Thursday, September 26, 2002, the following FBI case will be profiled:

UNSUB(S); Joseph W. Morse - Victim; Kidnapping; 00: Atlanta, 7A-AT-91163.

As of September 23, 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, be airing rerun shows and will profile the following FBI cases at 8 p.m. Eastern Time:

Monday, September 23, 2002:

Marvin Charles Gabrion II; Rachel Timmerman - Victim (Deceased); Shannon Dale Verhage - Victim; Et Al; Kidnapping; CGR - Murder; 00: Detroit, 7A-DE-80788.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
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Contact: SA FBI, Detroit, Michigan, Grand Rapids Resident Agency, at

Tuesday, September 24, 2002: None
Wednesday, September 25, 2002: None
Thursday, September 26, 2002: None
Friday, September 27, 2002: None

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at investigating computer crimes. SSA of the new Cyber Division is the guest. This is Part Two of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows: TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>SSA</th>
<th>CID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>NCAVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>WFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>Interpol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr.</td>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>VOA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms.</td>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>FINCEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>FINCEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**From:** Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit  
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs

**Fax:** 202/324-3525

**Subject:** Weekly Fugitive Electronic Communication  
This is the FBI's weekly fugitive EC for fugitive publicity.

Should you have any questions, please contact our office at

Thank you.
Title: CHANGED; FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM {WWW.FBI.GOV}; "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK {WWW.CBS.COM}.

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, September 28, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB; Elizabeth Smart - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: Salt Lake City,

Elizabeth Smart was kidnapped at gunpoint from the bedroom of her house in Salt Lake City, Utah, during the early morning hours of June 5, 2002. An unknown male allegedly entered the residence and, after having Elizabeth put on her shoes, abducted her from the home.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 9/27/2002

Elizabeth Smart (victim) is a White female, DOB: 5'6", 105 pounds, with blonde hair and blue eyes. She was last seen wearing red pajamas.

The unknown suspect is described as a White male, 30 to 40 years old, 5'8" to 5'10", with dark hair. He also had dark hair on his arms and the back of his hands. He was wearing a "Polo" brand shirt, tan pants, and a white baseball cap.

Contact: SA [Redacted] FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, at [Redacted]

2) UNSUB(S); Jennifer Renee Short - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: Richmond, 7A-RH-50281.

Jennifer Renee Short was discovered missing from her home in Bassett, Virginia, on the morning of August 15, 2002. The bodies of her parents, who had each been shot once in the head, were found inside the residence. Jennifer has not been seen nor heard from since that morning.

Jennifer Short was last known to have blonde highlights in the front of her long hair. Her front teeth are crooked and she has a dark spot on one of her eye teeth.

Contact: SA [Redacted] FBI, Richmond, Virginia, Lynchburg Resident Agency, at [Redacted]

3) [Redacted] - Fugitive; [Redacted] - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: Knoxville, Tennessee.

On August 25, 2002, [Redacted] took the victim, from his residence in Guild, Tennessee, without the permission or consent from [Redacted] mother. Smith and the child have been companions for approximately eight years.

[Redacted] (fugitive) is a White male, DOB: 6'1", 200 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes. He has tattoos of a [Redacted] on his left arm. Smith has threatened to kill himself and the child if anyone attempts to break up his family.

[Redacted] (victim) is a White male, DOB: 4'0", 45 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. He has a dimple on his left cheek, a birthmark on his back, and a freckle on his forehead.

Contact: SA [Redacted] FBI, Knoxville, Tennessee, Chattanooga Resident Agency, at [Redacted]
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 9/27/2002

4) L. John Trites - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Illegal Wire Tap; OO: Philadelphia, 88C-PH-85900.

L. John Trites is wanted for secretly making video and voice recordings of several young women changing clothes in the ladies locker room of the aquatic center of a university located in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. This occurred between December of 1997 and February of 1998. Trites was charged with six counts of violating the Pennsylvania Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance Control Act on March 10, 1998. He then fled the area.

L. John Trites is a White male, DOB:_________________ 6'7", 290 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. He may be working as a swimming coach.

Contact: SA_________________ FBI, Philadelphia Pennsylvania, Harrisburg Resident Agency, at

5) Mark William Samples - Fugitive; Red Wing Credit Union, 3303 North Service Drive, Red Wing, Minnesota; 5/3/2001; Bank Robbery; OO: Minneapolis, 91A-MP-59231.

Mark William Samples is wanted for the May of 2001 armed robbery of a bank in Red Wing, Minnesota. Samples was arrested for the bank robbery and later released under certain conditions to await his trial. After Samples violated his pre-trial release conditions, a bench warrant was issued for his arrest on June 3, 2002, by the United States District Court, District of Minnesota.

Mark Samples is a White male, DOB:_________________ 6'0", 225 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes.

Mark Samples is believed to be traveling with_________________. He is described as a White male, DOB:_________________ 3'6", 34 pounds, with blue eyes and brown hair. He has a scar on his left cheek, a discoloration on his neck, and a gap between his front teeth.

Contact: SA_________________ FBI, Minneapolis, Minnesota, Rochester Resident Agency, at


Richard Steve Goldberg is being sought for allegedly engaging in lewd acts with several girls under ten years of age in California. He also allegedly possessed images of these sex acts which were later found on his computer.

From January through May of 2001, Goldberg allegedly lured neighborhood girls to his Long Beach, California home in
order to engage in illicit sexual activities with them. Goldberg gained the trust of the parents and then befriended their children. He entertained the girls by allowing them to play with his pets, watch television, and use his computer to play games. Some of these girls also took short trips with him.

Richard Steve Goldberg was added to the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list on June 14, 2002.

Goldberg is a White male, DOB: _______________ 6'0", 160 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. He has a thick moustache and a receding hairline. Goldberg was formerly employed as an engineer with a major aerospace engineering corporation. He enjoys outdoor activities and was the president of a gun club in Long Beach. He may have traveled to, or have ties to, New Jersey, Nevada, Colorado, Arizona, and Georgia.

Contact: SA _______________ , FBI, Los Angeles, California, Long Beach Resident Agency, at _______________.

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, October 3, 2002 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB(S); _______________ - Victim; Kidnapping; OO: San Diego, _______________.

Contact: SA _______________ , FBI, San Diego, California, at _______________.

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead)

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network highlights the FBI working with Navajo Reservation and Arizona state and county authorities as they search for a 17-year-old suspect in cases of murder and two sexual assaults. SA Susan Herskovitz, Phoenix Division Media Representative, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 9/27/2002

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State {USDS}, in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 9/27/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 9/27/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
1 - b6
1 - b7C
1 -
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 10/4/2002

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps VCMO Supervisors All Legats

From: Director's Office Office of Public and Congressional Affairs Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)

Contact: ______________________

Approved By: Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: ______________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659 (LO309)

Title: CHANGED; FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

ARMEtl AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, October 5, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will not be broadcast due to a FOX Television pre-emption.

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, October 10, 2002 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB(S); Bethany Markowski - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom: 00: Memphis, 7C-ME-55012.

Contact: SA ______________________ FBI, Memphis, Tennessee, Jackson Resident Agency, at ______________________

80 - LA-17379
1084
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/4/2002

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead)

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network finds FBI Director Mueller recruiting. The program features excerpts of his recent remarks at the National Historically Black Colleges and Universities Week Conference in Arlington, Virginia. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:  
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".

2
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/4/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/4/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
Precedence: PRIORITY                                      Date: 10/11/2002

To: All Field Offices                                              Attn: Media Reps
                          All Legats

From: Director's Office                                 Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
                      Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
                        {FPSSU}

Approved By: Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659 

Title: CHANGED; FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM {WWW.FBI.GOV}; "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK {WWW.CBS.COM}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, October 12, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will not be broadcast due to a FOX Television pre-emption.

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, October 17, 2002 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB(S); - Victim; Missing Person
Involving Suspicious Circumstances; 8/29/2002; 00: Baltimore, 80-LA-173701

[Signature]
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/11/2002

Contact: SA________FBI, Albany, New York,
Kingston Resident Agency, at________extension____

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead)

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network finds FBI Director Mueller recruiting. The program features excerpts of his recent remarks at the National Historically Black Colleges and Universities Week Conference in Arlington, Virginia. This is Part Two of a Two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State {USDS}, in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/11/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA [redacted] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [redacted].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [redacted] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [redacted] Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [redacted] FPSSU, pager number [redacted]

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/11/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney  1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - Mr. Quijas  1 - ISD/IRB
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

Unit Chief (SIOC)  Switchboard

**
FACSIMILE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
LOS ANGELES DIVISION
PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE

Name: VCMO Agents
Organization: FBI RAs
Fax: See below
Phone: See below
From:
Phone: See below
Date:
Subject: Fugitive Publicity

Ventura RA: 805 677-7368
West Covina RA: 626 931-7070
Santa Ana RA: 714 245-5390
Palm Springs RA: 760 323-9899
Victorville RA: 760 951-7195
Lancaster RA: 661 948-7109
Long Beach RA: 562 951-2799
Riverside RA: 909 248-6560
Santa Maria RA: 805 937-6969
LAX RA: 310 337-0761

Attn: __________
Attn: __________

Faxed - 10/10
80-LA-173701
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY  Date: 10/11/2002

To:  All Field Offices  Attn:  Media Reps
All Legats

From:  Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
{FPSSU}
Contact: 

Approved By: Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title:  CHANGED; FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

ARMS DANGEROUS

Synopsis:  National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details:  On Saturday, October 12, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will not be broadcast due to a FOX Television pre-emption.

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, October 17, 2002 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB(S); Victim; Missing Person
Involving Suspicious Circumstances; 8/29/2002; 00: Baltimore,

Contact: SA
FBI, Albany, New York,
Kingston Resident Agency, at extension 


To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/11/2002

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead)

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network finds FBI Director Mueller recruiting. The program features excerpts of his recent remarks at the National Historically Black Colleges and Universities Week Conference in Arlington, Virginia. This is Part Two of a Two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI’s Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR’S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative."
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/11/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA [redacted] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [redacted].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [redacted] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [redacted]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit [redacted] FPSSU, pager number [redacted].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
OCT-09-2002 10:29 202 324 3525

To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/11/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney  
1 - Mr. Quijas  
1 - Mr. Ashley  
1 - Mr. D'Amuro  
1 - Mr. Szady  
1 - CIRG  
1 - Mr. Buten  
1 - Mr. Kortan  
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)  
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)  
1 - ISD/IRB  
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY  Date: 10/17/2002

To: All Field Offices  Attn: Media Reps
   All Legats

From: Director's Office
       Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
       Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
       {FPSSU}
       Contact: ____________________________

Approved By: Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: ____________________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: CHANGED; FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
       WANTED; AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
       (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
       CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL
       CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL
       BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES);
       "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV);
       "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, October 19, 2002, "America's Most Wanted:
America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will not be
broadcast due to a FOX Television pre-emption.

However, AMW will air a special episode at 9 p.m. dealing
with snipers on Thursday, October 17, 2002, and the following FBI
cases will be aired:

1) SNIPER MUR; Major Case 194; 00: Baltimore, 306-BA-102679.

Federal, state, and local law enforcement officials
throughout Maryland, Virginia, and District of Columbia are seeking
information regarding an unknown individual wanted in connection with
a series of sniper attacks. A reward is being offered for
information leading to an arrest in the case.
TO: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/17/2002

Contact: SSA[________] FBI, Baltimore, Maryland, Calverton Resident Agency, at [________] or the National Tip Line at 1-888-324-9800.

2) Timothy Thomas Coombs, aka James Wilson, William Patterson, Cal Liberty, Cai Liberty; DT - AOT (Attempted Murder); OO: Kansas City, 88A-KC-74041.

On September 16, 1994, Timothy Thomas Coombs allegedly shot a Missouri Highway Trooper in the chest while the officer was standing in his rural Missouri home. Although the officer was seriously injured, he survived the attack. It is believed that the shooting was in retaliation for the officer's arrest of a man who was an acquaintance of Coombs.

On September 23, 1994, a state arrest warrant was issued in the Division II Circuit Court in the State of Missouri, County of McDonald, charging Coombs with assault of a law enforcement officer and armed criminal action. On October 19, 1994, a federal arrest warrant was issued in the Western District of Missouri, Springfield, Missouri, charging Coombs with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

The FBI is offering a reward of up to $10,000 for information leading to the arrest of Timothy Coombs.

Timothy Thomas Coombs is a White male, DOB: [________] 5'7", 140 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. He maintains very radical, extreme, anti-government, white supremacist, and religious beliefs, and is associated with the Christian Identity Movement. He reportedly described himself as a "legal ambassador" who is versed in the areas of constitutional law, taxation, and licensing matters.

Contact: SSA[________] FBI, Kansas City, Missouri, at [________] Joint Terrorism Task Force Officer[________] or SSA[________] Joplin Resident Agency, at [________].

3) William C. Severs, aka William Seavers - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: Newark, 88A-NK-106307.

William Severs allegedly shot and killed a woman in Vineland, New Jersey, on January 10, 2002.

William Severs is a White male, DOB: [________], 6'0", 150 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes.

Contact: SSA[________] FBI, Newark, New Jersey, Atlantic City Resident Agency, at [________].
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/17/2002

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, October 24, 2002 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB; Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: St. Louis, Contact: SA FBI, St. Louis, Missouri, at or SA Rolla Resident Agency, at

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of October 21, 2002, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, October 21, 2002:

1) John Milton Feiga - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Grand Theft Motor Vehicle; OO: Tampa, 88A-TP-46228.

Contact: SA FBI, Tampa, Florida, at

2) Lee Herman Wackerhagen, Jr., aka Dub Wackerhagen - Fugitive; Latricia Gail White - Victim; UFAP - Murder; OO: San Antonio, 88A-SA-40244.

Contact: SA FBI, San Antonio, Texas, Austin Resident Agency, at

Tuesday, October 22, 2002:


Contact: SA FBI, Phoenix, Arizona, at


Contact: SA FBI, Buffalo, New York, Rochester Resident Agency, at
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/17/2002

Wednesday, October 23, 2002:

David Lee Kemp - Fugitive; UFAP - Escape; OO: Oklahoma City, 88A-OC-60769.

Contact: SA____@____ FBI, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Lawton Resident Agency, at____@____

Thursday, October 24, 2002: None

Friday, October 25, 2002: Pre-Empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibt.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at the Dick Tracy comic strip. Award-winning writer, Mike Kilian, is the guest and talks about Dick Tracy investigating the case of a missing or abducted child. Between now and mid-December, several FBI cases will be featured on the comic strip's Crimestoppers window. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/17/2002

April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/17/2002

LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/17/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SFC)
1 - ISD/IRB
1 - b6
1 - b7C
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY

Date: 10/25/2002

To: All Field Offices

Attn: Media Reps

VCMO Supervisors

All Legats

From: Director's Office

Office of Public and Congressional Affairs

Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)

Contact:

Approved By: Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 90-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (www.amw.com); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (www.unsolved.com); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (www.ibb.gov/fugitives);

"FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (www.fbi.gov);


ARMD AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, October 26, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will not be broadcast due to a FOX Television pre-emption.

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, October 31, 2002 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

Victim: UFAP - Parental Kidnapping; 00: Seattle,

Contact: SA - FBI, Seattle, Washington, Silverdale Resident Agency, at
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/25/2002

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of October 28, 2002, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

**Monday, October 28, 2002:**

1) UNSUB; Morgan Nick - Victim; Kidnapping; 00: Little Rock, 7A-LR-36642.
   
   Contact: SAI______ FBI, Little Rock, Arkansas, Fayetteville Resident Agency, at______

2) Gloria Schulze - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Failure to Appear, Manslaughter, Endangerment; 00: Phoenix, 88A-PX-55360.
   
   Contact: SAI______ IV, FBI, Phoenix, Arizona, at______

**Tuesday, October 29, 2002:** None

**Wednesday, October 30, 2002:** None

**Thursday, October 31, 2002:** None

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be characterized in the "Dick Tracy Comic Strip" appearing in the Sunday comics section of the Sunday, October 27, 2002, edition of newspapers syndicated around the United States:

UNSUB(S); ________ - Victim; Joshua Bryant - Victim; Kidnapping - Suspicious Circumstances; 00: Jacksonville, 7A-JK-46280.
   
   Contact: SAI______ FBI, Jacksonville, Florida, Daytona Beach Resident Agency, at______

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/25/2002

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at the Dick Tracy comic strip. Award-winning writer Mike Kilian is the guest and talks about Dick Tracy investigating the case of a missing or abducted child. Between now and mid-December, several FBI cases will be featured in the comic strip's Crimestoppers window. This is Part Two of a two-part feature. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
OCT-24-2002 13:01 202 324 3525

To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 10/25/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
Precedence: PRIORITY  Date: 11/1/2002

To: All Field Offices  Attn: Media Reps
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
[FPSSU]

Approved By:  Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title:  FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
(www.amw.com); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK (www.unsolved.com); "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU (www.ibb.gov/fugitives);
"FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (www.fbi.gov);

ARMS AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, November 2, 2002, "America's Most Wanted:
America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the
following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Angel Manuel Rivera - Fugitive (A); aka Miguel Angel
Rivera, Miguel Rivera, Jose Robles; Juan Jose Rodriguez - Victim;
Sandra Reyes Ortiz - Victim; Modesto Geronimo Aragon - Victim;

Angel Manuel Rivera is wanted in connection with the murder
of three people in Santa Cruz, California. On June 26, 1991, Rivera
allegedly got into a verbal dispute with tenants of his rental
property over the cleanliness of the house. When the argument
continued to escalate, a challenge was made to settle the
disagreement outside. There, Rivera became enraged and allegedly
shot and killed two men and one woman while two young children
remained inside the house. As Rivera left the scene of the crime in his pickup truck, he proceeded to drive over the body of one of the victims. The abandoned truck was recovered several days later.

Angel Manuel Rivera is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: ________, 5'9", 160 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. Rivera has surgical scars on his left shin and knee. He also has a lump on his left shoulder.

Contact: SA______FBI, San Francisco, California, Monterey Bay Resident Agency, at______

2) Gordon Douglas Weaver, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP - First Degree Murder; OO: Minneapolis, 88A-MP-55682.

In October of 1999, Gordon Douglas Weaver was charged with murder after he allegedly killed his wife and set their house on fire in Minnesota. Weaver was arrested on October 31, 1999, and spent two days in jail prior to being released on bond.

On March 15, 2000, a Ramsey County, Minnesota, grand jury indicted Weaver for the murder of his wife. Prior to the indictment, Weaver disappeared from the Minnesota area and is believed to have attempted to stage his own death in Illinois. The vehicle that Weaver was driving was found next to a river in Summit, Illinois. Some of Weaver's personal belongings were subsequently recovered near a bus stop in Chicago.

Gordon Weaver is a White male, DOB: ________, 5'10", 198 pounds, with gray hair and hazel eyes. He takes medication for

Contact: TFO______FBI, Minneapolis, Minnesota, at______

3) Thomas J. McCray, aka Thomas J. Ware - Fugitive; UFAP - Homicide; OO: Cincinnati, 88A-CI-71805.

Thomas McCray is wanted for the sexual assault and murder of a woman in Ross County, Ohio, on April 3, 2001.

Thomas McCray is a White male, DOB: ________, 6'1", 155 pounds, with blond hair and blue eyes. He has tattoos on his right shoulder, left shoulder, right calf, left arm, and back.

Contact: SA______FBI, Cincinnati, Ohio, Portsmouth Resident Agency, at______

4) Marcelo Sanchez-Rubio, aka Jose Lozano - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: Portland, 88A-PD-47087.
Marcelo Sanchez-Rubio is wanted for stabbing to death his girlfriend in front of her daughter in Salem, Oregon, on December 2, 2001.

Marcelo Sanchez-Rubio is a Hispanic male, DOB: ___________ 5'4", 120 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a scar near his left eye.

Contact: SA ___________ FBI, Portland, Oregon, Salem
Resident Agency, at

5)

- Fugitive;

Victim: Unlawful Flight to Avoid Prosecution - Interference With Child Custody; 00: San Antonio, ___________

is wanted for allegedly violating the terms of a court-ordered child custody agreement. On April 19, 2002, took her daughter, ___________ for a scheduled weekend visit. ___________ failed to return to a neutral location in Austin, Texas, on April 21, 2002, where she was scheduled to be picked up by her father (the primary guardian).

(Victim) is a White female, DOB: ___________ 3'6", 35 pounds, with blue eyes and blonde hair. She has a small scar on the bridge of her nose, a mole on her right knee, and pierced ears. She is sometimes referred to as ___________

(Fugitive) is a White female, DOB: ___________ 5'6", 100 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She has scars on the back of her right knee, on the back of both ankles, and on her lower abdomen. She may have traveled to Mexico, where she has ties.

Contact: SA ___________ FBI, San Antonio, Texas, Austin Resident Agency, at

6) Samuel Jones - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder/Aggravated Criminal Sodomy; 00: Kansas City, 88A-KC-84536.

Samuel Jones is wanted for allegedly killing a prostitute in a Kansas City, Kansas motel on November 1, 2001. An arrest warrant was issued for Jones in Wyandotte County, Kansas, on November 5, 2001. A federal arrest warrant was subsequently issued.

Samuel Jones is a Black male, DOB: ___________ 5'10", 200 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA ___________ FBI, Kansas City, Missouri, at
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/1/2002

On Sunday, October 6, 2002, at approximately 1 p.m. CT, [ ] left his home riding his bicycle in a rural area in Richwoods, Missouri. [ ] was headed to a friend's house, but never arrived there. He was last seen, around 4:30 p.m., riding his bicycle approximately one-half mile from his home. [ ] was expected to return home by 5 p.m. His family reported him missing, after his whereabouts could not be determined. Local law enforcement authorities then initiated an investigation.

[Victim] is a White male, DOB: [ ], 4'8", 90 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair. [ ] was last seen wearing an orange Astros t-shirt (from his little league baseball team), blue jeans, and Nike brand tennis shoes. He has a pierced left ear, but was not wearing an earring at the time of his disappearance. His bicycle is described as a 20-inch, lime-green mountain bike.

Contact: SA [ ] FBI, St. Louis, Missouri, at or SA [ ] Rolla Resident Agency, at

8) UNSUB; Christopher Dixon - Victim; Possible Kidnapping;
OO: Charlotte, 7C-CE-87650.

Christopher Dixon was last seen on the afternoon of October 24, 2002, when he returned from school in High Point, North Carolina. Dixon was dropped off at the end of the family's driveway to retrieve the trash cans, but never returned to the house.

Christopher Dixon (Victim) is a White male, DOB: June 22, 1989, 5'0", 90 pounds, with brown hair and green eyes. He has a scar on the left side of his chest which extends to his side.

Contact: SA [ ] FBI, Charlotte, North Carolina, Greensboro Resident Agency, at

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, November 7, 2002 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB; [ ] - Victim/Missing Person; Domestic Police Cooperation; OO: Memphis,

Contact: SA [ ] FBI, Memphis, Tennessee, at
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/1/2002

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead)

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be characterized in the "Dick Tracy Comic Strip" appearing in the Sunday comics section of the Sunday, November 3, 2002, edition of newspapers syndicated around the United States:

UNSUB(S); Bethany Markowski - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; 00: Memphis, 7C-ME-55012.

Contact: SA__________________________ FBI, Memphis, Tennessee, Jackson Resident Agency, at__________________________

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibt.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network opens the Uniform Crime Reporting Program's Crime in the United States 2001 report. UCR Chief Maryvictoria Pyne is the guest. This is Part One of a two-part feature. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/1/2002

April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/1/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA [Blank] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on the programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [Blank].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [Blank] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [Blank]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [Blank] FPSSU, pager number [Blank].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 11/8/2002

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps VCMO Supervisors
All Legats

From: Director's Office Office of Public and Congressional Affairs Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)
Contact:

Approved By: Kortan Michael

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, November 9, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Anibal Mustelier; Bank Larceny (B); 00: Miami, 91B-MM-82821.

Anibal Mustelier is wanted by several federal agencies for bank larceny in South Florida. Mustelier and accomplices allegedly participated in the November of 1996 theft of five to seven million dollars worth of jewelry belonging to a pawn shop company and stored in safe deposit boxes at a Miami, Florida bank. Mustelier is alleged to have taken possession of the jewelry and disappeared. His accomplices have since been arrested.
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office

Federal authorities in South Florida also want Mustelier for his alleged involvement in crimes which occurred with the use of weapons and explosives in 1989 and 1990.

Anibal Mustelier is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'4", 135 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair. He has a small scar on his neck.

Contact: SA__________, FBI, Miami, Florida, at ___________


On the morning of June 6, 2001, a woman was shot to death in the parking lot of a fast food restaurant in Wheaton, Illinois, where she worked. Following an investigation by the Wheaton Police Department, Michael Alfonso, the victim's former boyfriend, was named a suspect in the murder.

Michael Alfonso is a Black male, DOB: 5'5", 150 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a scar on his chest.

Contact: SA__________, FBI, Chicago, Illinois, at ___________

3) Joel Vidalas Urena, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Armed Robbery; OQ: San Francisco, 88A-SF-119192.

Joel Vidalas Urena is wanted for the October of 1996, attempted murder of a man during a home invasion robbery in Santa Rosa, California. Urena and three accomplices invaded the home and terrorized the family, shooting their son. During the robbery, the suspects only communicated to one another by whistling in different tones. The suspects fled the scene in a dark colored 1980s or 1990s Chevrolet Blazer.

Joel Vidalas Urena is a White male of Hawaiian descent, DOB: 6'0", 260 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. He has scars on his face and right hand. Urena may be easily mistaken for a Hispanic male and may be running out of money due to heavy methamphetamine use.

Contact: SA__________, FBI, San Francisco, California, Santa Rosa Resident Agency, at ___________
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, November 14, 2002 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

Victim (Missing Person); Mark William Samples - Fugitive; Red Wing Credit Union, 3303 North Service Drive, Red Wing, Minnesota; 5/3/2001; Bank Robbery; OO: Minneapolis, 91A-MP-59231.

Contact: SA FBI, Minneapolis, Minnesota, Rochester Resident Agency, at

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of November 11, 2002, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, November 11, 2002: None
Tuesday, November 12, 2002: None
Wednesday, November 13, 2002: None
Thursday, November 14, 2002: None
Friday, November 15, 2002:

UNSUB(S); Jill Behrman - Victim; Kidnapping; 00: Indianapolis, 7A-IP-88450.

Contact: SA FBI, Indianapolis, Indiana, Bloomington Resident Agency, at

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be characterized in the "Dick Tracy Comic Strip" appearing in the Sunday comics section of the Sunday, November 10, 2002, edition of newspapers syndicated around the United States:

UNSUB(S); Minor Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; 5/3/2002; 00: Milwaukee,

Contact: SA FBI, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, at
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network spotlights the capture of "Ten Most Wanted Fugitive", James Spencer Springette. The reputed drug lord was caught in Venezuela. SSA_________ Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit, Criminal Investigative Division, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:  
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA[ ] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [ ].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [ ] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [ ]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [ ] FPSSU, pager number [ ].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
Attn: Media Reps
VCMO Supervisors
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
(FPSSU)
Contact:

Precedence: PRIORITY
Date: 11/15/2002

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, November 16, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Michael Joseph Coppola - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder;
   OO: Newark, 88A-NK-91958.

   Michael Joseph Coppola is an alleged member of a large organized crime family based in both New York and New Jersey. He has been implicated in gambling, loansharking, and extortion activities in Hudson and Essex Counties in New Jersey. On August 27, 1996, Coppola was charged by authorized complaint in Somerset county Superior Court in the State of New Jersey for the murder of a man in Bridgewater, New Jersey, on April 10, 1977. A federal warrant for Coppola's arrest was then issued on September 16, 1996.
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/15/2002

Michael Coppola is a White male, DOB: __________ 5'7", 165 to 195 pounds, with gray hair and brown eyes. He is known to wear glasses or contact lenses. Coppola speaks in a slow manner and is prone to stuttering. He is a health fanatic who has run several marathons. Coppola may visit chiropractors and podiatrists for treatment of various injuries related to his running. He may be traveling with his wife and they may both be using false identifications containing names of Spanish descent.

Contact: SA ___________________ FBI, Newark, New Jersey, at


Eduardo Santana is wanted for the brutal murder of his ex-girlfriend in June of 2002. Santana allegedly stabbed the victim multiple times outside her home in the Los Angeles, California area.

Santana is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: __________ (other DOBs used: __________) 5'7", 170 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. He has a pronounced scar on the back of his neck. Santana is an avid salsa dancer who frequents clubs and studios which offer salsa dancing. He is known to drink heavily.

Contact: SA ___________________ FBI, Los Angeles, California, at

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, November 21, 2002 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB; Elizabeth Smart - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: Salt Lake City, Utah

Contact: SA ___________________ FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, at

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of November 18, 2002, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:
To: All Field Offices From: Director’s Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/15/2002

Monday, November 18, 2002:

1) UNSUB; Morgan Nick - Victim; Kidnapping; 00: Little Rock, 7A-LR-36642.
   Contact: SA__________________FBI, Little Rock, Arkansas, Fayetteville Resident Agency, at__________________

2) Gloria Schulze - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Failure to Appear, Manslaughter, Endangerment; 00: Phoenix, 88A-PX-5360.
   Contact: SA__________________FBI, Phoenix, Arizona, at__________________

Tuesday, November 19, 2002: None

Wednesday, November 20, 2002: None

Thursday, November 21, 2002: None

Friday, November 22, 2002: None

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be characterized in the "Dick Tracy Comic Strip" appearing in the Sunday comics section of the Sunday, November 17, 2002, edition of newspapers syndicated around the United States:

Fugitive;__________________Victim;__________________Fugitive;__________________Victim; UFAP - Parental Kidnapping; 00: Charlotte,__________________

Contact: SA__________________FBI, Charlotte, North Carolina, Elizabeth City Resident Agency, at__________________

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.iibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network features excerpts of Director Mueller's remarks regarding cybercrime made at the Information Technology Association of America Conference in Virginia recently. This is Part One of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI’s Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/15/2002

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/15/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA [Redacted] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [Redacted].

Set Lead 3:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [Redacted] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FFSSU), OPCA, at [Redacted]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FFSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [Redacted] FFSSU, pager number [Redacted].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/15/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)

\*\*
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY  Date: 11/22/2002

To: All Field Offices  Attn: Media Reps
    VCMO Supervisors
    All Legats

From: Director's Office
      Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
      Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
      {FPSSU}

Contact: ________________________________

Approved By: Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: ____________________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659  

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
        WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
        {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
        CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL
        CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL
        BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES};
        "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM
        {WWW.FBI.GOV};
        "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK {WWW.CBS.COM}.

        ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, November 23, 2002, "America's Most Wanted:
        America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast
        the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

        1) Heather Catherine Tallchief, aka - Fugitive (A);
           Julius Gabriel Suave, aka - Fugitive (A); Loomis Armored Inc. -
           Victim; ITSP; 00: Las Vegas, 87B-LV-23853.

        Heather Tallchief and an accomplice, Julius Suave, are
        wanted for their involvement in the October 1, 1993, theft of an
        armored car in Las Vegas, Nevada. Tallchief drove the armored
        car to a casino and, while two accompanying guards went inside to
        fill automatic teller machines, Tallchief drove away with
        approximately 3.1 million dollars still inside the vehicle.

40-LA-173101
1092
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/22/2002

Heather Tallchief is a Native American female, DOB: 5'8", 130 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Julius Suave is a White male, DOB: 5'11", 180 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Las Vegas, Nevada, ____________________________


Harper is a White male, DOB: 5'9", 160 pounds, with green eyes and brown hair. Harper has a scar on his right cheek.

Contact: SA FBI, San Antonio, Texas, ____________________________

3) Alice Louise Donovan - Victim; Kidnapping; Carjacking; CO: Columbia, 7A-CO-27964.

Alice Louise Donovan disappeared on November 14, 2002 from a Wal-Mart parking lot in Conway, South Carolina. Donovan was allegedly abducted by two men who escaped from the Hopkins County Detention Center in Madisonville, Kentucky on November 4, 2002. Both escapees have since been arrested, however, Donovan is still missing.

Alice Donovan is a White female, DOB: May 7, 1958, 5'7", 150 pounds, with hazel eyes and brown hair.

Contact: SA FBI, Columbia, South Carolina, Myrtle Beach Resident Agency, at ____________________________

4) UNSUB(S); Samantha Burns - Victim; Kidnapping; CO: Pittsburgh, 7A-PG-71366.

On November 12, 2002, Samantha Burns was reported missing by her parents in West Hamlin, West Virginia. Burns spoke with her mother by telephone at approximately 9:30 p.m. on November 11, 2002, but has not been heard from since that time.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/22/2002

Samantha Burns is a White female, DOB: April 23, 1983, 5'4", 110 pounds, with hazel eyes and brown hair.


The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, November 28, 2002 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB(S); [ ] - Victim; Joshua Bryant - Victim; Kidnapping - Suspicious Circumstances; O0: Jacksonville, 7A-JK-46280.

Contact: SA [ ] FBI, Jacksonville, Florida, Daytona Beach Resident Agency, at [ ]

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of November 25, 2002, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, November 25, 2002: None
Tuesday, November 26, 2002: None
Wednesday, November 27, 2002: None
Thursday, November 28, 2002: Pre-empted
Friday, November 29, 2002: Pre-empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at the Hate Crimes portion of Uniform Crime Reporting Program's Crime In the United States 2001 report. UCR Chief Maryvictoria Pyne is the guest. This is Part Two of a three-part feature. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/22/2002

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:

TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/22/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA[redacted] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at[redacted].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at[redacted] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at[redacted]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief[redacted] FPSSU, pager number[redacted].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

5
Precedence: PRIORITY
To: All Field Offices
       Attn: Media Reps
       VCMO Supervisors
       All Legats
From: Director's Office
       Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
       Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
       (FPPSU)
       Contact: 

Approved By: Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
(www.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK (www.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU (www.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES);
"FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (www.FBI.GOV);

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, November 30, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will not be broadcast due to a FOX Television pre-emption.

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, December 5, 2002 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB(S); 3 - Victim; Joshua Bryant - Victim;
Kidnapping - Suspicious Circumstances; OO: Jacksonville, 7A-JK-46280.

Contact: SA F.B.I., Jacksonville, Florida,
Daytona Beach Resident Agency, at

80-173701
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
   Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/26/2002

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead)

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network features excerpts of Director Mueller's remarks regarding Bureau changes presented to the Information Technology Association of America Conference recently held in Virginia. This is Part Two of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".

2
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/26/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA (Redacted) at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at (Redacted).

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at (Redacted) and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at (Redacted). Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit (Redacted) FPSSU, pager number (Redacted).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 11/26/2002

CC:
1 - Ms. McChesney
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

CC:
1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/TRB
To: All Field Offices

From: Director's Office

Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/6/2002

To: All Field Offices

Attn: Media Reps

VCMO Supervisors

All Legats

From: Director's Office

Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit

{FPSSU}

Contact:

Approved By: Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM {WWW.FBI.GOV}; "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK {WWW.CBS.COM}.

ARME AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, December 7, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Yolanda Ricaforte - Fugitive:

00: Los Angeles

Yolanda Tolentino Ricaforte is wanted for her alleged involvement in an illegal gambling operation which began in approximately 1998 in the Republic of the Philippines. Ricaforte and an accomplice were co-conspirators with former Philippine President, Joseph Ejercito Estrada, who collected tens of millions of dollars in illegal gambling payoffs during his 31 months in office. For approximately two years, Ricaforte...
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/6/2002

allegedly audited the collection and disbursement of the illegal payoffs to Estrada, and kept a ledger in which the individuals making payments to Estrada were given aliases. Ricaforte is also accused of opening several bank accounts in her name, which were used to deposit the illegal payoffs. Her accomplice allegedly funneled the payoffs and other unrelated illegal kickbacks to Estrada.

In early 2001, Ricaforte and her accomplice separately fled the Philippines after Estrada was removed from office. In approximately April of 2001, Estrada, Ricaforte, her accomplice, and others were charged in the Philippines with the crime of "Plunder", which is defined under Philippine law as the accumulation of "... ill-gotten wealth through a combination or series of overt criminal acts..." Estrada is currently on trial in the Philippines. The Government of the Philippines requested the assistance of the United States Government with the arrest and extradition of Ricaforte and her accomplice.

On November 25, 2001, Ricaforte's accomplice was arrested in Las Vegas, Nevada, and an extradition hearing for him is currently scheduled for June of 2003. A warrant was issued for Ricaforte's arrest on December 6, 2001, pursuant to Title 18 of the United States Code, Section 3184, "Fugitives from Foreign Country to United States". However, Ricaforte's whereabouts remain unknown.

Yolanda Ricaforte is an Asian female, DOB: [redacted], 5'1", 130 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. She is known to wear eyeglasses and is a diabetic who may be in need of medical attention. Contact: SA __________ FBI, Los Angeles, California, at __________ (pager number

SSA __________ or FBI - Legal Attache Office, Manila, Philippines, at __________

2) Patrick Michael Gleeson, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder, OO: Detroit, 88A-DE-93550.

Patrick Michael Gleeson is wanted for his alleged involvement in the murder of his girlfriend in Holland, Michigan, on or about November 22, 2002. On that date, Gleeson began a weekend visitation with his two children: Ashley, age 5, and Joshua, age 3. The children lived in Dwight, Illinois, with their mother, who had been awarded custody of them after she was awarded custody of them after she was divorced from their father. It is alleged that Gleeson drove the children from Illinois to Holland, Michigan, in order to visit his girlfriend. Gleeson did not return the children to their mother on November 25, 2002, as
(01/26/1998)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/06/2002

anticipated.

On November 29, 2002, law enforcement authorities found
the body of Gleeson's girlfriend in the basement of her home in
Michigan. She had been shot with a small caliber handgun.
Gleeson was subsequently charged locally with murder and
federally with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

The whereabouts of Gleeson's two children remain unknown.
Patrick Michael Gleeson was last seen driving a 1995 blue Ford
Aerostar Minivan with Illinois license plates reading [redacted].

Patrick Michael Gleeson (fugitive) is a White male,
DOB: [redacted] 5'7", 175 pounds, with brown hair and brown
eyes. He has a tattoo of a flag on his left bicep. He may have
dyed his hair blond, and may either wear a full beard or
moustache or be clean shaven.

Ashley Michelle Gleeson (victim) is a White female,
DOB: March 5, 1997, 3'4", 39 pounds, with brown hair and hazel
eyes. She was last seen wearing a pink long-sleeved shirt with
the word "brat" on the front, blue jeans, and white tennis shoes.

Joshua Andrew Gleeson (victim) is a White male,
DOB: June 23, 1999, 3'8", 39 pounds, with brown hair and hazel
eyes. He was last seen wearing a blue Spiderman shirt, blue
jeans, and Power Rangers shoes.

Contact: SSRA [redacted] FBI, Detroit, Michigan,
Grand Rapids Resident Agency, at [redacted]

3) Antonio Carillo Vera - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Aggravated

Antonio Carillo Vera is wanted for allegedly murdering
his female cousin and her young child in Independence, Oregon, on

Antonio Carillo Vera is a White (Hispanic) male,
DOB: [redacted] 5'7", 180 pounds, with black hair and
brown eyes.

Contact: SA [redacted] FBI, Portland, Oregon, Salem
Resident Agency, at [redacted]

4) Amer El-Maati; [redacted] OO: Boston, [redacted]

Amer El-Maati is being sought for purposes of interview
related to information on possible terrorist threats against the
(01/26/1998)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

To: All Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-107769, 12/6/2002

United States.

Amer El-Maati is a White (Arab) male, DOB: 01/01/1980, 6'0", 209 pounds, with brown hair. He may wear a beard and mustache. He requires corrective lenses and may be wearing eyeglasses.

Contact: SA FBI, Boston, Massachusetts, at

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, December 12, 2002 episode of Without a Trace on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

Fugitive; Victim; UFAP - Parental Kidnapping; OO: New York,

Contact: SA FBI, New York, New York, Hudson Valley Resident Agency, at

As of October of 2002, Unsolved Mysteries on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of December 9, 2002, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, December 9, 2002: None
Tuesday, December 10, 2002: None
Wednesday, December 11, 2002: None
Thursday, December 12, 2002: None
Friday, December 13, 2002: None

Throughout the upcoming weeks, International Crime Alert, Voice of America, Irrw.ribb.gov/fugitives], will profile the twenty-two Most Wanted Terrorists.

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network checks out the Uniform Crime Reporting Program's Crime In the United States 2001 report. UCR Chief Maryvictoria Pyne is the guest. This is Part Three of a three-part feature. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the
Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/8/2002

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:

TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 12/13/2002

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps VCMO Supervisors
All Legats

From: Director's Office Office of Public and Congressional Affairs Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)
Contact:

Approved By: Chandler Cassandra M. Kortan Michael

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659 6706

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, December 14, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Glen Stewart Godwin - Ten Most Wanted Fugitive (A); I.O. Number 5055; UFAC - Murder and Escape; OO: Sacramento, 88A-SC-9843.
   Contact: SA or SA FBI, Sacramento, California, at

2) Jesse James Hollywood - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: Los Angeles, 88A-LA-224227.

Jesse James Hollywood and four accomplices are wanted for allegedly conspiring to kidnap and murder 15-year-old Nicholas Samuel
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/13/2002

Markowitz between August 6 and August 8, 2000 in California. The crimes allegedly occurred in retaliation for an alleged drug debt owed by the victim's stepbrother.

It is alleged that on August 6, 2000, following orders from Jesse Hollywood, two accomplices set out to kidnap the victim's brother, but failed to locate him. Instead, the victim was located, forced into a van and transported to the residence of a third accomplice. The victim remained there for two days until he was transferred to a motel in Santa Barbara. Then, on August 8, 2000, the victim was transported to a rural area north of Goleta, California allegedly by the three accomplices and with the assistance of a fourth accomplice. The victim was placed in a grave which had been recently dug, gagged with duct tape and shot. The victim's body was discovered in the shallow grave by hikers.

Hollywood's accomplices have been arrested, however, Hollywood remains at large. Since August 14, 2000, Hollywood is believed to have traveled to the Las Vegas, Nevada and Colorado Springs, Colorado areas. He is believed to have returned to Los Angeles on August 23, 2000. Hollywood may have now assumed another identity and made arrangements to leave the country.

Hollywood is a White male, DOB: [redacted], 5'5", 140 pounds, with blue eyes and brown hair. He may have a shaved head and face.

Contact: SA [redacted] FBI, Los Angeles, California, at [redacted] or the Ventura Resident Agency, at 805/642-3995.

3) Antonio Carillo Vera - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Aggravated Murder; OO: Portland, 88A-PD-40583.

Antonio Carillo Vera is wanted for allegedly murdering his female cousin and her young child in Independence, Oregon, on December 23, 1995.

Antonio Carillo Vera is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: [redacted], 5'7", 180 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA [redacted] FBI, Portland, Oregon, Salem Resident Agency, at [redacted].


Patrick Michael Gleeson was wanted for his alleged involvement in the murder of his girlfriend in Holland, Michigan, on or about November 22, 2002. On that date, Gleeson began a weekend visitation with his two children: Ashley, age 5, and Joshua, age 3.
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/13/2002

The children lived in Dwight, Illinois, with their mother, who had been awarded custody of them after she was divorced from their father. It is alleged that Gleeson drove the children from Illinois to Holland, Michigan, in order to visit his girlfriend. Gleeson did not return the children to their mother on November 25, 2002, as anticipated.

On November 29, 2002, law enforcement authorities found the body of Gleeson's girlfriend in the basement of her home in Michigan. She had been shot with a small caliber handgun. Gleeson was subsequently charged locally with murder and federally with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Gleeson was arrested on December 7, 2002, in Daytona Beach, Florida. The whereabouts of Gleeson's two children remain unknown.

Ashley Michelle Gleeson (victim) is a White female, DOB: March 5, 1997, 3'4", 39 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes. She was last seen wearing a pink long-sleeved shirt with the word "brat" on the front, blue jeans, and white tennis shoes.

Joshua Andrew Gleeson (victim) is a White male, DOB: June 23, 1999, 3'8", 39 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes. He was last seen wearing a blue Spiderman shirt, blue jeans, and Power Rangers shoes.

Contact: SSRA ____________ or SA ____________ FBI, Detroit, Michigan, Grand Rapids Resident Agency, at 616/456-5489.

5) UNSUB: ____________ - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: St. Louis, ____________

On Sunday, October 6, 2002, [Victim] left his home riding his bicycle in a rural area in Richwoods, Missouri. He was headed to a friend's house, but never arrived there. He was last seen, around 4:30 p.m., riding his bicycle approximately one-half mile from his home. He was expected to return home by 5 p.m. His family reported him missing, after his whereabouts could not be determined. Local law enforcement authorities then initiated an investigation.

[Victim] is a White male, DOB: ____________, 4'8", 90 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair. He was last seen wearing an orange Astros t-shirt (from his little league baseball team), blue jeans, and Nike brand tennis shoes. He has a pierced left ear, but was not wearing an earring at the time of his disappearance. His bicycle is described as a 20-inch, lime-green mountain bike.

Contact: SA ____________ FBI, St. Louis, Missouri, Rolla Resident Agency, at ____________.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/13/2002

6) UNSUB; Elizabeth Smart - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; 00: Salt Lake City, Utah

Elizabeth Smart was kidnapped at gunpoint from the bedroom of her house in Salt Lake City, Utah, during the early morning hours of June 5, 2002. An unknown male allegedly entered the residence and, after having Elizabeth put on her shoes, abducted her from the home.

Elizabeth Smart (victim) is a White female, DOB: 5'6", 105 pounds, with blonde hair and blue eyes. She was last seen wearing red pajamas.

The unknown suspect is described as a White male, 30 to 40 years old, 5'8" to 5'10", with dark hair. He also had dark hair on his arms and the back of his hands. He was wearing a "Polo" brand shirt, tan pants, and a white baseball cap.

Contact: SA FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, at

7) UNSUB(S); - Minor Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; 5/3/2002; 00: Milwaukee, Wisconsin

On May 3, 2002, was reported missing by her mother. was last seen in the area of Hi-Mount School, 4921 West Garfield Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, at approximately 8:00 a.m. She was reportedly dropped off by her step-father.

is described as a Black female, 3'8", 42 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She was last seen wearing a red hooded jacket with a gray stripe on the sleeves, a purple shirt, light colored jeans, and white Nike tennis shoes. She wore her hair in two braids pulled back into one ponytail and was carrying a pink Barbie book bag.

Contact: SA FBI, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, at
extension

8) UNSUB(S); - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; 00: Houston, Texas

was last seen near her Houston, Texas, home on March 10, 2002, at approximately 10:30 p.m. She had walked from her home to a convenience store to buy a newspaper and, when she did not return home, her mother went to look for her. sandals and the newspaper she purchased were located in the street.

is a White (Hispanic) female, DOB: 4'0", 90 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Houston, Texas, at
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
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9) UNSUB;__________ - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 4/29/2002; OO: San Diego, ________.

__________ was last seen around 2:30 p.m. on April 25, 2002, at a playground near 28th and Cedar Streets at the edge of Balboa Park in San Diego, California.

__________ is a Black male, DOB: ________
30 inches tall and 30 pounds (at the time of his abduction), with black hair and brown eyes. He was last seen wearing gray athletic shoes, blue nylon cargo-type pants with an orange drawstring, and a blue long-sleeved shirt with the characters Winnie the Pooh and Tigger on it.

Contact: SA ________ FBI, San Diego, California, at ____________

10) UNSUB;__________ - Victim; Kidnapping; OO: New Haven, ________

__________ was last seen on the morning of November 7, 2001, in Bridgeport, Connecticut. She was standing with friends outside of her school when a brown and tan van approached the group of children. __________ allegedly told two of her friends that she was going to the mall with her "uncle" before getting into the van. Bianca has not been seen nor heard from since that morning.

__________ is a White (Hispanic) female, DOB: ________
4'11", 110 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes. Her hair may have highlights in it. She has a birthmark in the middle of her head.

Contact: SA ________ FBI, New Haven, Connecticut, Bridgeport Resident Agency, at ____________

11) Dennis Schley Lilly, aka Larry Miller - Fugitive (A); I.O. Number 5156; UFAC - Armed Robbery; Aggravated Assault on an Officer; Escape; OO: Kansas City, 88A-KC-79852.

On December 13, 1986, Dennis Schley Lilly, inmate, Missouri State Penitentiary, escaped by walking out in a guard's uniform. Lilly, at the time of his escape, was serving a lengthy sentence for aggravated assault on a law enforcement officer, burglary, robbery and aggravated escape.

Dennis Lilly is a White male, DOB: ________
5'11", 170 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair. Lilly reportedly has the word "Slick" tattooed on his upper right arm.

Contact: SA ________ FBI, Kansas City, Missouri, Jefferson City Resident Agency, at ____________
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
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12) Vernon Ray Henry - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder;  
OO: Salt Lake City, 88A-SU-45810.

Vernon Ray Henry is wanted for the murder of his wife and  
17-year-old daughter on August 12, 1996. Following an argument,  
Henry allegedly shot and killed the two women in the family home in  
Athol, Idaho. Three other children remained unharmed in the  
residence.

Vernon Ray Henry is a White male, DOB: 5'10", 145 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. He may wear a beard. In the past, he ran an upholstery shop in Idaho and may currently be working in the same profession.

Contact: SA FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho Resident Agency, at

13) Enrique Coropuna, aka "Kike" - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Armed Robbery, APO;  

Enrique Coropuna is wanted for his alleged involvement in a South American gang believed to be responsible for several 1992 jewelry store robberies on the East Coast.

Enrique Coropuna is a White male, DOB: 5'6", 180 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Information regarding additional suspects who are wanted in connection with this case follows:

Aldo Alamiro Villareal Montes, aka "Loco Aldo" - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Armed Robbery, 1st Degree;  
OO: Newark, 88A-NK-78745.

Eloy Zamudio De La Cruz - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Attempted Murder of a Police Officer;  
OO: Newark, 88A-NK-79265.

Enrique Coropuna is a White male, DOB: 5'6", 180 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Information regarding additional suspects who are wanted in connection with this case follows:

Aldo Alamiro Villareal Montes is a White male,  
DOB: 5'5", 165 pounds, with black hair.

Eloy Zamudio DeLaCruz is a White male, DOB:  
5'8", 140 pounds, with black hair.

Contact: SA FBI, Washington Field Office,  
Washington, D.C., at or SA FBI,  
Newark, New Jersey, at

14) Alvaro Israel Alvarado, aka Albaro Alvarado, Chito - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Aggravated Murder, Attempted Aggravated Murder;  

Alvaro Alvarado is wanted for shooting four people at his ex-wife's apartment in Portland, Oregon, on August 15, 1989. Three of the people subsequently died.
Alvaro Alvarado is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'5", 195 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has small scars on his forehead.

Contact: TFO FBI, Portland, Oregon, at

On Thursday, December 19, 2002, "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network will not be broadcast due to a CBS pre-emption.

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of December 16, 2002, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, December 16, 2002: None

Tuesday, December 17, 2002: None

Wednesday, December 18, 2002:

Phillip Jerome Breen - Fugitive (B); First Oakland Mortgage Co. - Victim; Franklin Mortgage Co. - Victim; Fraud By Wire; CO: Detroit, 196D-DE-S8864.

Contact: SA FBI, Detroit, Michigan, Oakland County Resident Agency, at

Thursday, December 19, 2002: None

Friday, December 20, 2002: None

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network reports on a midday bank hold-up that went bad, thanks to an FBI Special Agent and Baltimore City Police officers. retired SA and former Baltimore Division Media Representative, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI’s Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/13/2002

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows: TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/13/2002

LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSAI at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/13/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
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Date: 12/20/2002

To: All Field Offices
Attn: Media Reps
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)
Contact:

Approved By: Chandler Cassandra M
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659 (6710)

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

ARMS AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, December 21, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB(S); Patricia Scoville (Deceased) - Homicide Victim; Domestic Police Cooperation: OC: Albany, 62D-AL-45547.

On October 21, 1991, Patricia Scoville was abducted in Stowe, Vermont. Her body was later found buried in a shallow grave in Stowe. She had most likely been strangled and sexually assaulted. Law enforcement authorities were able to recover DNA from the victim and this DNA information was entered into the Vermont DNA database. Law enforcement authorities continue to look for Patricia Scoville's killer.
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/20/2002

Contact: SA FBI, Albany, New York, Burlington, Vermont Resident Agency, at

2) Jamal Abeokuto - Fugitive (A); Marciana Ringo - Victim (Deceased); Mailing Threatening and Extortionate Communications;  
OO: Baltimore, 7A-BA-102826.

Jamal Abeokuto is wanted for his alleged involvement in the disappearance and death of 8-year-old Marciana Ringo. The girl was last seen on the morning of December 3, 2002, in Baltimore, Maryland. Her body was later recovered in Harford County, Maryland, on December 12, 2002.

Abeokuto, the boyfriend of the victim's mother, was indicted in federal court for mailing a threatening and extortionate communication on December 12, 2002. This charge stemmed from the receipt of a ransom note for the victim on December 5, 2002, in which the author asked for $5,000 in exchange for the release of Marciana Ringo. Law enforcement authorities found Abeokuto's fingerprints on the ransom note and he has now been charged locally with murder.

Jamal Abeokuto is a Black male, DOB: 5'8", 175 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Baltimore, Maryland, at

3) Mai T. Nguyen, aka "Mike" - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Attempted Murder;  
OO: Newark, 88A-NK-108704.

Hai Thanh Le, aka "Teo Nguyen" - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Attempted Murder;  
OO: Newark, 88A-NK-108702.

Uyen Nguyen, aka "Wendy" - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Attempted Murder;  
OO: Newark, 88A-NK-108703.

Binh Nguyen - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Attempted Murder;  
OO: Newark, 88A-NK-108699.

On November 19, 2002, at approximately 2:30 a.m., the four aforementioned Vietnamese suspects were in the "Miss Saigon Karaoke Club" in Jersey City, New Jersey. While there, the four suspects allegedly attempted to murder by beating him several times around the head, neck, and back with metal bar stools. The police officer is now paralyzed.

Mai T. Nguyen is an Asian male, DOB: 5'6", 165 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a tattoo of a dragon on the center of his back continuing on to his upper right arm. He goes by the alias "Mike".
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/20/2002

Hai Thanh Le, is an Asian male, DOB: 5'8", 145 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He goes by the alias "Teo Nguyen".

Uyen Nguyen is an Asian female, DOB: 5'2", 110 pounds, with brown eyes, and black hair with light blond highlights. She goes by the alias "Wendy".

Binh Nguyen is an Asian male, DOB: 5'6", 130 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a discoloration mark on his left shoulder.

Contact: SA Jr., FBI, Newark, New Jersey

4) Karim Ali Ward, aka "Rim" - Fugitive (A); UFAP - First Degree Murder: 00: Baltimore, 88A-BA-102862.

Karim Ali Ward is wanted for shooting a man to death in Hagerstown, Maryland, on December 14, 2002.

Karim Ali Ward is a Black male, DOB: 6'0", 175 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He goes by the alias, "Rim".

Contact: SA FBI, Baltimore, Maryland, Frederick Resident Agency

5) Omar Adalberto Arroyo, aka Carlos Tomas, Santiago Rivera, Omar Ferret, Luis Omar, Alberto Miranda; Numerous Victims; Wire Fraud - Identity Theft; 00: Los Angeles, 196D-LA-232618.

Omar Adalberto Arroyo is wanted for his alleged involvement in fraudulent activities while owning and operating music schools in the Southern California area since 1997. As a result, at least 100 Latino families were defrauded in excess of 100 million dollars between 1997 and 2001.

Arroyo is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 6'2", 200 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair.

Contact: SA FBI, Los Angeles, California

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, December 26, 2002 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office

Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/20/2002

UNSUB(S); Lisa Maria Szasz - Victim; Kidnapping;
OO: Cleveland, 7A-CV-62218.

Contact: SA FBI, Cleveland, Ohio, Painesville Resident Agency, at

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of December 23, 2002, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, December 23, 2002: None

Tuesday, December 24, 2002: Pre-empted

Wednesday, December 25, 2002: Pre-empted

Thursday, December 26, 2002: None

Friday, December 27, 2002: Pre-empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network has crime statistics for the first six-months of 2002. Uniform Crime Reporting Program Chief MaryVictoria Pyne, Criminal Justice Information Services Division (CJIS), is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/20/2002

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/20/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
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Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 1/3/2003
To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)

Contact: ____________________________

Approved By: Chandler Cassandra M cmcl
Kortan Michael P mrk/n

Drafted By: ____________________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659 6719

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
(www.amw.com); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK (www.unsolved.com); "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU (www.ibb.gov/fugitives);
"FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (www.fbi.gov);

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, January 4, 2003, "America's Most Wanted:
America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the
following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Francisco Martinez, aka Francisco Martinez Seminari -
Fugitive (A); UFAP: Murder, Possession of a Weapon for an Unlawful
Purpose, Unlawful Possession of a Weapon; O0: Newark, 88A-NK-107061.

Francisco Martinez is wanted for allegedly shooting to death
his employer in Passaic, New Jersey, on September 14, 2001. The
victim was shot execution-style in the basement of the building in
which they both worked. The two men had allegedly been arguing that
day after the victim confronted Martinez about his possible
involvement in both a fire which was set at the business in August of
2001, as well as the ongoing theft of textile materials from the

80-LA-173701
10970
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/3/2003  

business.

Francisco Martinez is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: [5'8", 350 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He was born in Ecuador and maintains ties to that country. He has a discoloration on the portion of his head which is bald and usually wears a baseball cap to cover it. Contact: SA [FBI, Newark, New Jersey, Garret Mountain Resident Agency, at [ ]

2) UNSUB; [ ] - Victim; Possible Kidnapping; 4/29/2002; 00: San Diego, [ ]

was last seen around 2:30 p.m. on April 25, 2002, at a playground near 28th and Cedar Streets at the edge of Balboa Park in San Diego, California.

[ ] is a Black male, DOB: [ ] 30 inches tall and 30 pounds at the time of his disappearance, with black hair and brown eyes. He was last seen wearing gray athletic shoes, blue nylon cargo-type pants with an orange drawstring, and a blue long-sleeved shirt with the characters Winnie the Pooh and Tigger on it. Contact: SA [FBI, San Diego, California, at [ ]

3) Loren Preston Key - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Armed Robbery, Kidnapping, Assault With Intent to Murder, Carjacking, Home Invasion, Assault With Intent to Rob While Armed, Felonious Assault, Assault With Intent to do Great Bodily Harm Less Than Murder, Felon in Possession of Firearms/Weapons, Commission of a Felon With a Motor Vehicle; 00: Detroit, 88A-DE-92672.

Loren Preston Key is wanted for his alleged involvement in the non-fatal shooting of two on-duty police officers and one citizen in Detroit, Michigan, on May 18, 2002. He is also wanted on a number of charges related to these crimes, all of which occurred on the same day. After a state arrest warrant was issued for Key, a federal arrest warrant was issued on May 21, 2002, charging him with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Loren Preston Key is a Black male, DOB: [ ] 5'11", 230 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He is known to wear his hair short and have sideburns. He may have a goatee. His ears are pierced.

Key was last seen wearing a full-length black leather coat, a gray hooded sweatshirt, jeans, and black boots. He was armed at the time.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/3/2003

Contact: SA FBI, Detroit, Michigan, at

4) Mikhail Drachev, aka - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder;  
   OO: Phoenix, 88A-PX-71434.

Mikhail Drachev is wanted for his alleged involvement in the  
December of 2001 murder of an Arizona man. Drachev and accomplices  
allegedly stabbed the victim, set him on fire, covered him with  
rocks, and left him for dead in a creek. Drachev's accomplices have  
since been arrested, but Drachev remains at large.

Mikhail Drachev is a White male, DOB: 5'11", 170 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair.

Contact: TFO FBI Violent Crimes Task Force,  
   Phoenix, Arizona, at

5) Michael Blane Brasher - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Capital  
   Murder; OO: Houston, 88A-HO-58196.

Michael Blane Brasher is wanted for the rape and murder of  
a 14-year-old girl in 1982 in Harris County, Texas.

Brasher is a White male, DOB: 5'9", 150 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Houston, Texas, at

6) Edward Paul Morris - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Aggravated  

Edward Paul Morris is wanted for his alleged involvement in  
the murder of his pregnant wife and their three young children. The  
odies of the victims were found on December 21, 2002, in the woods  
of Tillamook State Forest, Tillamook County, Oregon. After a local  
arrest warrant was issued for Morris charging him with seven counts  
of aggravated murder, a federal arrest warrant charging him with  
unlawful flight to avoid prosecution was issued on December 24, 2002,  
in Portland, Oregon.

Edward Morris may be driving a gray, 1993 Dodge Caravan with  
Oregon license plates reading. The FBI is offering a reward  
of up to $50,000 for information leading to the arrest of Morris.

Edward Morris is a White male, DOB: 6'0", 200 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. He is known to wear  
prescription eyeglasses and may have facial hair.

Contact: SA FBI, Portland, Oregon, Salem  
Resident Agency,
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/3/2003

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, January 9, 2003 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB(S); Tionda Bradley - Victim; Diamond Bradley - Victim; Child Abduction; 00: Chicago, 7C-CG-116259.

Contact: SA ___________ FBI, Chicago, Illinois, at

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead)

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at the FBI's Internet home page and the posting of alleged terrorists so the public may help in finding them. Chief, FPSSU, OPCA, is the guest. This is Part One of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows: TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

**ALL RECEIVING OFFICES**

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

**ALL RECEIVING OFFICES**

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at .

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

**ALL RECEIVING OFFICES**

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at . Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number .

**ARMED AND DANGEROUS**
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/3/2003

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 1/10/2003

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)
Contact: ____________________________

Approved By: Chandler Cassandra M
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: __________________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659 0719

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV);
"WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, January 11, 2003, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will not be broadcast due to a FOX Television pre-emption.

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, January 16, 2003 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB(S); Mickey Wright - Victim; Kidnapping/Missing Person; OO: Memphis, 7A-ME-55153.

Contact: TFO ___________ FBI, Memphis, Tennessee, at
As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of January 13, 2003, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, January 13, 2003:

Jon Christian Maggio; Whitney National Bank - Victim; Bank Fraud; OO: Mobile, 29B-MO-41683.

Contact: SA _______ FBI, Mobile, Alabama, at _______

Tuesday, January 14, 2003: None

Wednesday, January 15, 2003:


Contact: SA _______ FBI, San Francisco, California, at ___

2) William Bradford Bishop, Jr. - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: Baltimore, 88A-BA-13361.

Contact: SA _______ FBI, Baltimore, Maryland, Calverton Resident Agency, at ___

Thursday, January 16, 2003:


Contact: SA _______ FBI, New York, New York, Long Island Resident Agency, at ___

Friday, January 17, 2003: Pre-Empted
Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at the FBI's Internet home page and the posting of alleged terrorists so the public may help in finding them. Chief, FPSSU, OPCA, is the guest. This is Part Two of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/10/2003

LEAD(s):  

Set Lead 1:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA[_________] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/276-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at[_________]

Set Lead 3:  (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at[_________] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at[_________] Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBI HQ, at 202/324-5700, and Unit Chief[_________] FPSSU, pager number[_________]

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
Precedence: PRIORITY     Date: 1/17/2003

To: All Field Offices     Attn: Media Reps
   All Legats

From: Director's Office
       Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
       Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
       {FPSSU}

Contact:

Approved By: Chandler Cassandra M cmcklk

Kortan Michael P mfc/i

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659 (672y)

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY {WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES}; "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM {WWW.FBI.GOV}; "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK {WWW.CBS.COM}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, January 18, 2003, "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will not be broadcast due to a FOX Television pre-emption.

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, January 23, 2003 episode of "WITHOUT A TRACE" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

Fugitive;  
Victim: UFAP - Interference With Child Custody;  
00: San Antonio,  
80-LA-173701  
1099
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: BO-HQ-1077659, 1/17/2003  

Contact: SA ________ FBI, San Antonio, Texas,  
Austin Resident Agency, at ________

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of January 20, 2003, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, January 20, 2003: None

Tuesday, January 21, 2003: None

Wednesday, January 22, 2003: None

Thursday, January 23, 2003: None

Friday, January 24, 2003: Pre-Empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network keys in on fingerprint processing in the Criminal Justice Information Services Division (CJIS). ________ at CJIS' fingerprint center in Clarksburg, West Virginia, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:  
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.
To: All Field Offices  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/17/2003

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/17/2003

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA [redacted] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [redacted].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [redacted] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [redacted]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [redacted] FPSSU, pager number [redacted].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/17/2003

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB

++
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 1/24/2003

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit {FPSSU}

Contact: ________________________________

Approved By: Chandler Cassandra M
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: ________________________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659 [1 of 3]

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
{WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA} INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES};
"FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM
{WWW.FBI.GOV}; "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
{WWW.CBS.COM}.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, January 25, 2003, "America's Most Wanted:
America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast
the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Scott James Brinegar, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Bank
Robbery; OO: Norfolk, 88A-NF-30773.

Scott James Brinegar is wanted for the robbery of the
Signet Bank in Newport News, Virginia, on August 6, 1996.

Scott James Brinegar is a White male, DOB: 6'1", 165 pounds, with brown hair and green eyes. He has
tattoos of the Pink Panther on his right leg, a Viking on his
left leg, and a skull and crossbones on his right arm.

Contact: SA FBI, Norfolk, Virginia, Peninsula
Resident Agency (Hampton area), at ________________________________

[Signature]

1100

80-LA-173701
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/24/2003

2) UNSUB(S); Laci Peterson - Victim; Kidnapping;

Laci Peterson was reported missing from her home in Modesto, California, on December 24, 2002. She was eight months pregnant when she disappeared.

Laci Peterson is a White female, DOB: May 4, 1975, 5'1", 135 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA ______________________ Sacramento, California,
Modesto Resident Agency, at ______________

3) Joseph Michael Grate - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder;
OO: Norfolk, 88A-NF-34527.

Joseph Michael Grate is wanted in Norfolk, Virginia, for his alleged participation in the murder of a man on February 16, 2002.

Joseph Michael Grate is a Black male, DOB: ______________ 5'9", 145 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has tattoos on his right arm and his back.

Contact: SA ______________________ FBI, Norfolk,
Virginia, at ______________

4) Andrew Stuart Luster, aka Drew Luster - Fugitive (A);
UFAP - Rape, Failure to Appear; OO: Los Angeles, 88A-LA-232901.

Andrew Stuart Luster is wanted for failing to return to court in Ventura County, California on January 6, 2003, where he has since been convicted of multiple counts of rape, including rape by use of drugs and rape of an unconscious person. Specifically, Luster was found guilty of using the date-rape drug Gamma Hydroxybutyrate (GHB), to render women immobile before sexually assaulting them. GHB is a colorless, odorless, and tasteless liquid that depresses the central nervous system (impairs memory), lowers inhibitions, and can cause blackouts.

In July of 2000, Luster was arrested and charged with rape in Ventura County, California. He posted bail and was released with court restrictions. Luster's trial began on December 3, 2002, and during a hiatus in the trial, he is believed to have fled the state of California.

On January 6, 2003, the Superior Court of California, County of Ventura, issued a state arrest warrant charging Luster with failure to appear. A federal arrest warrant was subsequently issued on January 9, 2003, by the United States
District Court, Central District of California, charging Luster with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution. On January 21, 2003, Luster was convicted in absentia on 86 criminal counts of rape and other related charges.

Andrew Stuart Luster is a White male, DOB: 6'0", 215 to 220 pounds, with brown hair and green eyes. He is an avid surfer.

Contact: SA LAPD, Los Angeles, California, Ventura Resident Agency, at

5) CHANGED; Phillip Lloyd Ferguson, aka William A. Russell, Allen Russell, Al Russell, Richard M. Gadius, Roy Vernon Cox - Fugitive; UFAP - Securities Fraud; 00: Indianapolis, 88B-IP-89057.

Phillip Lloyd Ferguson operated several investment companies for approximately twenty years in Marion, Indiana. Investments totaled 22 million dollars, all of which were allegedly stolen or diverted by Ferguson, who was not a licensed trader. In June of 2000, Ferguson fled his home in Indiana and established a residence in Golden, Colorado, using the assumed names, William Allen Russell and Al Russell. He has since fled this location.

On September 6, 2000, Ferguson was charged by the Grant County Prosecutor, Marion, Indiana, with 89 securities violations. Then, on September 18, 2000, Ferguson was charged with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution in the Northern District of Indiana, Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Phillip Lloyd Ferguson is a White male, DOB: 5'11", 185 pounds, with brown hair and green eyes. He has a four-inch scar on his neck, and a scar on his upper left arm.

Contact: SA LAPD, Indianapolis, Indiana, Fort Wayne Resident Agency, at

6) UNSUB; Gina Wilson Green (Deceased) - Victim, September 24, 2001; et al.; Serial Killings; 00: New Orleans, 306-NO-67408.

An unknown suspect is being sought in connection with several murders in the south Louisiana area since September of 2001. The victims were females between the ages of 22 and 44 years old. Some of the victims were sexually assaulted.

The unknown suspect is described as a male, between 25 and 35 years of age, approximately 155 to 175 pounds, and physically strong.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re:  80-HQ-1077659, 1/24/2003

Contact: SAI, FBI, New Orleans, Louisiana, Baton Rouge Resident Agency, at

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, January 30, 2003 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

Michael Sikes, aka Michael Sykes, Michael Abraham - Fugitive (A); __________ - Victim; UFAP - Violation of Georgia Control Substance Act/Probation Violation; OO: Atlanta, 88A-AT-92054.

Contact: SAI, FBI, Atlanta, Georgia, at

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of January 27, 2003, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, January 27, 2003: None

Tuesday, January 28, 2003: None

Wednesday, January 29, 2003:

OO: Phoenix, Arizona, at

Contact: SAI, FBI, Phoenix, Arizona, at

Thursday, January 30, 2003: None

Friday, January 31, 2003: Pre-Empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network spotlights the FBI's top priority, Counterterrorism. Assistant Director Larry Mefford, Counterterrorism Division, is the guest. This is Part One of a three-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/24/2003  

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows: TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.  

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.  

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/24/2003

LEAD(s): 

Set Lead 1: (Adm) 

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES 

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm) 

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES 

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm) 

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES 

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/24/2003

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
To: All Field Offices  
Attn: Media Reps  
All Legats

From: Director's Office  
Office of Public Affairs  
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit  
(FPSSU)

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, February 1, 2003, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB(S); Laci Peterson - Victim; Kidnapping;  

   Laci Peterson was reported missing from her home in Modesto, California, on December 24, 2002. She was eight months pregnant when she disappeared.

   Laci Peterson is a White female, DOB: May 4, 1975, 5'1", 135 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

   Contact: SA____________________, FBI, Sacramento, California, Modesto Resident Agency, at____________________
2) Hazel Leota Head, aka Hazel Morgan, Willow Shield, Hazel Woodman, Hazel Foley, Kelly Morgan, Hazel Spurbeck, Willow Spurbeck, Hazel Haynes, Hazel Vincent, Deanna Ray, Hazel Fatuch, Treasa "Tess" Jean Coyle, Treasa "Tess" Venable - Fugitive (A); UFAP - First Degree Murder; Arson; OO: New Orleans, 88A-NO-63414.

Hazel Leota Head is wanted for the murder of Charles Barker in Benton, Louisiana, in September of 1998. Bossier Parish Sheriff's Deputies say that Barker was shot in the back of the head while he sat in his trailer.

Head is also wanted by authorities in Nebraska. She is accused there of burning down a boyfriend's trailer.

Head has a history of moving and living throughout the United States and may have ties to Wheat Ridge, Colorado. She has been married several times, possibly to as many as ten men.

She often works as a waitress, hangs out at truck stops, and likes to travel with truck drivers. Head is a smoker, likes to drink vodka, and frequents casinos. She is known to place personal ads seeking men.

Hazel Leota Head is a White female, DOB: 5'2", 120 pounds, with reddish/blonde hair and green/hazel eyes. She may have gained weight and has a gap between her front teeth.

Contact: SA FBI, New Orleans, Louisiana, Shreveport Resident Agency, at

3) Carlos Alberto Cervantes - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: San Francisco; 88A-SF-130846.

Carlos Cervantes is wanted for his alleged involvement in the shooting death of two men on August 7, 2000, in Oakland, California.

Carlos Cervantes is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'7", 150 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. He has a tattoo on his upper left arm.

Contact: TFO FBI, San Francisco, California, Oakland Resident Agency, at


Desiree Dawn Lingo-Perkins is wanted for her alleged involvement in the kidnapping and murder of a Texas man. On March 10, 2000, the victim was kidnapped in Troup, Texas. A ransom note was received a short time later by his family. The next day,
the victim's body was discovered in rural Cherokee County, Texas. Three males have since been arrested on state warrants charging them with capital murder in connection with this case. Lingo-Perkins, an alleged participant in the planning and execution of the crime, has also been charged in a state warrant for capital murder and a federal warrant for unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Desiree Dawn Lingo-Perkins is a White female, DOB: 5'6", 170 to 200 pounds, with green eyes and blonde hair. Lingo-Perkins has a scar on her abdomen and a tattoo on her right ankle. She also suffers from a and has taken the following medications:

Contact: SA FBI, Dallas, Texas, Tyler Resident Agency, at

5) William Dewey Kittrell - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder; DO: Jackson; 86A-JN-27598.

William Dewey Kittrell is wanted for his alleged involvement in the June 1, 1999 murder of his estranged wife in State Line, Mississippi. The victim was shot and killed with a high-powered rifle outside of her residence as she was returning home from work. Kittrell is believed to have fled the area the day after the shooting.

Kittrell is a White male, DOB: 6'1", 185 pounds, with blue eyes and brown hair. Kittrell has worked as a cattle farmer and in the oil drilling industry, in Louisiana and Texas. He may have resided in Venice, Louisiana and the State of Washington since 1999. He enjoys attending rodeos and livestock auctions.

Contact: SA FBI, Jackson, Mississippi, Pascagoula Resident Agency, at

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, February 6, 2003 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

Jon Christian Maggio - Fugitive; Whitney Bank - Victim; Financial Institution Fraud; Molly Maggio - Missing Person; DO: Mobile, 29B-MO-41683.

Contact: SA FBI, Mobile, Alabama, at

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however,
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/31/2003

continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. 
(See Second Administrative Lead)

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network spotlights the FBI's top priority, Counterterrorism. Assistant Director Larry Mefford, Counterterrorism Division, is the guest. This is Part Two of a three-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI’s Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/31/2003

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 1/31/2003

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

---
1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
Focused on National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, December 28, 2002, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Michel Barrera; Terra Bank, 1067 Southwest 107th Avenue, Miami, Florida, February, 1998; Republic National Bank, 15800 Southwest 137th Avenue, Miami, Florida, May, 1998; Bank Robbery (A), Carjacking; OO: Miami, 91A-MM-88945.

Michel Barrera is wanted for his alleged involvement in the February of 1998 armed robbery of a Miami, Florida bank. He is also wanted for the May of 1998 armed robbery of another Miami bank, the carjacking of a man in Miami, and the attempted murder of a Metro-Dade, Florida police officer during his getaway.
Michel Barrera is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'8", 145 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. Barrera has a tattoo of the word "Maria" on his back and a burn scar on his left shoulder.

Contact: SA_________________ FBI, Miami, Florida, Homestead Resident Agency, at

2) Mark William Samples - Fugitive; Red Wing Credit Union, 3303 North Service Drive, Red Wing, Minnesota; 5/3/2001; Bank Robbery; OO: Minneapolis, 91A-MP-59231.

Mark William Samples is wanted for the May of 2001 armed robbery of a bank in Red Wing, Minnesota. Samples was arrested for the bank robbery and later released under certain conditions to await his trial. After Samples violated his pre-trial release conditions, a bench warrant was issued for his arrest on June 3, 2002, by the United States District Court, District of Minnesota.

Mark Samples is a White male, DOB: 6'0", 225 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes.

Mark Samples is believed to be traveling with He is described as a White male, DOB: 3'6", 34 pounds, with blue eyes and brown hair. He has a scar on his left cheek, a discoloration on his neck, and a gap between his front teeth.

Contact: SA_________________ FBI, Minneapolis, Minnesota, Rochester Resident Agency, at

3) Marvin Mercado, aka "Slim", "Boo Boo" - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder, Attempted Murder, Burglary, Conspiracy to Commit Murder With a Firearm; OO: Los Angeles, 88A-LA-200695.

Marvin Aclaro Mercado is wanted for his alleged involvement in a series of murders and attempted murders which occurred in 1995 in the Los Angeles, California, area. Mercado is a leader of an Asian street gang, known as the "Asian Boyz", whose members are thought to be responsible for the murders. The victims were rival gang members and others not associated with any gang. The "Asian Boyz" are also believed to have committed other crimes which include home invasion robberies, burglaries, extortions, and arson.

In 1997, several "Asian Boyz" gang members were indicted by a State Grand Jury. Then, in 1999, after a four-month trial, the "Asian Boyz" gang members involved in the trial were convicted and received life sentences. However, Mercado is believed to have fled to the Philippines with his brother, Pierre Mercado, who is also an "Asian Boyz" gang member. Pierre Mercado is also a federal fugitive wanted for the underlying state charge of attempted murder.
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/27/2002

Marvin Mercado is an Asian male, Dates of Birth used:
6'0", 160 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. Mercado has a tattoo of a dragon on his back.

Pierre Mercado (88A-LA-212829) is an Asian male,
DOB: 5'9", 150 pounds, with green eyes and black hair. He has a tattoo on his upper arm.

Contact: SA FBI, Los Angeles, California, Long Beach Resident Agency, at

4) Alejandro Santana - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder;

On August 22, 2000, Alejandro Santana was involved in a carjacking incident in the Sacramento, California area. A used car salesman had taken Santana and his friends for a test drive in a Camaro. As the vehicle entered a nearby freeway, it is alleged that Santana shot the salesman in the head and pushed his body out of the moving car. The salesman died a short time later. Three of Santana's friends were arrested later that day. Santana remains at large.

Alejandro Santana is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'9", 200 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Sacramento, California, at

5) Fethi Jelassi - Fugitive; UFAP - Aggravated Murder;
OO: Cleveland, 88A-CV-63067.

Fethi Jelassi is wanted for the shooting deaths of a man and his mother in Cleveland, Ohio. On June 22, 2000, Jelassi allegedly shot the man more than ten times over a disputed relationship. The man's mother was shot numerous times in the head.

Fethi Jelassi is a White male, DOB: 5'7", 185 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Cleveland, Ohio, at

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, January 2, 2003 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB(S); Tionda Bradley - Victim; Diamond Bradley - Victim; Child Abduction; OO: Chicago, 7C-CG-116259.

Contact: SA FBI, Chicago, Illinois, at
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/27/2002

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of December 30, 2002, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, December 30, 2002: Pre-empted
Tuesday, December 31, 2002: Pre-empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network salutes two FBI employees. SA and Analyst Birmingham Division, were honored as Federal Employees of the Year for their several years of work reviewing old evidence and helping gain two convictions in the 1963 church bombing case in Birmingham, Alabama. SA Craig Dahle, Birmingham Media Representative, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPCA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7; 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/27/2002

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA [redacted] at the FBI Washington Field office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPCA, at [redacted].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [redacted] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPCA, at [redacted]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [redacted] FPSSU, pager number [redacted].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 12/27/2002

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB

++
To: All Field Offices
Attn: Media Reps
VCMO Supervisors
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)
Contact: ________________________________

Approved By: Chandler Cassandra M Kortan Michael P
Drafted By: ________________________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES);
"FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, February 8, 2003, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will not be broadcast due to a FOX Television pre-emption.

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Friday, February 14, 2003 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UFAP - Parental Kidnapping; 00: Kansas City, ________________________________

Contact: SA ________________________________ FBI, Kansas City, Missouri, Joplin Resident Agency, at ________________________________

8D-LA-17370
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/7/2003

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of February 10, 2003, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, February 10, 2003: None

Tuesday, February 11, 2003: None

Wednesday, February 12, 2003:

1) Richard Lynn Bare, aka "Lynn" - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; 00: Charlotte, 88A-CE-17522.
   Contact: SA _______________________________________ FBI, Charlotte, North Carolina, Hickory Resident Agency, at ____________

2) Franklin Delano Floyd; Michael Anthony Hughes - Victim; Kidnapping; 00: Oklahoma City, 7A-OC-55388.
   Contact: SA _______________________________________ FBI, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, at ____________

Thursday, February 13, 2003: None

Friday, February 14, 2003: Pre-Empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network spotlights the FBI's top priority, Counterterrorism. Assistant Director Larry Mefford, Counterterrorism Division, is the guest. This is Part Three of a three-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/7/2003

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/7/2003

LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, Investigative Services Division, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/7/2003

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - ISD/IRB
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 -
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY
Date: 2/14/2003

To: All Field Offices
Attn: Media Reps
VCMO Supervisors
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
(FPSSU)

Contact: 

Approved By: Chandler Cassandra M
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

ARMS AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, February 15, 2003, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB; Elizabeth Smart - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: Salt Lake City, 

Elizabeth Smart was kidnapped at gunpoint from the bedroom of her house in Salt Lake City, Utah, during the early morning hours of June 5, 2002. An unknown male allegedly entered the residence and, after having Elizabeth put on her shoes, abducted her from the home.

Elizabeth Smart (victim) is a White female, DOB: 5'6", 105 pounds, with blonde hair and blue eyes. She was last seen wearing red pajamas.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/14/2003

The unknown suspect is described as a White male, 30 to 40 years old, 5'8" to 5'10", with dark hair. He also had dark hair on his arms and the back of his hands. He was wearing a "Polo" brand shirt, tan pants, and a white baseball cap.

Contact: SA FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, at


Joseph Michael Maloney is wanted in connection with the death of his wife in June of 1967. Maloney allegedly placed methyl alcohol in his wife's drinks at a party for their young son in Rochester, New York. His wife slipped into a coma and died a short time later. Maloney then fled to Ireland, where he was eventually arrested after an extradition treaty was established between Ireland and the United States in late 1994. However, Maloney disappeared while fighting his extradition and remains in fugitive status.

Joseph Maloney is a White male, DOB: 6'2" to 6'3", 230 pounds, with graying hair and blue eyes. He has a scar on his right eyebrow and an operation scar on the right side of his abdomen.

Contact: SA FBI, Buffalo, New York, Rochester Resident Agency, at

3) Joseph Leroy Crouch, Jr. - Fugitive (A); Betsy Crouch - Victim (Deceased); UFAP - First Degree Murder; OD: Memphis, 88A-ME-55342.

Joseph Leroy Crouch, Jr. is wanted for allegedly shooting to death his wife as she slept in their residence in Memphis, Tennessee, on June 25, 2001. He is thought to be driving the victim's 2000, silver, four-door Mercury Sable with Tennessee license plates reading

Joseph Crouch is a White male, DOB: 5'9", 180 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. He may have traveled to the New Orleans, Louisiana area after the commission of the crime. He is known to be a habitual gambler and frequents casinos on a regular basis.

Contact: TFO FBI, Memphis, Tennessee, at
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/14/2003


Mohammed Sher Mohammad Khan is being sought for purposes of interview related to information on possible terrorist threats against the United States.

Mohammed Sher Mohammad Khan is a White (Arab) male, DOB: 5'3" to 5'7", 132 pounds, with black hair and black eyes. He is known to speak English.

Contact: SA FBI Headquarters, Washington, D.C., at

5) Marcus Derand Head - Fugitive; UFAP - First Degree Murder, Attempted Murder; OO: Birmingham, 88A-BH-50390.

Marcus Derand Head is wanted for his alleged involvement in a murder and attempted murders in Birmingham, Alabama. In October of 2001, Head is alleged to have broken into his estranged wife's home while she wasn't there and hid in a closet. Shortly after she returned home with her boyfriend and another couple, Head allegedly shot and killed his estranged wife's boyfriend, and wounded his estranged wife and another male friend.

Head is a Black male, DOB: 6'1", 180 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. He has a scar on his left arm from a childhood accident. He has ties to Indiana, California, and Florida.

Contact: SA FBI, Birmingham, Alabama, at

6) Daniel Perez, aka Daniel Gutierrez, Danny Perez, Daniel Corona, Samuel Bernal Corona, Daniel Gutierrez Perez, Samuel Corona Bernal - Fugitive (A); UFAC - Attempted Murder, Murder; OO: Los Angeles, 88A-LA-229598.

In April of 1999, Daniel Perez shot and was arrested in Los Angeles County, California. While on trial, Perez was out of jail on bail. He reportedly went searching for and allegedly broke into his father-in-law's home in San Bernardino County, California. When Perez was confronted by his father-in-law, Perez allegedly shot and killed him. The following day Perez was scheduled to appear in court to continue his trial for the attempted murder of but failed to do so. Perez was convicted in absentia in Los Angeles County and sentenced to life plus 33 years and 8 months for the attempted murder. Perez subsequently was charged in San Bernardino County with the murder of his father-in-law.

Daniel Perez is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'8", 160 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair. He has moles on
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/14/2003

his neck and the left side of his nose, and a scar on his left cheek towards his ear.

Contact: SA____________________ FBI, Los Angeles, California, at__________________

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, February 20, 2003 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

Fugitive; Victim; International Parental Kidnapping; 00: New York, New York, New York, at__________________

Contact: SA____________________ FBI, New York, New York, at__________________

As of October of 2002, " Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of February 17, 2003, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, February 17, 2003: Pre-Empted
Tuesday, February 18, 2003: None
Wednesday, February 19, 2003: None
Thursday, February 20, 2003: None
Friday, February 21, 2003: Pre-Empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.iib.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network checks-in with the Chicago Division for a field perspective on the latest threat status and safety tips for the public. SA Ross Rice, Chicago Division Media Representative, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI’s Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/14/2003

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/14/2003

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, CIRG, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number
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Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
{WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
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ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, February 22, 2003, "America's Most Wanted:
America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com}, will broadcast the
following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Joseph Leroy Crouch, Jr. - Fugitive (A); Betsy Crouch -
Victim (Deceased); UFAP - First Degree Murder; OO: Memphis,
88A-ME-55342.

Joseph Leroy Crouch, Jr. is wanted for allegedly shooting to
death his wife as she slept in their residence in Memphis, Tennessee,
on June 25, 2001. He is thought to be driving the victim's 2000,
silver, four-door Mercury Sable with Tennessee license plates reading

80-LA-17370
1105
To: All Field Offices
From: Director’s Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/21/2003

Joseph Crouch is a White male, DOB: 5'9", 180 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. He may have traveled to the New Orleans, Louisiana area after the commission of the crime. He is known to be a habitual gambler and frequents casinos on a regular basis.

Contact: TFO FBI, Memphis, Tennessee, at

2) CHANGED; Julian Lockhart - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder, Robbery, Larceny; 00: New Haven, 88A-NH-41816.

Julian J. Lockhart is wanted for allegedly beating a man to death with a tree branch and then stealing his car on May 5, 2002, in Durham, Connecticut. The victim and Lockhart allegedly met after the victim had advertised the sale of his car in a local newspaper. Lockhart responded to the advertisement and made arrangements to meet the victim at his place of employment for a test drive of the vehicle. The victim never returned from the test drive.

On May 12, 2002, the victim's car was found, partially burned, in a commuter parking lot in the nearby town of Cheshire, Connecticut. It is believed that Lockhart took a bus from Hartford, Connecticut to New York City on the evening of May 13, 2002. After a local arrest warrant was filed, a federal arrest warrant was issued on May 20, 2002, in the District of Connecticut, New Haven, Connecticut, charging Lockhart with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Julian Lockhart is a Black male, DOB: 6'1", to 6'2", 210 to 220 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He may wear his hair in dreadlocks.

Contact: SA FBI, New Haven, Connecticut, at

3) Michael Alfonso, aka - Michael Johnson, Milton Lenon - Ten Most Wanted Fugitive; UFAP - Murder; 00; Chicago, 88A-CG-116008.

On the morning of June 6, 2001, a woman was shot to death in the parking lot of a fast food restaurant in Wheaton, Illinois, where she worked. Following an investigation by the Wheaton Police Department, Michael Alfonso, the victim's former boyfriend, was named a suspect in the murder.

Michael Alfonso is a Black male, DOB: 5'5", 150 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a scar on his chest.

Contact: SA FBI, Chicago, Illinois, at
Hopeton Eric Brown is wanted for his alleged involvement in the murder of a Minnesota man and the attempted murder of the man's female friend. In March of 1997, Brown and his associates went to the male victim's apartment in St. Paul. The victim was beaten severely and shot to death, allegedly following a drug dispute with Brown and his associates. The victim's female friend was also shot several times, twice in the head. However, she survived the shooting. Brown is believed to have fled from Minnesota and traveled to Florida a few days after the crimes occurred.

In 1999, Brown and some of his associates were indicted by a federal grand jury in the District of Minnesota at Minneapolis for the murder and attempted murder which occurred in 1997. Of those indicted, Brown is the only one who is at large. Brown is also being sought by Jamaican authorities for a double murder which occurred on January 14, 2001.

Hopeton Eric Brown is a Black male, DOB: ______ 5'8", 175 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. He has a mole below his left eye and possibly a large scar on his chest. He wears heavy gold jewelry.


The FBI is offering a reward of up to $50,000 for information leading to the arrest of Hopeton Eric Brown.


Contact: SA FBI, Minneapolis, Minnesota, at

Contact: SA FBI, New York, New York, at
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/21/2003


On the morning of April 10, 2001, a home in Scottsdale, Arizona exploded, engulfing it in flames. After the fire was extinguished, the bodies of a woman and two young children were discovered inside the burned residence. It is alleged that Robert Fisher, the husband and father of the victims, murdered his family and then caused the fire to the home. State and federal arrest warrants were subsequently issued for Fisher.

On June 29, 2002, Robert Fisher was named to the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list.

Robert Fisher is a White male, DOB: _______ 6'0", 190 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. He has surgical scars on his lower back. Fisher has a noticeable gold crown on his upper left first bicuspid tooth. He may walk with an exaggerated erect posture with his chest pushed out due to a lower back injury. He has surgical scars on his lower back.

Fisher has worked as a surgical catheter technician, a respiratory therapist, and a fireman. He is physically fit and is an avid outdoorsman, hunter, and fisherman. He is known to chew tobacco heavily. Fisher has ties to New Mexico and Florida. He is believed to be in possession of several weapons including a high-powered rifle.

Contact: SA ____________________ FBI, Phoenix, Arizona,
at


Richard Steve Goldberg is being sought for allegedly engaging in lewd acts with several girls under ten years of age in California. He also allegedly possessed images of these sex acts which were later found on his computer.

From January through May of 2001, Goldberg allegedly lured neighborhood girls to his Long Beach, California home in order to engage in illicit sexual activities with them. Goldberg gained the trust of the parents and then befriended their children. He entertained the girls by allowing them to play with his pets, watch television, and use his computer to play games. Some of these girls also took short trips with him.

Richard Steve Goldberg was added to the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list on June 14, 2002.

Goldberg is a White male, DOB: _______ 6'0", 160 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. He has a thick moustache and a receding hairline. Goldberg was formerly employed as an
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/21/2003

engineer with a major aerospace engineering corporation. He enjoys outdoor activities and was the president of a gun club in Long Beach. He may have traveled to, or have ties to, New Jersey, Nevada, Colorado, Arizona, and Georgia.

Contact: SA_________ FBI, Los Angeles, California, Long Beach Resident Agency, at 202-324-3525

8) Glen Stewart Godwin - Ten Most Wanted Fugitive (A); I.O. # 5055; UFAC - Murder and Escape; OO: Sacramento, 88A-SC-9843.

Contact: SA_________ or SA_________ FBI, Sacramento, California, at 916/481-9110.

9) James J. Bulger - Ten Most Wanted Fugitive (A); I.O. #5268; OC/DI; Catherine E. Greig - Fugitive (A); Harboring; OO: Boston, 281A-BS-53647.

Contact: SA_________ TFO_________ or TFO_________ FBI, Boston, Massachusetts, at 617/428-0270.

10) SANDBOM; Major Case #145; Eric Robert Rudolph - Ten Most Wanted Fugitive (A); I.O. #5290; AOT-DT-FACE-ACT-Homicide-Bombing; OO: Birmingham, 266A-BH-46671.

Contact: SA_________ or SA_________ FBI, Charlotte, North Carolina, Asheville Resident Agency, at 828/253-1643.

11) WELLROB; Victor Manuel Gerena, aka - Ten Most Wanted Fugitive (A); I.O. # 4946; Victim; Kidnapping; OO: New Haven, Connecticut, at 202-324-3525

Contact: SA_________ FBI, New Haven, Connecticut, at 202-324-3525

12) Donald Eugene Webb - Ten Most Wanted Fugitive (A); I.O. # 4873; UFAP - Murder, Attempted Murder; OO: Boston, 88A-BS-8476.

Contact: SA_________ FBI, Boston, Massachusetts, Lakeville Resident Agency, at 202-324-3525

13) UNSUB(S); Victim; Kidnapping; OO: Seattle,...

was last seen at approximately 8:30 p.m. on February 4, 2003, near her residence in Kennewick, Washington.

_________ is a Hispanic female, DOB: 3'0", 33 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. She has a mole under her left eye and is missing her four top front teeth. She was last seen wearing blue overalls, a red shirt, violet socks, and white shoes.
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/21/2003

Contact: SA[__________] FBI, Seattle, Washington, Richland Resident Agency, at[__________]

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, February 27, 2003 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

UNSUB(S); Hyunjung Song, aka Cindy Song - Victim; Kidnapping; 00; Philadelphia, 7A-PH-92171.

Contact: SA[__________] FBl, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, State College Resident Agency, at[__________]

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of February 24, 2003, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, February 24, 2003: None
Tuesday, February 25, 2003: None
Wednesday, February 26, 2003: None
Thursday, February 27, 2003: None
Friday, February 28, 2003: Pre-Empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.1bb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network checks-in with the Chicago Division for a field perspective on the latest threat status and safety tips for the public. SA Ross Rice, Chicago Division Media Representative, is the guest. The is Part Two of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077669, 2/21/2003

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/21/2003

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPA, at ____________

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at ____________ and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPA, at ____________. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, CIRG, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number ____________

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/21/2003

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - OIO/IRB

**
ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, March 1, 2003, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) UNSUB; Elizabeth Smart - Victim; Child Abduction - No Ransom; OO: Salt Lake City, 

Elizabeth Smart was kidnapped at gunpoint from the bedroom of her house in Salt Lake City, Utah, during the early morning hours of June 5, 2002. An unknown male allegedly entered the residence and, after having Elizabeth put on her shoes, abducted her from the home.

Elizabeth Smart (victim) is a White female, DOB: 5'6", 105 pounds, with blonde hair and blue eyes. She was last seen wearing red pajamas.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/28/2003

2) James Joseph Singleton - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Capital Murder; OO: Dallas, 88A-DL-97264.

James Joseph Singleton is wanted for his alleged involvement in the murder of his parents, by cutting them to death with a Chinese militia sword. The murder took place on approximately August 18, 2002.

James Singleton is a White male, DOB: 6'0", 165 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair. Singleton has a tattoo of the initial "J" on his upper back left shoulder; a long stem rose of death tattoo on his left forearm, which extends from his wrist to his elbow; a skull smoking with the words "still smoking" on his left shoulder; and the initial "S" on his right shoulder upper back. Singleton also has a black and red tribal design on the top of one of his middle fingers.

3) Genero Espinoza Dorantes, aka Edgar Espinosa-Dorentes - Fugitive; Martha L. Cano Patlan - Fugitive; Luis Osvaldo Cisneros (Juvenile) - Deceased Victim; UFAP - Criminal Homicide; OO: Memphis, 88A-ME-56752.

Martha Patlan and her live-in boyfriend, Genero Dorantes, are wanted for the murder of her four-year-old son in Nashville, Tennessee. The burned and beaten body of the boy was found in a park in Nashville on February 22, 2003.

Patlan and Dorantes may now be traveling with two other children: [ ] Both of these children are thought to be in extreme danger.

Genero Dorantes is a Hispanic male, DOB: 5'6", 200 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a pierced left ear, a scar on his face, and a tattoo on his left arm.

Martha Patlan is a Hispanic female, DOB: 5'6", 170 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Salt Lake City, Utah, at __________________________

Contact: SA FBI, Dallas, Texas, at __________________________

Contact: SA FBI, Memphis, Tennessee, at __________________________
To: All Field Offices  From: Director’s Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/28/2003

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, March 6, 2003 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

Fugitive: ____________ - Fugitive; ____________ - Victim; ____________ - Victim; UFAP - Parental Kidnapping; OO: Charlotte, North Carolina, Elizabeth City Resident Agency, at ____________

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead)

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network profiles Michael Alfonso, the newest member of the FBI’s "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list. SA Ross Rice, Chicago Division Media Representative, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI’s Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR’S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/28/2003

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA [redacted] at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPA, at [redacted].

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at [redacted] and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPA, at [redacted]. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, CIRG, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief [redacted] FPSSU, pager number [redacted].

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 2/28/2003

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - OIO/IRB
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

TOTAL P.06
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY
Date: 3/7/2003

To: All Field Offices
Attn: Media Reps
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit
Contact: "RST/P"

Approved By: Chandler Cassandra M
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: "RST/P"

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, March 8, 2003, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX (WWW.AMW.COM), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) John Patrick Addis - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder, First Degree Kidnapping; 00: Las Vegas, 88A-LV-31211.

John Patrick Addis, a former Alaska State Trooper, is wanted for the kidnapping and murder of his girlfriend, Joann Albanese. On August 19, 1995, Albanese disappeared, along with Addis, from her residence in Las Vegas, Nevada. Approximately three years later, in October of 1998, Albanese's remains were discovered by a hunter in a remote region of Yavapai County, Arizona.
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/7/2003

John Addis is a White male, DOB: 6'0", 180 to 200 pounds, with light brown hair and green eyes. He is an avid body-builder, a marksman, and a licensed pilot. He has used an alias, John Edwards.

Contact: SA [contact information]

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, March 13, 2003 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

Fugitive; Victim; UFAP - Parental Kidnapping; 00: Charlotte,

Contact: SA [contact information]

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of March 10, 2003, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, March 10, 2003: None
Tuesday, March 11, 2003: None
Wednesday, March 12, 2003: None
Thursday, March 13, 2003: None
Friday, March 14, 2003: Pre-Empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network dials-up the FBI's new Corporate Fraud Hotline. SSA Keith Slotter, Financial Crimes Section Chief (CID) is the guest. This is Part One of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).
When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPA, ROOM 7972. This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/7/2003

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Washington, D.C. for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSAI at the FBI Washington Field Office at 202/278-2000, and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPA. Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, CIRG, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/7/2003

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - OIO/IRB
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 3/14/2003

To: All Field Offices Attn: Media Reps
All Legats

From: Director's Office
Office of Public Affairs
Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)
Contact: ______________________

Approved By: Chandler Cassandra M
Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: ______________________

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659681%

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
(www.amw.com); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK (www.unsolved.com); "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU (www.issb.gov/fugitives);
"FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM
(www.fbi.gov); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
(www.cbs.com).

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, March 15, 2003, "America's Most Wanted:
America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the
following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Genero Espinoza Dorantes, aka Edgar Espinosa-Dorentes -
Fugitive; Martha L. Cano Patlan - Fugitive; Luis Osvaldo Cisneros
(Juvenile) - Deceased Victim; UFAP - Criminal Homicide; OO: Memphis,
88A-ME-56752.

Martha Patlan and her live-in boyfriend, Genero Dorantes,
are wanted for the murder of her four-year-old son in Nashville,
Tennessee. The burned and beaten body of the boy was found in a park

Patlan and Dorantes may now be traveling with two other
children:
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/14/2003

Both of these children are thought to be in extreme danger.

Genero Dorantes is a Hispanic male, DOB: 5'6", 200 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a pierced left ear, a scar on his face, and a tattoo on his left arm.

Martha Patlan is a Hispanic female, DOB: 5'6", 170 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA FBI, Memphis, Tennessee, Nashville Resident Agency, at

2) Hal Maxim Atchley - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder; OO: Birmingham, 88A-BH-50167.

Hal Maxim Atchley is wanted for the murder of a bail bondsman in Jackson County, Alabama. On April 1, 2002, the bail bondsman went to Atchley's residence in an attempt to return him to Tennessee where he failed to appear on several state charges. Atchley allegedly shot and killed the bail bondsman after he found Atchley hiding in a bathroom. Atchley then reportedly fled the area.

On April 2, 2002, a state arrest warrant was issued by the Jackson County, Alabama District Court, charging Atchley with murder. Atchley was also charged with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution in a federal arrest warrant issued by the United States District Court, Northern District of Alabama on April 9, 2002.

Atchley is also still wanted in Chattanooga, Tennessee on several state charges including possession of marijuana, possession of a controlled substance, conspiracy to manufacture methamphetamine, resisting arrest, disorderly conduct, and assault on a police officer.

Atchley is a White male, DOB: (other DOBs used: 5'11", 190 pounds, with blue eyes and blond hair. He has tattoos on his back, chest, ankles, arms, and hands. Atchley may have traveled to Crossett, Arkansas; Chattanooga, Tennessee; and Flat Rock and Bryant, Alabama. He may be driving a black 1984 Oldsmobile Cutlass.

Atchley may be accompanied by who is not a fugitive from the law. is described as a White female, DOB: 4'11", 100 pounds, with blue eyes and blond hair (may be dyed dark).

Contact: SA FBI, Birmingham, Alabama, Huntsville Resident Agency, at

3) Juan M. Flores - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: Omaha, 88A-OM-48190.
Juan M. Flores is wanted for a murder which occurred in Omaha, Nebraska. On November 19, 2001, Flores had an altercation with Melinda Ades, who was living with his ex-wife at her home. After hearing screams from Ades, the ex-wife called 911 and observed Flores walking from the residence a short time later. Ades suffered numerous stab wounds to the chest area and succumbed to her injuries. After the assault, Flores possibly fled to Texas or Mexico.

On November 19, 2001, a state arrest warrant was issued for Juan M. Flores based on a criminal complaint filed in Douglas County, Nebraska. The warrant charges Flores with murder in the first degree and use of a weapon to commit a felony. Flores was also charged with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution in a federal arrest warrant issued by the United States District Court, District of Nebraska.

Juan M. Flores is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 11/15/66, 210 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. Flores may be driving a blue 1991 Dodge Shadow, 2-door automobile. Flores also uses the alias name Juan Manuel Flores-Cruz.

Contact: SA FBI, Omaha, Nebraska, at

4) CHANGED: Terry Drake - Fugitive (A);

Victim; Abduction; 00: Detroit, 7A-DE-93995.

Terry Drake is wanted for his alleged involvement in the abduction of from her residence in Jones, Michigan, on March 1, 2003. apparently met Drake at church and communicated with him via e-mail. Drake is a convicted felon who served time in jail for a murder committed in 1977.

Confirmed sightings of Drake and have been corroborated in the following states: Michigan, Wyoming, Utah, California, and Arizona. They are thought to be traveling in a white 1995 Dodge Dakota.

Felony warrants exist for Drake from Cass County, Michigan. In addition, a federal unlawful flight to avoid prosecution warrant was obtained in the Western District of Michigan on March 12, 2003, for Drake.

Terry Drake (fugitive) is a White male, DOB: 6'4", 190 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes. He has numerous tattoos on all parts of his body, including both sides of his neck and both of his forearms.

(victim) is a White female, DOB: 5'0", 105 pounds, with strawberry blonde hair and blue eyes. It is believed that she has dyed her hair dark. wears braces.
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/14/2003

Contact: SA________________ FBI, Detroit, Michigan, Grand Rapids/St. Joseph Resident Agency, at________________

"Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network will be pre-empted on Thursday, March 20, 2003.

As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of March 17, 2003, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, March 17, 2003: None

Tuesday, March 18, 2003: None

Wednesday, March 19, 2003: None

Thursday, March 20, 2003:

Karl Henry Rehberg, aka Earl Randall, Peggy Helms; Helen Svekis Rehberg, aka Ellen Rivers, nee Helen Deliefde; dba NOPEC Corporation, 1316 George Jenkins Boulevard, Lakeland, Florida; Mail Fraud; Wire Fraud; Sale of Unregistered Securities; Fugitives (C); CO: Tampa, 196C-TP-45893.

Contact: SA________________ FBI, Tampa, Florida, at________________

Friday, March 21, 2003: Pre-Empted

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.icb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network dials-up the FBI's new Corporate Fraud Hotline. SSA Keith Slotter, Financial Crimes Section Chief (CID) is the guest. This is Part Two of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI's Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/14/2003

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
To: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPA, ROOM 7972.
This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  
From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/14/2003  

LEAD(s):  
Set Lead 1: (Adm)  

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES  

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Bethesda, Maryland, for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Baltimore Field Office and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)  

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES  

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)  

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES  

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPA, Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, CIRG, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief, FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices
From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 3/14/2003

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - IOS/OIO
Precedence: PRIORITY

Date: 03/21/2003

To: All Field Offices

Attn: Media Reps

VCMO Supervisors

FBIHQ, Manuals Desk

All Legats

From: Director's Office

Office of Public Affairs

Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit {FPSSU}

Contact: 

Approved By: Chandler Cassandra M

Kortan Michael P

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

66F-HQ-C1384970

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST
WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK", FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY
{WWW.AMW.COM}; "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME
CABLE NETWORK {WWW.UNSOLVED.COM}; "INTERNATIONAL
CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA {VOA) INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING BUREAU {WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES};
"FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM
{WWW.FBI.GOV); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
{WWW.CBS.COM).'

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, March 22, 2003, "America's Most Wanted:
America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, {www.amw.com), will broadcast the
following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Genero Espinoza Dorantes, aka Edgar Espinosa-Dorentes -
Fugitive; Martha L. Cano Patlan - Fugitive; Luis Osvaldo Cisneros
(Juvenile) - Deceased Victim; UFAP - Criminal Homicide; CO: Memphis,
88A-ME-56752.

Martha Patlan and her live-in boyfriend, Genero Dorantes,
are wanted for the murder of her four-year-old son in Nashville,
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 03/21/2003

Tennessee. The burned and beaten body of the boy was found in a park in Nashville on February 22, 2003.

Patlan and Dorantes may now be traveling with two other children: Both of these children are thought to be in extreme danger.

Genero Dorantes is a Hispanic male, DOB: 5'6", 200 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a pierced left ear, a scar on his face, and a tattoo on his left arm.

Martha Patlan is a Hispanic female, DOB: 5'6", 170 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes.

Contact: SA [________] FBI, Memphis, Tennessee, Nashville Resident Agency, at [________]

Victim; 2) CHANGED: Terry Drake - Fugitive (A); 3/1/2003; UFAP - Abduction; OO: Detroit, 7A-DE-93995.

Terry Drake is wanted for his alleged involvement in the abduction of [_______] from her residence in Jones, Michigan, on March 1, 2003. [_______] apparently met Drake at church and communicated with him via e-mail. Drake is a convicted felon who served time in jail for a murder committed in 1977.

Confirmed sightings of Drake and [_______] have been corroborated in the following states: Michigan, Wyoming, Utah, California, and Arizona. They are thought to be traveling in a white 1995 Dodge Dakota.

Felony warrants exist for Drake from Cass County, Michigan. In addition, a federal unlawful flight to avoid prosecution warrant was obtained in the Western District of Michigan on March 12, 2003, for Drake.

Terry Drake (fugitive) is a White male, DOB: 6'4", 190 pounds, with brown hair and hazel eyes. He has numerous tattoos on all parts of his body, including both sides of his neck and both of his forearms.

[_______] (victim) is a White female, DOB: 5'0", 105 pounds, with strawberry blonde hair and blue eyes. It is believed that she has dyed her hair dark. [_______] wears braces.

Contact: SA [________] FBI, Detroit, Michigan, Grand Rapids/St. Joseph Resident Agency, at [________]
To:  All Field Offices  From:  Director's Office  
Re:  80-HQ-1077659, 03/21/2003 

3) Michael Alfonso, aka - Michael Johnson, Milton Lenon -  
Ten Most Wanted Fugitive; UFAP - Murder; OO: Chicago, 88A-CG-116008.  

On the morning of June 6, 2001, a woman was shot to death  
in the parking lot of a fast food restaurant in Wheaton, Illinois,  
where she worked. Following an investigation by the Wheaton Police  
Department, Michael Alfonso, the victim's former boyfriend, was named  
as a suspect in the murder. 

Michael Alfonso is a Black male, DOB:  
5'5" , 150 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a scar on his  
chest. 

Contact:  
FBI, Chicago, Illinois,  

4) Peter Hommerson - Fugitive; UFAP - Murder;  
OO: Chicago, 88A-CG-101015.  

On January 23, 1996, a couple was shot and killed in their  
Barrington, Illinois home. Their residence was then destroyed by  
fine. It is alleged that Peter Hommerson was at the victims'  
residence around the time of the crime and may have been  
responsible for the murders.  

Peter Hommerson is a White male, DOB:  
6'0", 220 pounds, with brown hair and green eyes. He speaks  
Hungarian, English, German, Italian, and Russian. Hommerson has  
a tattoo of a ghost on his left wrist.  

Contact:  
FBI, Chicago, Illinois,  

5) Errol Anthony Domangue, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP -  

Errol Anthony Domangue, a convicted habitual sex offender,  
is wanted for his alleged involvement in the murder of a Louisiana  
woman in September of 1993. The victim was found strangled to death  
in an apartment building where Domangue worked as a handyman, in  
Houma, Louisiana.  

On January 20, 2000, Domangue was indicted for second  
degree murder in the State of Louisiana, by the 32nd Judicial  
District Court of Terrebonne Parish, and a state warrant was  
subsequently issued for his arrest. On February 4, 2000, a federal  
arrest warrant was issued in the Eastern District of Louisiana,  
charging Domangue with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office  Re: 80-HQ-1077559, 03/21/2003

Domangue is a White male, DOB: [ ] 5'7', 150 to 158 pounds, with brown eyes and brown hair. He has a tattoo of a bird and the initials "NM" on his upper left arm. Domangue has traveled to Louisiana, Texas, Arizona, Washington, Georgia, and Florida. He may seek work as a handyman at apartments or resorts, working for cash only.

Contact: SA [ ] FBI, New Orleans, Louisiana, at

6) Adnan G. El Shukrijumah; [ ] 00: New York,

Adnan G. El Shukrijumah is wanted for questioning in connection with possible threats against the United States.

Adnan G. El Shukrijumah is a White (Arab) male, DOB: [ ] 5'3" to 5'7", with a heavy build, black eyes and black hair. He occasionally wears a beard. El Shukrijumah carries a Guyanese passport, but may attempt to enter the United States with a Saudi, Canadian, or Trinidadian passport as well.

Contact: SA [ ] FBI Headquarters, Washington, D.C., at

"Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network will be pre-empted on Thursday, March 27, 2003.

As of October of 2002, " Unsolved Mysteries " on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead) The following FBI cases will be featured during the week of March 24, 2003, on the 8 p.m. broadcast:

Monday, March 24, 2003: None
Tuesday, March 25, 2003: None
Wednesday, March 26, 2003: None
Thursday, March 27, 2003: None
Friday, March 28, 2003: Pre-Empted
Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, (www.ibb.gov/fugitives), will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at the world situation, the FBI's role, and the FBI arresting a box cutter-carrying airline passenger. SA Susan Herskovits, Phoenix Division Media Representative, is the guest. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI’s Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPA, ROOM 7972.
This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: BO-HQ-1077659, 03/21/2003

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Bethesda, Maryland, for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Baltimore Field Office and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPA.

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, CIRG, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number ARMED AND DANGEROUS
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office
Re: 80-HQ-1077659, 03/21/2003

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - IOS/OIO
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY  Date: 4/4/2003

To: All Field Offices  Attn: Media Reps
   VCMO Supervisors
   FBIHQ, Manuals Desk

All Legats

From: Director's Office
   Office of Public Affairs
   Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU)

Contact: [Contact Information]

Approved By: Chandler Cassandra M
              Kortan Michael

Drafted By: [Drafted By]

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659 [Redacted]
            66F-HQ-C1384970

Title: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY MATTERS - "AMERICA'S MOST WANTED: AMERICA FIGHTS BACK"; FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY (WWW.AMW.COM); "UNSOLVED MYSTERIES", LIFETIME CABLE NETWORK (WWW.UNSOLVED.COM); "INTERNATIONAL CRIME ALERT", VOICE OF AMERICA (VOA) INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU (WWW.IBB.GOV/FUGITIVES); "FBI, THIS WEEK", ABC RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM (WWW.FBI.GOV); "WITHOUT A TRACE", CBS TELEVISION NETWORK (WWW.CBS.COM).

ARMD AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: National/International fugitive publicity on TV/radio.

Details: On Saturday, April 5, 2003, "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" (AMW) on FOX, (www.amw.com), will broadcast the following cases of investigative interest to the FBI:

1) Alvin Scott - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; 00: Atlanta, 88A-AT-92778.

Alvin Scott is wanted in connection with the murder of his estranged wife and her male companion in the Buckhead section of Atlanta, Georgia, on August 3, 2001. Both victims were shot numerous times.
times in both the torso and the head. On August 4, 2001, a City of Atlanta arrest warrant was issued for Scott. Then, on August 7, 2001, the United States District Court, Northern District of Georgia, issued a federal arrest warrant for Scott charging him with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Alvin Scott is a White male, DOB: [insert date], 6'0", 170 pounds, with brown hair and brown eyes. He was born in Turkey and continues to have ties to that country. Contact: SA FBI, Atlanta, Georgia, at [insert phone number].

2) CHANGED; Jaime Manuel Felix Borbon, aka Sergio Miguel Rivera - Fugitive (A); Javier Felix Borbon, aka Jose Atonio - Fugitive (A); et al; Jorge Alejandro Ayon - Victim (Deceased); Kidnapping; 00: Los Angeles, TA-LA-160349.

On June 30, 1993, Jaime Borbon and his brother, Javier Borbon, allegedly abducted Jorge Ayon at gunpoint, in Paramount, California. Ayon was held for ransom and later murdered.

Jaime Borbon is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: [insert date], 5'7", 190 pounds, with brown eyes and dark brown hair.

Javier Francisco Felix Borbon is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: [insert date], 5'9", 175 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. Contact: SA FBI, Los Angeles, California, Long Beach Resident Agency, at [insert phone number].

3) Alan Golder, aka - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Kidnapping, Burglary, Larceny, Robbery; 00: New Haven, 88A-NH-37364.

On October 28, 1997, Golder was discovered burglarizing a residence in Connecticut by the female victim/occupant of the home. Golder allegedly restrained the victim and stole fine jewelry from the home. Further investigations have linked Golder to 23 other residential burglaries between September of 1996 and September of 1997.

Alan Golder is a White male, DOB: [insert date], 5'9", 150 pounds, with blond hair and blue eyes. Contact: SA FBI, New Haven, Connecticut, Bridgeport Resident Agency, at [insert phone number].
4) Jose Rodriguez-Tejada, aka Jose E. Rodriguez; Victim; UFAP - Child Molestation; OO: Atlanta, 88A-AT-90225.

Jose Rodriguez-Tejada is wanted for allegedly molesting a young girl in Savannah, Georgia. A local arrest warrant was issued for Rodriguez-Tejada charging him with child molestation by the Chatham County Superior Court, Savannah, Georgia, on September 7, 2000. A federal arrest warrant was issued for Rodriguez-Tejada on December 13, 2000, charging him with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.

Rodriguez-Tejada is also a suspect in the January of 1985 rape and murder of a 13-year-old girl in Savannah, Georgia. A local murder warrant was issued in Chatham County, Georgia, in May of 2000.

Rodriguez-Tejada is a White (Hispanic) male, DOB: 5'5"; 135 pounds, with black hair and brown eyes. He has a deformity of his left arm and hand.

Contact: SA FBI, Atlanta, Georgia, Savannah Resident Agency, at

5) Mustapha Mohamad Atat - Fugitive (A); UFAP - Murder; OO: Detroit, 88A-DE-92905.

Mustapha Mohamad Atat is wanted for his alleged involvement in a murder in Detroit, Michigan. On February 8, 2002, Atat allegedly struck and killed the victim while driving a motor vehicle, and fled the scene. Atat failed to appear in court during trial and may have possibly fled to Lebanon.

Mustapha Mohamad Atat is a White male, DOB: 5'9"; 200 pounds, with brown eyes and black hair. Atat has tattoos on both of his arms and a tattoo on his chest. His alias names include: Moe Atat and Mustapha Mohamad Atata.

Contact: Task Force Officer FBI, Detroit, Michigan, at

The following FBI Missing Persons case will be featured on the Thursday, April 10, 2003 episode of "Without a Trace" on the CBS Television Network at 10 p.m. Eastern Time:

- Fugitive; - Victim; UFAP - Parental Kidnapping; OO: Charlotte, North Carolina, Elizabeth City Resident Agency, at
As of October of 2002, "Unsolved Mysteries" on the Lifetime Cable Network will no longer air new programs. They will, however, continue to air rerun shows at various times throughout the day. (See Second Administrative Lead)

Throughout the upcoming weeks, "International Crime Alert", Voice of America, {www.ibb.gov/fugitives}, will profile the twenty-two "Most Wanted Terrorists".

"FBI, This Week" on the ABC Radio Network looks at a new agreement between the FBI and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP). The FBI and RCMP now exchange fingerprint data electronically instead of by mail. Assistant Director Mike Kirkpatrick, Criminal Justice Information Services Division, is the guest. This is Part One of a two-part series. You can hear this program, archived "FBI, This Week" shows, and the Gotcha reports, on the FBI’s Internet Home Page in the Press Room (www.fbi.gov).

When offices are directing materials to the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit for consideration of media coverage, the EC should be addressed as follows:
TO: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, ATTN: FUGITIVE PUBLICITY UNIT, OPA, ROOM 7972.
This will ensure correct routing of your request.

All Legats are requested to provide a copy of this EC to the Regional Security Officer, Press Attache, and any other official deemed appropriate.

The Department of Justice has requested the assistance of the Diplomatic Security Service, U.S. Department of State (USDS), in developing a mechanism to report any information on U.S. fugitives stemming from these worldwide broadcasts, also from worldwide publicity through various other international media outlets. For instruction regarding this matter, please refer to the FBI EC, dated April 17, 1998, captioned same, or the USDS cable dated November 7, 1995, captioned "Manhunter Fugitive Initiative".
To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Field offices are requested to have the case agents travel to the FOX Television Studio in Bethesda, Maryland, for the broadcast of "America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back" when their cases are being profiled. Please contact SSA at the FBI Baltimore Field Office at and advise him of your plans to attend. Case agents are requested to bring relevant case material, including additional photographs. While at the studio, visiting agents may receive requests for interviews from producers. These interviews should not take place without prior approval of appropriate field divisions.

Set Lead 2: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

With regards to the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcasts on the Lifetime Cable TV channel, or the "Without a Trace" broadcasts on the CBS Television Network, if lead information is developed in your area regarding cases profiled on these programs, please contact the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit, OPA, at

Set Lead 3: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

All appropriate personnel should be notified of these fugitive publicity efforts, especially the squads responsible for subjects noted in this communication. If any cases are resolved in your territory, please notify the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit (VCFU), CID, at and the Fugitive Publicity and Special Services Unit (FPSSU), OPA, at Also, if there is any significant operational development in a case, please inform VCFU and FPSSU. After normal working hours or on weekends, please contact the Strategic Information Operations Center, CIRG, FBIHQ, at 202/324-6700, and Unit Chief FPSSU, pager number

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
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To: All Field Offices  From: Director's Office

CC:
1 - Mr. D'Amuro
1 - Mr. Szady
1 - Mr. Ashley
1 - Mr. Quijas
1 - Mrs. Chandler
1 - CIRG
1 - Mr. Buten
1 - Mr. Kortan
1 - [Blank]
1 - [Blank]
1 - Unit Chief (SIOC)
1 - Switchboard

1 - CJIS (SPC)
1 - IOS/OIO

***